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Abstract 

This article-based dissertation examines threatening communications as a genre – i.e. a typified, 

communicative social action (Miller, 1984) – that is generally associated with intimidation, 

violence, power and control (cf. Gales, 2010). I combine a Rhetorical Genre Studies and 

Forensic Linguistics perspective and I use a multimethodological (Miller et al., 2018) approach 

in order to examine the genre of threats from different angles. Article 1 reflects on the recurrent 

forms, functions and uptakes (Freadman, 1994) of the genre of threats. Despite pronounced 

variation in form and in degrees of (in)directness of threatening communications, results from a 

survey we conducted on genre categorization demonstrate that threats in fact are a highly 

recognizable genre. In the article, we argue that genres such as threatening communications, libel 

and hate messages belong to a wider category of illicit genres; i.e. genres that do not emerge 

from an institutional setting and that are generally societally unwelcome. As a consequence of 

possible social or even legal condemnation, senders of illicit genres often avoid naming them or 

deny having used them. This means that the uptake communities of illicit genres – including 

victims, law enforcement and legal systems – form central roles in labelling and describing the 

genres. Article 2 examines the collision of the heterogeneous and illicit genre of threats with the 

stringent and institutionalized legal genres of legislation, indictments and verdicts. By following 

the specific types of textual travels (Heffer et al., 2013) of threatening communications into 

records of judgments from 50 threat cases, I show how this specific type of language evidence is 

relayed to the courts and how the Danish legal system generally take up – and rein in – the genre 

of threats. My findings illustrate that some of the instability or variability of threats rub off on 

the indictments, specifically in their task of presenting the linguistic evidence of oral threatening 

communications as systematically, accurately and transparently as possible. Article 3 presents a 

case study of a criminal case concerning a purported threatening communication. In this study, I 

examine how the purported threatening utterance and its situational context are discussed in the 

oral court proceedings and the written police report and records of judgments from the case. 

Since the utterance is taken up by witnesses and opposing sides in court as two different genres, 

namely a joke or a threat, the case illustrates the difficult task of distinguishing between joking 

and serious intention – and thereby also the complexity of the role of criminal intent. The study 

offers unique insights into the integrated processes behind the type of genre interpretation that 

can result in guilty or not guilty verdicts. The three articles of the dissertation are integrally 

related through their joint focus on threatening communications as a socially defined genre with 

severe social, societal and judicial repercussions – or uptakes. 
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Dansk resumé 

Denne artikelbaserede afhandling undersøger sproglige trusler som en genre – dvs. en typificeret 

kommunikativ social handling (Miller, 1984) – der generelt associeres med intimidering, vold, 

magt og kontrol (jf. Gales, 2010). For at udforske trusselsgenren fra forskellige vinkler benytter 

jeg en multimetodologisk (Miller et al., 2018) tilgang, og jeg kombinerer perspektiver fra 

retoriske genrestudier og retslingvistik. Artikel 1 undersøger truslers typiske funktioner, deres 

karakteristiske formmæssige træk og den typiske måde de ’tages op’ på – deres uptake 

(Freadman, 1994). Selvom trusler rummer udpræget formmæssig variation og varierende grader 

af (in)direkthed, viser resultater fra en spørgeskemaundersøgelse vi udførte om genre-

kategorisering at truslen rent faktisk er en yderst genkendelig genre. I artiklen argumenterer vi 

for at genrer som trusler, injurier og hadbeskeder hører under en bredere kategori af illegitime 

genrer; genrer som er uden institutionelt ophav og som generelt er uvelkomne i samfundet. Ofte 

vil de der benytter illegitime genrer, undgå at navngive dem eller nægte at have benyttet dem – 

for at undgå social eller ligefrem juridisk fordømmelse. Det betyder til gengæld at forskellige 

typer publikum til illegitime genrer – herunder ofre, politi og retssystem – spiller centrale roller i 

forhold til at navngive og beskrive genrerne. Artikel 2 undersøger hvad der sker når den 

heterogene og illegitime trusselsgenre kolliderer med de stringente og institutionaliserede 

juridiske genrer som lovgivning, anklageskrifter og domme. Ved at følge de tekstuelle rejser 

(Heffer et al., 2013) af sproglige trusler ind i dombøger fra 50 trusselssager viser jeg hvordan 

denne specifikke type sprogligt bevismateriale præsenteres over for retten, og hvordan 

trusselsgenren generelt tages op – og tøjles – af det danske retssystem. Mine resultater viser at 

noget af trusselsgenrens ustabilitet eller variabilitet smitter af på anklageskrifterne som bliver 

udfordret i forhold til at forelægge specifikt de mundtlige trusler over for retten så systematisk, 

præcist og gennemsigtigt som muligt. Artikel 3 udgør et casestudie af en straffesag vedrørende 

en påstået trussel. I denne artikel undersøger jeg hvordan den påståede truende ytring og dens 

situationelle kontekst diskuteres i både den mundtlige retssag og i den skriftlige politirapport og 

dombog. Det at ytringen tages op af vidner og rettens repræsentanter som to forskellige genrer, 

nemlig som en joke eller en trussel, illustrerer hvor vanskeligt det er at skelne mellem 

humoristisk og alvorlig intention – og dermed hvor kompleks en rolle forsæt spiller. Denne case 

tilbyder enestående indsigt i de integrerede processer der ligger bag den type genrefortolkning 

der kan resultere i en skyldig eller en ikke-skyldig dom. Afhandlingens tre artikler er indbyrdes 

forbundet gennem deres fælles syn på trusler som en socialt defineret genre med alvorlige 

sociale, samfundsmæssige og retlige konsekvenser – eller uptakes.  
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Introduction 

Across countries throughout the world, threatening harm is one of the primary exceptions to 

freedom of expression, due to the serious consequences that this communicative action can 

cause. Threatening communications often cause psychological trauma and fear for victims 

(Smith, 2006; Warren, Mullen & McEwan, 2013), and in instances where threats are carried out, 

they can result in tragedy. In addition, threatening communications against politicians, opinion 

leaders and other public figures can be directly detrimental to democratic participation as many 

people abstain from voicing their opinions in fear of the possible repercussions. This shows that 

not all types of written and oral communicative social actions – i.e. genres – (Miller, 1984) are 

used to cooperate, to foster positive relationships, to assist institutions or to accelerate societal 

progress. Instead of applying principles of cooperation (Grice, 1975), some genres instead apply 

principles of conflict (Pinker, Nowak & Lee, 2008, p. 833). Thereby, these genres abuse the 

mechanisms of language and communication – even to the extent where a genre becomes an act 

of violence in and of itself, or a “dangerous genre” (Gales, 2010, p. 91). In order to better 

understand illicit human interaction – and through that, some of the more sinister aspects of our 

societies – fundamental research is needed of the kinds of communicative and rhetorical 

practices that are destructive or destabilizing across societies.1 

Threatening communications and the law 
Threatening communications are a topic of interest for forensic linguistic scholars (T. K. 

Christensen, 2019; T. K. Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2018, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010, 

2011, 2015, 2019; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017; Shuy, 1993; Solan & Tiersma, 2005; Storey, 

1995; Tompkinson, 2016, 2018; Watt, Kelly & Llamas, 2013). Written and oral threats are a 

language crime (Shuy, 1993) that permeate legal systems at multiple levels, and the different 

tiers of the legal system have different roles to play in handling threatening communications 

(Gales, 2019). Each tier involves different institutionalized genres and genre sets (Devitt, 1991) 

that are meant to help the institutional processes of legal systems run smoothly.  

1 Parts of this section is based upon perspectives presented in Bojsen-Møller (2020). 
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Law enforcement, threat assessment professionals2 and intelligence services throughout the 

world perform threat assessment on a daily basis (Meloy & Hoffmann, 2013; Napier & 

Mardigian, 2003; Simons & Meloy, 2017) in order to assess whether a threatening 

communication is likely to result in a physical act of harm – i.e. whether it is ‘realized’ or ‘non-

realized’ (Gales, 2015; also see Hurt, 2020 for realized and non-realized ‘pledges to harm’). 

Threatening communications are also a concern for the legislative tier of legal 

systems, and are often integrated in multiple statutes within legal codes. Within the Danish 

Criminal Code, several statutes include threats either as a part of a crime or as the main crime. § 

266 is known as the ‘threat statute’ in Denmark, since threatening to commit an illegal act is the 

criminal offense sanctioned by the statute. Other statutes involving threats include, but are not 

limited to: § 119, which criminalizes violence and threats of violence against public servants; § 

123, which criminalizes threats against witnesses in judicial proceedings; § 216, which 

criminalizes rape, including when it is achieved by threat; § 260, which criminalizes unlawful 

coercion, including when it is achieved by threat; and § 288, which criminalizes robbery, 

including when it is achieved by threat.  

Because threatening communications are criminalized in several contexts in most 

countries, police handle complaints and reports from alleged threat victims. In some instances, 

these complaints turn into criminal cases and may therefore subsequently be taken up by 

courtrooms. Solan and Tiersma (2005) explain some of the instances where threats are 

considered criminal, which according to them is most often in cases where they instill fear in 

their victims: 

Threats provide a basis for criminal liability if they instill fear of violence as retribution 

for failing to comply with a demand. Obtaining money, property, or sex from someone is 

a crime if it is done against the will or without the consent of the giver, or if the giver 

consents only under duress. Whether such actions are accomplished by actual violence or 

the threat of violence is usually immaterial. In contrast, threats that do not instill fear are 

not likely to be considered crimes” (p. 199) 

2 See, for instance, The Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP) or The Association of 
European Threat Assessment Professionals (AETAP). 
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Solan and Tiersma (2005) here mainly concentrate on conditional threats, or in pragmatic terms, 

threats that have a directive illocutionary force (Searle, 1979). This type of threat includes an overt 

or covert attempt at making the victim of the threat perform a specific action (prototypically in the 

form of conditional sentences such as ‘If you don’t… (then…)’). Aside from the desired actions 

mentioned in the quote above (to receive money, property or sex from someone), threateners may 

wish to achieve non-action on the part of their victims, i.e. make them stop or refrain from doing or 

saying something unwanted. Conditionality has been shown to form part of both lay people and 

professionals’ perceptions of threatening communications (Gales, 2010). However, research on 

authentic threatening communications has shown that conditionality is less typical of threats than 

people expect (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017). This is reflected in the official 

commentary to the Danish Criminal Code, which specifies that it is not necessary for a threat to 

require some action of the victim in order to be tried under the Danish threat statute, § 266 

(Toftegaard Nielsen et al., 2017, p. 531).3  

The different legal genres thus serve to delimit what constitutes an illegal threat in 

a given society. The interaction and embedding of different genres within the legal system 

thereby provides a prism through which illegal threatening communications and their functions 

can be observed and examined. 

Aim and scope 
The aim of this dissertation is to examine the language crime (Shuy, 1993; Solan & Tiersma, 

2005) or genre (Miller, 1984) of threatening communications from a combined Rhetorical Genre 

Studies (RGS) and Forensic Linguistics (FL) perspective. The following research questions 

guide my studies: 

 Do threatening communications function as a genre, i.e. are they treated as a recognizable

social action (Miller, 1984)? How can threatening communications be considered an

illicit genre? How do illicit genres differ from and converge with other types of genres?

What happens when such different genres as illicit genres and legal genres collide?

3 Instead, conditional threats will most often be prosecuted under other sections of the Danish Criminal Code, 
for instance § 260, which penalizes unlawful coercion. 
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 What are the generic characteristics of threatening communications, i.e. what are the

recurrent functional, formal and contextual features of the genre? What variation does the

genre contain?

 How and through which kinds of textual travels (Heffer, Rock & Conley, 2013) are

threatening communications taken up (Freadman, 1994, 2002, 2012, 2020) by the Danish

legal system and the legal genre set (Devitt, 1991)? What happens when one unique

utterance is taken up as two different genres in court?

It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to consider more societally acceptable or “benign 

threats” (Walton & Macagno, 2007; also see Lytle & Kopelman, 2005) such as parents telling 

their children that they have go to bed if they do not do as they are told.4 Similarly to studies 

conducted by Christensen (2019), Gales (2010) and Muschalik (2018), the data for this 

dissertation consist of threatening communications that have been considered illegal, either by 

victims, police, prosecutors or judges. The empirical findings of this study therefore do not apply 

to threats that have not been considered illegal or at least societally illicit.      

Embedding within the project Understanding Threats: Language and 
Genre 

My PhD project is part of the larger research project “Understanding Threats: Language and 

Genre” (UTLG), which is funded by the Carlsberg Foundation and lead by PI Professor Tanya 

Karoli Christensen. The project, which runs from 2018-2021, combines a Forensic Linguistics 

and Rhetorical Genre Studies approach in order to examine the language and genre of 

threatening communications. During the project period, the research project has organized three 

different colloquia: 

 a workshop (March, 2018): hosting leading international FL experts in corpus-based

studies of threatening language. The workshop included discussions of best-practices for

linguistic annotation of threatening communications

(https://nors.ku.dk/english/research/projects/understanding_threats/Workshop_on_the_an

notation_of_threatening_messages_revised.pdf),

4 We do, however, briefly touch upon this point in article 1’s footnote 4. 

https://nors.ku.dk/english/research/projects/understanding_threats/Workshop_on_the_annotation_of_threatening_messages_revised.pdf
https://nors.ku.dk/english/research/projects/understanding_threats/Workshop_on_the_annotation_of_threatening_messages_revised.pdf
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 a symposium (November, 2019): hosting international scholars within RGS and FL to

discuss different illicit genres (see article 1 for a definition of illicit genres)

(https://nors.ku.dk/english/calendar/2019/illicit-genres/), and

 a conference (January, 2021): hosting international threat scholars and Danish

practitioners working with threatening communications (a prosecutor, a defense lawyer, a

psychologist, a family law attorney, a police historian, a delegate from a network of

victims of stalking and a lead consultant at a Crime Preventive Unit)

(https://nors.ku.dk/kalender/2020/trusler-tavshed-og-tale-hvad-ved-vi-om-truslers-rolle-i-

samfundet/).

Throughout the project period, data collection of authentic Danish threatening communications 

has been ongoing, and an annotated corpus of threatening communications has been established 

from these data. The corpus consists of a non-confidential and a confidential part (total number 

of threatening communications in the entire corpus: 571. Total word count: 40,443). The part of 

the corpus that includes non-confidential data material (N=262) was made publically available 

ultimo 2020 and can be accessed at https://alf.hum.ku.dk/korp/?mode=threats#. Data sources for 

the publically available part of the corpus consist of written threatening communications: 

 from the Danish National Police Archives published in Engelhardt & Lund (2008)

(N=104; word count: 14,710) (Name of sub-corpus: JEB),

 from the Danish National Police Archives published in Engelhardt & Lund (2009)

(N=67; word count: 8022) (Name of sub-corpus: JTB),

 printed in newspaper articles, obtained through systematic searches (N=70; word count:

1852) (Name of sub-corpus: ART), and

 quoted in records of judgments (Danish: dombøger) obtained through systematic searches

of the Danish online law database Karnov (N=21; word count: 626) (Name of sub-

corpus: KAR).

Data sources for the confidential part of the corpus (N=309) consist of written threatening 

communications: 

 from systematic searches of material from Center for Forebyggelse af Eksklusion –

AnmeldHad ‘the Centre for the Prevention of Exclusion - ReportHate’ (N=109; word

count: 4571) (Name of sub-corpus: HAD),

 from the Police Museum in Copenhagen (N=58. Word count: 3813) (Name of sub-

corpus: PMT),

https://nors.ku.dk/english/calendar/2019/illicit-genres/
https://nors.ku.dk/kalender/2020/trusler-tavshed-og-tale-hvad-ved-vi-om-truslers-rolle-i-samfundet/
https://nors.ku.dk/kalender/2020/trusler-tavshed-og-tale-hvad-ved-vi-om-truslers-rolle-i-samfundet/
https://alf.hum.ku.dk/korp/?mode=threats
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 from records of judgments obtained through access to records (N=47. Word count: 1712)

(Name of sub-corpus: DOM),

 received by Danish politicians (N=28. Word count: 971) (Name of sub-corpus: POL)

 from a threat case in which the PI of the project was a consultant (N=23. Word count:

3064) (Name of sub-corpus: KON),

 collected through Facebook (N=22. Word count: 768) (Name of sub-corpus: FAC)

 received by Danish debaters or opinion leaders (N=15. Word count: 251) (Name of sub-

corpus: DEB), and

 collected by The Danish Broadcasting Corporation, P1 for a program about school threats

(N=7. Word count: 83) (Name of sub-corpus: SKT).

Since establishing the corpus has been an ongoing process that has happened continually 

throughout the project period, and since my PhD project is not a quantitative corpus-based study, 

the data set for my dissertation is not directly comparable with the data in the corpus (however, 

see section ”Data, article 1” below). My data set is instead presented in the “Data” section below 

and in articles 1, 2 and 3. Quantitative corpus-based studies are instead conducted by Professor 

Tanya Karoli Christensen and Post doc Marie Herget Christensen. Aside from the three articles 

in this article-based dissertation, articles from the project group include Christensen & Bojsen-

Møller (2018), Christensen & Bojsen-Møller (2019), T. K. Christensen (2019), M. H. 

Christensen (2021) and T. K. Christensen (in press).      

Demographic and situational factors of Danish threatening 
communications 

Genre analysis typically requires an overview of situational or contextual factors that saturate the 

social action examined – i.e. information about the “recurrent situations” that the “typified 

rhetorical actions” (Miller, 1984, p. 159) are based in. In the following section, I therefore 

present a study of some of the situational and demographic information from the data set 

examined in article 2. The data set consists of 50 ‘records of judgments’ (Danish: dombøger) 

concerning threatening communications tried under § 266 of the Danish Criminal Code. These 

records of judgments consist of the last 50 threat cases concerning linguistic threats published in 

Karnov (before Oct 2, 2019). Criminal charges in the 50 cases were made between 2013 and 

2019 (see further in section “Data” below and article 2).  
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This situational and demographic background information could not be included in 

the article itself due to word count restrictions (other situational information is however 

presented within the article). To get an overview of the situational factors surrounding this data 

set, I extracted information from each record of judgments about the:  

 defendant’s gender (figure 1),

 defendant’s age (figure 2),

 victim’s gender (only gender information was available for victims) (figure 3),

 available information about the relationship between defendants and victims,

 whether the victim is also the recipient of the threat or not (figure 4),

 uptakes of the victims (figure 5),

 the defendant’s guilty or not guilty plea and the court’s verdict (figure 6), and

 other charges against the defendant besides threatening under § 266 (figure 7).

When available, I compare these situational factors from the examined cases concerning 

linguistic threats to the situational factors of threat cases provided by Statistics Denmark5, to 

estimate whether the sample set reflects general tendencies of threat cases in Denmark. Contrary 

to the examined data set of records of judgments, Statistics Denmark includes both linguistic and 

non-linguistic threats, and no specific statute is specified for the threats. 

Below, I have listed the distribution of gender (figure 1) and age (figure 2) of 

defendants, comparing the analyzed data set of records of judgments and the general statistics on 

threat cases in Denmark between 2013-2018 (Statistics Denmark). 

The distribution of defendants’ gender in the records of judgments resembles the 

overall distribution in Danish threat cases (figure 1 below), which shows that most prosecuted 

threats in Denmark are committed by men.6 

5 Statistics Denmark is a state institution that collects statistical information about Danish society. 
6 The data material only operates with a binary gender categorization (female/male), which is therefore also 

reflected in my account in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Gender, defendants in the 50 records of judgments (N=50) 

The age distribution of defendants in the data set diverge somewhat from the overall distribution 

of defendants in Danish threat cases (figure 2 below), but both show a predominance of younger 

defendants. 

Figure 2: Age, defendants in the 50 records of judgments (N=50) 

Figure 3 (below) shows the victims’ gender in the 50 records of judgments and the gender of all 

victims of reported threats from 2013-2018 (Statistics Denmark).7 The 50 records of judgments 

7 Because I show the results without decimals, the numbers from Statistics Denmark of victims of reported 
threats add up to 99% and not 100%. 
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all consist of prosecuted threats, which is a significant difference between the two data sets 

(discussed further below). As there is sometimes more than one victim to a threat, I included the 

category ‘mixed’, which is used when the victims are of different gender. Statistics Denmark has 

no ‘mixed’ category, so it is non-discernible how they have counted victims of the same threat 

that are of different gender. 

Figure 3: Gender, victims in the 50 records of judgments (N=64) 

As already mentioned, Statistics Denmark does not report the gender distribution for the victims 

of prosecuted threats, only victims of reported threats. The large disparity between threats with 

male victims that were reported (Statistics Denmark) and threats with male victims in the 

records of judgments (which were all prosecuted) invites consideration of how reports by male 

victims are taken up in the legal system. I see at least five possible reasons for the difference 

(and more than one may hold at the same time): 

1) a greater share of the non-linguistic threats have male victims,8

2) Statistics Denmark tend to categorize victims of the same threat that are of different gender

as male,

3) the judicial journal TfK (that published the records of judgments in the data set) are less

prone to publish cases with male victims,

8 In the 9 cases that were not included in this study because they only involved non-linguistic threats (e.g. 
threats with knives), two-thirds of the victims were in fact male. 
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4) a greater share of the reported threats towards women are prosecuted than those towards

men,

5) a greater share of the threats towards women go on to the high courts than those towards

men (only cases that reach high court are included in the judicial journal TfK).

If 2), 3) or 4) should be correct, that would indicate that there is a bias in the system against male 

victims of threats. Perhaps they are not taken as seriously as female victims of threats are, or 

perhaps they do not fit the stereotype of what a victim of a threat is supposed to be. However, the 

fact that these two data sets are not directly comparable means that no such conclusions can be 

drawn. To do that, further studies would be required. 

There is a noticeable difference in the analyzed records of judgments between the 

type of relationship between defendant and victim when the victim is female versus when the 

victim is male.9 In 68% of the cases where male defendants threaten female victims, there has 

previously been a close relationship between the two parties (predominately, they were once 

romantically involved). In contrast, 76% of the cases where male defendants threaten male 

victims, there is either a distant or no relationship between the two parties (mostly, the victims 

are private or public employees or complete strangers).  

An important aspect to consider when it comes to threats is that the recipient of a 

threat is not always the victim of the threat. The following threat is from a case where the 

recipient of the threat is merely an interlocutor. The victim is another man (‘him’) to whom the 

threat is later relayed: 

(1) Oral threat, spoken in person. From record of judgment TfK2016.155:

Jeg er pisse ligeglad, jeg skyder ham kraftedeme

‘I don’t bloody care, I’m gonna fucking shoot him’

Figure 4 (below) shows that 78% of the recipients in the data set are also the victims (or one of 

the victims) of the threat in question.10 In 17% of the cases, the recipient is someone else than the 

victim, and in 5%, the threat has been uttered in a public venue (e.g., on the defendant’s own 

9 Since I only have access to three cases that include female defendants (see figure 1), I only look at the cases 
where the defendant is male. 

10 If the same recipient received more than one threat, I have only counted them once. 
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Instagram or Facebook wall), where recipients are potentially unlimited and thus may or may not 

include the victim or people close to the victim. 

Figure 4: Recipient same or other than victim (N=64) 

Most of the threats in this study are thus aimed directly at their victims. This result is not 

surprising, since threats have often been linked to exertion of control or power over someone 

else (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018. Also, see article 1 of this dissertation). 

Figure 5 (below) shows an overview of the most frequent types of uptakes 

(responses or reactions) to the threats by witnesses that are mentioned within the 50 records of 

judgments. Some of the victims are described as having had other or more than one of these 

uptakes, and as a result of this, the percentages in figure 5 will not amount to 100%.  

Figure 5: Uptakes by victims 
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Since these reactions by witnesses only constitute the uptakes mentioned within the records of 

judgments, it is not possible to conclude on overall frequencies or absences of uptakes.Not 

surprising in light of an emphasis on the ‘fitness to create fear’ of § 266 (cf. article 2 of this 

dissertation), fear is the uptake that is most often referenced in the records of judgments. Another 

striking type of uptake is the one that concerns what I call ‘precautional action’. These 

precautional actions of victims include, but are not limited to, escaping the defendant, going into 

hiding, keeping a knife by their bedside and enduring rape to avoid the threat being carried out.  

Figure 6 (below) displays how many of the 121 threatening communications in the 

50 records of judgments that the defendants plead guilty (21%) or not guilty to (79%), and how 

many of the threats they were found guilty (95%) or not guilty of making (5%).  

Figure 6: Plea and verdict (N=121) 

For comparison, Statistics Denmark found that defendants were found guilty in approximately 

half of the cases, and not guilty in the other half of the cases in all threat cases between 2013-

2018. Since only 5% of the records of judgments had a not guilty verdict, this could possibly 

indicate that TfK and thus Karnov mostly publish guilty verdicts, or that most cases that go to 

one of the two high courts of Denmark have guilty verdicts. 

In the records of judgments, the defendants often admit to having produced the 

written threatening communications, but most of them claim that the utterance meant something 

else or cannot be taken as a threat. In comparison, the defendants seldom admit to having 

produced the oral threatening communications at all. This is perhaps not surprising, since cases 

concerning oral threatening communications seldom include direct access to the original spoken 

utterance (i.e. most of them are not recorded), and therefore, these cases will often have to rely 

primarily on (often opposing) hearsay evidence by witnesses and defendants. 
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Threatening communications that are taken up by the judicial system are often—

though by no means always—combined with other criminal or dangerous activity. In figure 7 

below, I have listed the most frequent additional charges contained in the 50 cases: 

Figure 7: Additional charges besides § 266 in the 50 records of judgments 

Only 22% of the cases contained no other charges besides threats under § 266, while 78% of the 

cases had one or several other charges included in the case. Some of the cases contain more than 

one of these or other additional charges, and as a result of this, the percentages in figure 7 will 

not amount to 100%. In 34% of the 50 cases, the case also contains charges of violence or 

dangerous violence (not necessarily as part of the situations that involve the threats and not 

necessarily towards the threat victim), and 10% of the cases include charges of rape or attempted 

rape. 10% of the cases include charges of breach of restraining orders (indicating stalking), and 

10% of the cases contain charges of coercion. It is not possible to conclude from this data set 

whether crimes of bodily (or, in the case of stalking, psychological) harm are particularly 

frequent when it comes to people who threaten, or whether threat cases are mostly taken up by 

the Danish judicial system if the defendants are purportedly involved in other crimes. However, 

it is noteworthy that so many of these cases involve defendants who are accused of other violent 

crimes.11 It is important to investigate how far there really is from violent words to violent deeds, 

11 Another noteworthy factor is that 22% of the cases include possession of a knife within the situation where 
the threats are uttered. In what may be a stark contrast to countries more prone to gun violence than 
Denmark, none of the cases mention possession of guns within the threatening situations. 
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which is a focus of interest for Gales (2015), Hurt (2020) and Smith (2006), but it is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation to attempt to answer that question. 

In light of this study of situational and demographic factors of Danish threatening 

communications, the typical threat prosecuted under § 266 is uttered by a male in his twenties or 

thirties who has additional charges against him of a violent crime. Typically the threat will be 

aimed directly towards either a female with whom he has previously been in a relationship or 

towards a male who is a stranger to him – the uptake of the victim of the threat will likely be fear 

or precautional actions. Of course, many other combinations will be possible, which is also 

reflected through the multifarious form and nature (cf. section 5 of article 2) of the threatening 

communications themselves. 

Overview of dissertation 
This is an article-based dissertation consisting of introductory chapters (Danish: kappe) and three 

articles. The introductory chapters comprise introduction, theoretical framework and reflections, 

data and methodological reflections and, after the three articles, conclusion, perspectives and 

future directions. Within this introduction, I have presented the field, aim and scope for the 

dissertation, including its research questions, and I have described my project’s embedding 

within the larger research project UTLG. Furthermore, I have showcased a background study of 

the demographic and situational factors of Danish threatening communication. In the following 

section on theoretical framework, I introduce the main theoretical perspectives and reflect on the 

interdisciplinary nature of the study. Within the data and methodology section, I present an 

outline of the data used in the three studies, and I discuss the multimethodological approach of 

this dissertation that forms an important part of an in-depth genre analysis. In the final section 

with closing remarks, I conclude on the findings of the articles and reflect on the future 

directions and perspectives for research of threatening communications and other illicit genres. 

The main part of my dissertation consists of three articles written for international 

journals. I am the first author of article 1 (see description of my contributions to article 1 below) 

and the only author of the remaining two articles. The articles are integrally related through their 

joint focus on threatening communications as a socially defined genre with severe social, societal 

and judicial repercussions – or uptakes (i.e. the reactions and responses to a genre) (Freadman, 

1994). All three articles combine RGS and FL perspectives and therefore comprise integrated 

genre and linguistic analyses. The difficult role of sender’s intent plays some part in all three 

articles (however, particularly in article 3), since the discussion of intention is inherently linked 

to the question of criminal liability. Each article examines the genre of threatening 
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communications from a different angle, in order to provide a multifaceted – or triangulated – 

understanding of the genre and its societal and legal embeddedness. Below, I offer a brief outline 

of each of the three articles and their individual perspectives. 

Article 1: Illicit genres: The case of threatening communications 

The article is published in Sakprosa 12 and co-authored by Associate Professor Sune Auken, 

Professor Emerita Amy J. Devitt and Professor Tanya Karoli Christensen. 

Article 1 examines threatening communications as a genre, reflecting on the recurrent formal, 

functional and contextual traits of a generally varied genre. In order to assess whether threats 

function as a genre in broad Danish society despite their heterogeneity, my co-authors and I set 

out to test the general recognizability of threatening communications through a survey 

concerning categorization of different kinds of utterances. The theoretical basis of the article is 

grounded in RGS theory and in theoretic and empirical studies of threats from an FL perspective. 

The article proposes a framework for what we term illicit genres, which include genres such as 

threatening communications, hate messages and grooming. Illicit genres constitute socially and 

societally unwanted and adverse communicative actions, and for this reason, senders of illicit 

genres seldom admit to using them, which means that they will often only be named and 

described by their uptake communities. 

My contributions to the article: As first author, I contributed to all parts of the manuscript, 

incorporating formulations, comments, input, feedback and revisions made by the three co-

authors throughout the writing process. I designed the study but had discussions with my co-

authors throughout the design and writing process that influenced the design of the study. Data 

collection for the study was conducted by myself and co-author and PI of the larger research 

project UTLG, Tanya Karoli Christensen. Theory development for the study happened through 

discussions between me and the co-authors before and throughout the writing process. I 

commented on and revised the final manuscript, incorporating final comments, inputs and 

revisions by the three co-authors. 

Article 2: Fit to provoke fear? Uptakes and textual travels of threatening 
communications in legal genres 

The article is submitted for publication and is currently undergoing its second round of peer 

review. 

Article 2 focusses on the recurrent uptakes of threatening communications by one of their most 

significant and influential uptake communities, namely the legal system and its genre set (Devitt, 
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1991). In this article, I present the FL notion of textual travels (Heffer et al., 2013) as one form 

of genre uptake (Freadman, 1994). I follow the textual travels of purported threatening 

communications into 50 Danish records of judgments, in order to examine how the illicit genre 

of threats is generally taken up in the legal genres of legislation, indictments and verdicts. In 

indictments, the uptake happens through specific types of textual travels of the concrete 

purported threatening utterances that serve as language evidence in court, whereas legislation 

will concentrate on an abstract notion of what constitutes an illegal threat. The role of the verdict 

is to consider whether the abstract legislative text can be applied to the concrete utterances and 

situations on trial. The article examines the collision of these adverse types of genres, the illicit 

and the legal, and considers the necessary – as well as the possibly unfortunate – consequences 

of this collision. 

Article 3: Joke or threat? Competing genre uptakes in a Danish court case  

The article is submitted for publication. 

Article 3 zooms in on a specific – and, in some ways, deviant – criminal case concerning 

threatening communications in order to analyze the unique utterance and situation on trial. Since 

uptakes of the utterance, both by witnesses and by the court’s opposing representatives are 

divided between conceiving the utterance as a threat and as a joke, this article combines 

theoretical and empirical studies of both threats and jokes in investigating the oral and written 

data from the court case. In this study, I examine how the purported threatening utterance, its 

situational context and the complex role of intent are discussed throughout the case. This allows 

me to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the integrated processes behind the type 

of genre interpretation that can result in either guilty or not guilty verdicts. 
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Theoretical framework and reflections 

In the following sections, I outline the main theoretical positions that form the foundation of this 

dissertation. Most of the theories are presented thoroughly within the three articles (article 1, 2 

and 3), and therefore, this outline is meant to offer a general overview of the combination of 

theories of the dissertation. The general theoretical framework of the dissertation is 

interdisciplinary in nature and consists of a combination of genre theory and linguistic theory, 

mainly from the viewpoints of Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS) and Forensic Linguistics (FL). 

Genre theory 

My theoretical understanding of genre is based on modern rhetorical genre theory after Carolyn 

Miller (Miller, 1984. Cf. Auken, 2018; Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010; Bazerman, 1994, 2004; Devitt, 

2004; Freadman, 1994, 2002; Freedman & Medway, 1994; Miller & Kelly, 2017; Reiff & 

Bawarshi, 2016). Within RGS, genres are considered social actions or more specifically 

“typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations” (Miller, 1984, p. 159). In other words, a 

genre is a rhetorical, or communicative, social action that occurs uniformly enough to be 

considered a type or function as a type in one discourse community (Swales, 2016) or community 

of practice (de Groot, 2008; Pogner, 2005; Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002) or across 

several discourse communities or communities of practice.12 Miller (1984) clarifies that “[w]hat 

recurs is not a material situation (a real objective factual event) but our construal of a type” (p. 

156), meaning that the situational or contextual features of a genre are perceived as recurrent. In 

both their form, their function and their situational context, genres are a mixture between on the 

one hand actual and perceived recurrence and on the other hand innovation and individual 

variation. RGS views genres as defined, used and recognized by ordinary language users as 

opposed to simply being prescribed by scholars and critics (Devitt, 2004). People recognize 

12 Discourse communities ”can be identified by a set of communicative purposes, intercommunication 
mechanisms or forums among its members, a collection of text types used for information exchange, a 
typical lexicon or terminology and altering memberships” (de Groot, 2008, p. 23). Communities of 
practice “focus on common expertise and joint enterprise as the main reasons for cohesion […] 
Members of a community of practice belong to relatively manifest groupings” (de Groot, 2008, p. 22). 
Also, see Pogner (2005, pp. 6 and 8) for a schematic overview of the different criteria for discourse 
communities and communities of practice respectively. 
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genres by perceived and actual recurrence, e.g. in form, function and contextual or situational 

features: 

Part of what all readers and writers recognize when they recognize genres are the roles 

they are to play, the roles being played by other people, what they gain from the 

discourse, and what the discourses are about. Picking up a text, readers not only classify 

it and expect a certain form, but also make assumptions about the text’s purposes, its 

subject matter, its writer, and its expected reader (Devitt, 2004, p. 12). 

The quote describes tacit genre knowledge (Auken, 2018; Freedman, 1994), which is often taken 

for granted, but which is part of what genre analysis can uncover. In accordance with this, Miller 

(1984) describes her approach to genre analysis as ethnomethodological (Garfinkel, 1967) 

because “it seeks to explicate the knowledge that practice creates” (p. 155). Garfinkel (1967) 

describes ethnomethodology as the investigation of “indexical expressions and other practical 

actions as contingent ongoing accomplishments of organized artful practices of everyday life” (p. 

11) or as the “study of the ways in which ordinary people construct a stable social world through

everyday utterances and actions” (cover text). Most research in RGS combines theoretic 

investigations with studies of authentic utterances (in genre terms, instantiations of genres, cf. 

Auken, 2015), and genre analysis – or analysis of typified social actions – specifically aims to 

study the ongoing or recurrent processes governing social practice. Genre analysis can thus be 

used as a way of gaining ethnomethodological insight into how discourse communities or 

communities of practice interact in purposeful and organized ways (Devitt, Bawarshi & Reiff, 

2003).  

“Re-fusing form” in rhetorical genre analysis 

Usually, the primary focus of RGS scholars is on the functional and contextual aspects of a 

genre: 

Rhetorical Genre Studies, or their theory, restrict the scope of their inquiry to the field of 

rhetoric, conceived both as an account of the social action of discourse and as the art, or 

practice, of discourse to carry out such action. It is consistent with this restriction that 

they seek criteria that would differentiate between genres on the grounds of the actions 

they carry out, and the ways and means of that carrying out. These are functional criteria 

(Freadman, 2020, p. 106). 
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Even though functional and contextual criteria are important when trying to understand genres, 

neglecting the formal aspects of a genre will provide insufficient information about recurrence 

and change within genres. Form in RGS are the formal traits, i.e. the “content and linguistic and 

discoursal form” (Devitt, 2009, p. 31), realized in instantiations of a given genre (see further in 

article 1).13 Devitt (2009) calls for a renewed attention to the formal traits of genres, since these 

are the concrete and visible (or absent) representations of genres. Form should, however, be re-

examined in light of the function of the genre; the social action it performs within its context 

(Devitt, 2009). In other words, form should be viewed in combination with or fused with 

function and context, which is why Devitt’s 2009 article is fittingly titled “Re-fusing form in 

genre study”. In this dissertation, I join Devitt (2009) in her view that “[a]ny complete 

understanding of genre will need to include the language forms that serve to achieve [its] 

purposes and effects, the forms that make generic action happen” (Devitt, 2009, p. 27). In this 

view, I furthermore follow RGS scholars such as Auken (2015), Nyboe (2016), Schryer (2002) 

and Winsor (2000), who also consider formal traits important for their analyses of genres. 

Schryer (2002) studies the genre of negative messages in an insurance company, where she 

applies both critical discourse analysis and rhetorical analysis in her combined analysis of the 

genre. Winsor (2000) studies the genre of work orders from engineers to technicians, and finds 

recurrent formal elements that are important in terms of the functionality of the genre (such as 

placement of name, phone number and date). Auken (2015) argues that the more complex an 

utterance or a genre is, the greater the need will be for “formal and thematic analysis to properly 

understand its function” (p. 167). Research on threatening communications has demonstrated 

that forms of threats are remarkably varied (e.g. Muschalik, 2018, Storey, 1995), which makes 

the need for a genre analysis fueled with both formal, functional and contextual reflections 

essential. 

13 In comparison, the Systemic Functional Linguistic notion of register is described by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) as “the linguistic features which are typically associated with a configuration of situational 
features” (p. 22) (e.g. formal vs. informal register, academic register). Registers can be observed across 
several genres within “broad societal situations” (Lee, 2002, p. 249). It is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation to enter into the complex discussion of register versus genre, since that distinction is part 
of e.g. Systemic Functional Linguistic theory and not of RGS theory (however, see e.g. Biber & 
Conrad, 2019; Lee, 2002). 
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Uptake 

For this dissertation, one of the most important and enlightening concepts from RGS is 

Freadman’s (1994, 2002, 2012, 2020) concept of uptake, meaning the responses and reactions to 

a genre. Even though the term uptake stems from Austin (1962), Freadman’s understanding of 

the concept is principally inspired by Bakhtin’s (1986) notion of dialogism between and within 

genres. Bakhtin (1986) explains oral and written speech genres (or types of utterances) as 

dialogic and governed by their type of addressivity or responsiveness: 

Any understanding of live speech, a live utterance, is inherently responsive. […] The 

speaker himself […] does not expect passive understanding that, so to speak, only 

duplicates his own idea in someone else’s mind. Rather, he expects response, agreement, 

sympathy, objection, execution, and so forth (pp. 68-69). 

Uptake is inherently linked to this process of dialogism and addressivity within and between 

genres. As Freadman (2018) enumerates, people can take up – or respond to – a genre or a genre 

instantiation by labelling it, by commenting on it, by answering it, by describing it in relation to 

other genres, by citing it or by integrating or embedding it within another utterance. In that way, 

utterances form dialogic or intertextual links within and between genres. 

Linguistic theory 

Forensic Linguistics 

Analysis of form is often underrepresented within RGS (see section “‘Re-fusing form’ in 

rhetorical genre analysis” above), and the combination of genre theory and linguistics is 

therefore particularly fruitful when analyzing genres. The main linguistic theoretical framework 

of this dissertation comes from theoretical and empirical studies connected to FL. FL applies 

linguistic methods and approaches to issues concerning language and the law (Leonard, Ford & 

Christensen, 2017, p. 881). Some of the approaches used by forensic linguists comprise 

pragmatic analysis including speech act analysis, conversational analysis, quantitative and 

qualitative sociolinguistic analysis, systemic functional linguistic analysis, critical discourse 

analysis, corpus linguistic analysis, ethnographic research and computational linguistic analysis 

– all for a forensic aim (Coulthard, Johnson & Wright, 2017). The International Association of
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Forensic and Legal Linguistics (IAFLL)14 organizes biennial conferences (the latest in 

September, 2021, hosted by Aston University) that include presentations by researchers and 

practitioners working in the intersection between linguistics and law. Two scholarly journals, 

namely the International Journal of Speech, Language and the Law and Language and Law – 

Linguagem e Direito publish peer-reviewed articles concerning issues related to language and 

the law. Some of the topics of forensic linguists are the language of law enforcement, the 

language of legal documents, courtroom interaction, authorship attribution, forensic phonetics, 

textual travels within the law and language as evidence, including language crimes such as 

threatening communications (see for instance, T. K. Christensen, 2017; Coulthard, Johnson & 

Wright, 2017; Heffer et al., 2013; Shuy, 1993).  

While I touch upon the topics of legal documents (article 2) and courtroom 

interaction (article 3), this dissertation primarily delves into the issue of the language crime of 

threatening communications (articles 1-3) and its textual travels within the law (articles 2-3, see 

article 2 for a detailed introduction to textual travels). For a thorough literature review of 

theoretical and empirical FL studies of threatening communications, primarily see article 1, but 

also see article 2, article 3, “Introduction” above and the section below on “Speech Act Theory”. 

Speech Act Theory 

Speech Act Theory (SAT) (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) plays a important role in this dissertation, 

since some of the most significant theoretical studies of threats consider threats from a speech act 

perspective (Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2019; Gingiss, 1986; Harris, 1984; 

Limberg, 2009; Salgueiro, 2010; Shuy, 1993; Yamanaka, 1995).  

SAT constitutes a link between FL and RGS, since both FL and RGS draw upon 

insights from SAT, and since RGS is originally inspired by SAT (Miller, 1984; cf. Freadman, 

2002). In fact, genres can consist of one or more speech acts (see further in articles 1 and 2). One 

difference between RGS and SAT is that SAT is – at least originally – mainly built on 

“philosophical investigations that are based on introspection and researcher intuition” (Jucker, 

2009, p. 1615), whereas RGS to a greater degree is data-driven and ethnomethodological in 

nature. See article 1 on other differences between a genre and a speech act perspective. 

14 Before September 25, 2021, the name of the association was The International Association of Forensic 
Linguists. 
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Throughout the dissertation, I include and discuss the three aspects of speech acts; 

locution (“the act of ‘saying something’”, Austin, 1962, p. 94), illocution (“the performance of 

an act in saying something”, p. Austin, 1962, p. 99) and perlocution (“[the] consequential effects 

upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, or of the speaker”, Austin, 1962, 101). 

Furthermore, the concept of indirect speech acts (Searle, 1975; also see Searle, 1969) forms the 

foundation of the division between direct and indirect threats that I and numerous threat scholars 

use (Al-Shorafat, 1988; Christensen, 2019; Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2019; Fraser, 1998; 

Gales, 2010; Gingiss, 1986; Limberg, 2009; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017; Tompkinson, 2018; 

Watt, Kelly & Llamas, 2013; Yamanaka, 1995). Searle (1975) explains the issue of indirect 

speech acts as “the problem of how it is possible for the speaker to say one thing and mean that 

but also to mean something else” (p. 60). This is in contrast to direct speech acts where “the 

speaker utters a sentence and means exactly and literally what he says” (Searle, 1975, p. 59); i.e. 

speech acts that have agreement between locution and illocution. 

Austin (1962) introduces the notion that speech acts can be either felicitous or 

infelicitous, i.e. effective or ineffective, as opposed to true or false. Building on Austin’s (1962) 

concept of infelicity, Searle (1969, pp. 54 and 66-67) details the felicity conditions that need to 

be in effect for different speech acts to work, consisting of the propositional, preparatory, 

sincerity and essential conditions. Limberg (2009) discusses the notion of (in)felicity in relation 

to threats: “From a speech act point of view, a threat utterance without the intention of bringing 

about any negative consequences would make it an infelicitous act, and thus not a real threat” (p. 

1378). Fraser (1998, pp. 166-168) calls attention to the fact that threats are not uttered using the 

performative form “I (hereby) threaten you” (contrary to e.g. promises and warnings), which 

makes the illocutionary intention less readily observable from the words themselves. Gales 

(2019) argues that threats, in fact, problematize the framework of performatives (Austin 1962; 

Searle, 1979), and she asks the question of whether an intended threat is still a threat if it is not 

construed as a threat by the receiver. In article 1, I discuss this emphasis on intention that is 

characteristic of SAT (furthermore, the complexity of the role of intent in a courtroom setting is 

demonstrated in article 3).  

The speech act of threatening is typically defined as a type of commissive speech 

act, i.e. one which commits the speaker to some future action (in the case of threats, a future 

harmful action) (e.g. Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2019; Searle, 2008[1965]). 

However, some categorize threats as a directive speech act, i.e. one which attempts to get the 

listener to perform some future action (e.g. Gingiss, 1986; Harris, 1984), but in that 

interpretation, the primary focus is on conditional threats since these are the ones that have a 
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directive quality (see article 1 for a review of conditionality in threats). I therefore consider 

threatening speech acts as commissives that, in addition, may or may not contain a directive 

aspect.  

Fraser (1998) specifies the particular felicity conditions for the speech act of 

threatening (see articles 1 and 2). He also explains that threats differ from warnings in that ”[t]he 

intended effect of a warning is not to intimidate or coerce, as with a threat, but to bring to the 

addressee’s awareness a state of the world (or one about to occur), which, in the speaker’s view, 

the addressee should want to avoid” (Fraser, 1998, p. 165). Building on Fraser (1998) and Shuy 

(1993), Gales (2019) describes the speech act of threatening as follows: 

Pragmatically, then, threats of a serious or potentially dangerous nature can be defined as 

communicated (written, spoken or signed) speech acts, that are proffered to the detriment 

of the hearer, that are in the control of the speaker, and that are intended to, and have, the 

effect of instilling fear in or intimidating a recipient. The addition of the perlocutionary 

force and an understanding of the overall context in which the threat was proffered play a 

key role in a linguistic interpretation of the speech act of threatening (p. 476) 

Gales here underlines the importance of assessing the perlocutionary effect and overall 

contextual aspects in relation to the intention to intimidate. The fact that 

“[l]inguistic science cannot penetrate the inner motives and thoughts of the human mind” (Shuy, 

1998, pp. 78-79), makes Gales’ (2019) focus on perlocution and context particularly relevant. I 

discuss the complex intersection between intention, perlocution and context throughout the three 

articles. 

Danish Functional Linguistics 

All grammatical analyses in this dissertation are conducted following the principles and 

theoretical framework of functional linguistics, more specifically Danish Functional Linguistics 

(DFL) (Engberg-Pedersen et al., 1996, 2005; Hansen & Heltoft, 2011; Harder, 1996, 2006). DFL 

takes a functional as well as a structural approach to linguistic analysis (Mortensen, 2013, p. 7). 

The structural aspects are inspired by European structuralism, namely Saussure (1993[1916]) 

and his theory of the sign as consisting of expression and content. One of the key arguments of 

DFL is that not only the expression but also the semantic content of a morpheme, a word, a 

sentence or an utterance are structured. This notion of ‘content structure’ (Danish: 

indholdsstruktur) is explained as “the way individual languages carve out and organize meaning” 

(Engberg-Pedersen et al., 1996, p. viii). For instance, we need to be able to distinguish 
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declarative and interrogative sentences (in Danish primarily expressed through word order) or to 

discern whether something is temporally close or distant (in Danish expressed through e.g. 

verbal tense); and these examples both reflect semantic distinctions. Every content element of an 

utterance including its combinatorial, syntactic relationship to other content elements contributes 

to the collected semantics of an utterance (Harder, 1996).  

Being a functional linguistics, a main principle of DFL is that utterances are 

“functionally entrenched within human practice”15 (Harder, 2006, p. 92). Expressions can be 

used for different purposes depending on their “concrete context of use” (Harder, 1996, p. 

204). According to DFL, “[you cannot] understand the individual components without 

understanding in what way they contribute to the greater context of which they are part”16 

(Harder, 2006, p. 96, original italics preserved).  In other words, understanding function is 

understanding the parts and the whole of an utterance and how they are interrelated, as well as 

how the utterance relates to the specific context within which it is used.  

The joint focus on function and context of DFL and RGS make them particularly 

well suited as theoretical partners. Whereas RGS offers a functional and situated approach to the 

contextual features of an utterance and to interrelations between utterances, DFL offers a 

functional and structural approach to the form and meaning of an utterance and its 

interdependent, grammatical components. In my functional linguistic analyses of threatening 

utterances, some of the individual components that I focus on are the semantic categories 

typically associated with the speech act of threatening, namely futurity, expression of harm and 

sender responsibility and their different grammatical expressions (what RGS would call form, cf. 

article 1). In comparison, some of the contextual features that I focus on in my RGS analyses are 

the communicative function (what RGS calls exigence, cf. article 1), addressivity and uptake of a 

threatening utterance. 

15 Original quote (my translation): “funktionelt forankret i menneskelig praksis”. 
16 Original quote (my translation): “[man kan ikke] forstå enkeltdelene uden at forstå på hvilken måde de 

bidrager til den større sammenhæng som de er en del af”. 
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Data and methodological reflections 

In the following sections, I focus on some of the methodological considerations and on the data 

upon which this dissertation is built. Similarly to the theoretical positions, the methods and data 

that are used in the dissertation are presented within the three articles. The following sections 

will therefore mainly consider the general mixed-method approach of the articles combined, 

including an elaboration of select methods that would benefit from further explanation. 

Data 
The data material used in this dissertation is outlined in table 1 below: 

Table 1: Data material, dissertation 

Data 

Article 1 

Responses to survey concerning genre categorization (N=111) 

Excerpts from examples of Danish written threatening communications used in 

survey concerning genre categorization (N=4) 

Examples of Danish written threatening communications (N=8) 

Article 2 

Danish records of judgments from criminal cases concerning written and oral 

threatening communications tried under the Danish threat statute, § 266 (N=50) 

Prosecuted written and oral threatening communications quoted or reproduced 

in the indictments of the 50 records of judgments (N=121) 

The Danish threat statute, § 266 in the Danish Criminal Code 

Article 3 

Courtroom recordings from a criminal case tried under the Danish threat statute, 

§ 266

The police report from the above-mentioned criminal case 

The record of judgments from district court and high court from the above-

mentioned criminal case 
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Aside from this primary data material, I use notes from my own observations of court 

proceedings as background data (see further under “Method” below). I briefly refer to these field 

notes in the conclusion of article 1 to provide perspective to the article’s analysis and strengthen 

the argument of the article. 

In the following three sections, I provide further details on the data for article 1, 

article 2 and article 3 respectively. The three sections will vary in detail and length depending on 

how much detail is already provided in the articles themselves.  

Data, article 1 

One important aspect of the larger research project UTLG, of which my PhD project is part, has 

been to establish a corpus of authentic Danish threatening communications (see section 

“Embedding within the project Understanding Threats: Language and Genre” above). Data 

collection and corpus establishment was conducted simultaneously with my project period. Since 

article 1 of this dissertation was published in April 2020, which is before the completion of the 

corpus, my co-authors and I use examples that have later been embedded within the finished 

corpus. The four excerpts from examples of threatening communications that were used in the 

survey concerning genre categorization were normalized in terms of spelling mistakes and use of 

capital letters. This procedure was deliberately chosen so that no deviations from the standard 

norm would influence the interpretation of the respondents. The four excerpts stem from the 

following sub-corpora in the corpus: 

 2 excerpts from examples from JTB (threatening messages from the Danish National

Police archives, published in Engelhardt & Lund, 2009) (file names in corpus: JTB-042;

JTB-079)

 1 excerpt from example from JEB (threatening messages from the Danish National Police

archives, published in Engelhardt & Lund, 2008) (file name in corpus: JEB-101)

 1 excerpt from example from DOM (threatening messages from records of judgments

obtained through access to records – these had originally been collected through searches

in the Danish online law database Karnov and are therefore referenced as such in article

1) (file name in corpus: DOM-048)
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The eight examples of Danish threatening communications used in article 1 stem from the 

following sub-corpora within the overall corpus (see further in the section “Embedding within 

the project Understanding Threats: Language and Genre” above):  

 3 examples from JEB (threatening messages from the Danish National Police archives,

published in Engelhardt & Lund, 2008) (file names in corpus: JEB-058; JEB-112; JEB-

119)

 2 examples from POL (threatening messages against Danish politicians) (file names in

corpus: POL-038; POL-039)

 2 examples from DOM (threatening messages from records of judgments obtained

through access to records – these have originally been collected through searches in

Karnov and are therefore referenced as such in article 1) (file names in corpus: DOM-

005; DOM-006)

 1 example from KAR (threatening messages from records of judgments obtained through

searches in Karnov) (file names in corpus: KAR-023)

All these eight examples have been transcribed verbatim including spelling mistakes and use of 

capital letters. For selection criteria for the eight examples and the four excerpts and for 

information about the survey data (the 111 responses), see article 1. 

Data, article 2 

The data set for article 2 was collected through systematic searches of the Danish online law 

database Karnov. I collected the latest 50 records of judgments that contain either written or 

spoken threatening communications tried under § 266 (the data collection was concluded 

October 2, 2019). All 50 records of judgments had previously been published by the judicial 

journal Tidsskrift for Kriminalret (’Journal of Criminal Justice’), abbreviated TfK. Karnov also 

publishes records of judgments from other judicial journals, but all the records of judgments that 

these journals had published had also been published by TfK. See further details on the data set 

in section 3 of article 2 and in the section “Demographic and situational factors of Danish 

threatening communications” above.  
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Data, article 3 

The data material for article 3 stem from one case concerning threatening communications tried 

under § 266 (see data overview above). The case is one of the 50 cases that I examine in article 

2. This particular case was chosen for a case study for the following reasons:

 because it was possible to gain access to both audio recordings and legal documents from

the case (records of judgments and police report17). This enables an examination of how

specific textual travels (Heffer et al., 2013) happen in the Danish legal system,

because the case contains many discussions of the threatening utterance itself, both in the

records of judgments (compared to the other 49 records of judgments) and in the audio

recordings, which helps to elucidate how threatening communications are taken up by the

legal system and

because the case in some ways is a deviant example compared to other cases concerning

threatening communications that I have examined (see further under “Method” below).

Additional information about the data set used in article 3 is described in detail in article 3. 

Methodological reflections 

Multimethodology 

Genre studies are optimally multimethodological (Miller, Devitt & Gallagher, 2018; cf. Bhatia, 

1993), meaning that they should ideally include several methods. “Because genre entails both 

recurrence and unique instantiation, it invites comparative analysis across methodological 

paradigms, further engaging shifts in perspective and deeper, richer, more reflexive 

methodological practice” (Miller et al., 2018, p. 275). In-depth genre analyses require 

consideration of multiple aspects of and perspectives on the genres in question, regarding both 

recurrence and individuality within the genre and regarding theoretical and empirical approaches 

to the genre. This multimethodological approach could also be described as an expanded 

triangulation (e.g. Hastings, 2010).  

17 I also gained access to records to the case’s court record (see further in article 2 about the difference 
between court record and records of judgments). However, I decided not to include it in my data set for 
the article, because it offers no extra information about the uptake of the purported threatening 
utterance. 
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Miller et al. (2018) pose the important question of which methods to combine in a 

genre analysis: “[I]f genre is multimethodological, we must engage questions of comparison. 

Which methodologies offer insights most useful for genre’s multifarious nature, and how can 

they be combined into productive mixed methods?” (p. 275). This question is to date not settled 

within RGS (however, see Freadman, 2020 that includes considerations of some of the most 

typical methods within RGS). Therefore, this dissertation proposes a combination of different 

methodological approaches that are meant to work as a prism through which a given genre can 

be examined from different angles. The main methods I employed in the three articles are 

outlined in the list below: 

 theory development (illicit genres, threatening communications as a genre),

 genre comparison (of illicit genres and other types of genres; of different kinds of illicit

genres; of threats and different legal genres),

 genre analyses (of e.g. function and context) and linguistic analyses (speech act and

functional grammatical) of authentic threatening communications (qualitatively),

 conducting of survey study that examines how respondents categorize different

utterances (quantitatively and qualitatively),

 analysis of recurrent uptakes and patterns of textual travel of threats in a collection of 50

records of judgments concerning threatening communications (quantitatively),

 analyses of selected examples of uptakes and textual travels of threats from collection of

50 records of judgments concerning threatening communications (qualitatively),

 a case study of a criminal case concerning threatening communications including genre

and linguistic analysis of case (qualitatively) and

 a transcription of audio recordings from courtroom proceedings using the transcription

conventions of Conversational Analysis (CA) (Jefferson, 2004) (see further in

“Transcription of audio recording” below).

The list is not meant as an exhaustive list nor a minimum requirement for genre analyses (the 

individual researcher and research object will of course guide the choice of methods), but simply 

proposes a mix of methods that offers different perspectives on a genre, while describing the 

particular methods used in this dissertation. Also, see the section “Background information” 

below for an overview of additional methods that I applied, which did not serve as main methods 

within the three articles, but rather as background information for the entire PhD project and 

dissertation.  
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The specific combination of methods of this dissertation is partly inspired by 

methods employed by RGS (e.g. theory development, comparison of types of genres), and partly 

inspired by methods employed by threat scholars (e.g. speech act analysis, functional linguistic 

analysis) and other scholars working within the field of FL (e.g. analyses of textual travels, court 

documents and courtroom interaction). In addition, Bhatia’s (1993) seven step genre analysis 

that includes different methods has served as an inspiration (see section “Reflections on Bhatia’s 

seven steps genre analysis” below). 

The theoretical approach that includes theory development illustrated by authentic 

examples that I use in article 1 of this dissertation is a typical method for genre theory articles 

within RGS (cf. Freadman, 2020, p. 106). Less conventionally, the theoretical argumentation of 

article 1 is further substantiated by survey results from a survey that seeks to examine genre 

recognition. 

An important part of genre understanding (Auken, 2018) – and thereby genre 

analysis – consists in defining not only the function of a genre, but also the recurrent contextual 

or situational factors of a given genre. Metadata or contextual features therefore play a 

significant role in the genre analyses in this dissertation. For instance, I describe and consider the 

metadata for article 2’s data set at length both in article 2 itself and in the section “Demographic 

and situational factors of Danish threatening communications” above. Because threatening 

communications are intrinsically connected to the question of (il)legality, the specific context of 

the legal system is continuously considered throughout the dissertation.  

Linguistic analyses, both through speech act, textual travels and functional 

linguistic analyses, should also play an important part in genre analyses (see sections “Linguistic 

Theory” and “‘Re-fusing form’ in rhetorical genre analysis” above), and I therefore thoroughly 

consider the linguistic aspects of the data material throughout this dissertation.  

Whereas article 2 mainly considers recurrent patterns across a larger data set of 

Danish criminal cases concerning threatening communications, article 3 delves into one specific 

case. Conducting case studies is a frequent method used in both genre analysis articles within 

RGS (cf. Freadman, 2020) and within FL articles (see for instance, Tracy, 2021 for one of the 

most recent case studies published by the International Journal of Speech, Language and the 

Law). The case inspected in article 3 highlights some of the current challenges legal systems face 

in cases concerning threatening communications, including the influence of affordances of 

various online platforms and the discourse communities populating different social media. The 

case is also an example of a ‘deviant case’ study (Schegloff, 1968; Wicks, 2010), since it differs 
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from the other 49 out of the 50 criminal cases concerning threatening communications (see 

sections “Data, article 2” and “Data, article 3” above) on the following aspects: 

1) it is one of the only cases in the data set that has a not guilty verdict (see Figure 6 in the

section “Demographic and situational factors of Danish threatening communications”

further above),

2) the question of criminal intent plays a deciding role in the outcome of the case (as reflected

both in the record of judgments and in the audio recording from court), which is seldom

seen in the records of judgments of the other cases, and

3) differences in genre uptake or genre labelling (specifically discussions on whether the

utterance is a threat or a joke) is particularly evident in this case and is discussed throughout

the case (both in the record of judgment and in the audio recording from court) (see “Data,

article 3” above).

When it comes to understanding how genres actually work in the world, instead of how we think 

they work (cf. Gales, 2010), discussing a deviant case example can sometimes offer more 

information than a typical example, or at least offer different perspectives on individuality and 

variety within genres.  

The multimethodological approach or expanded methodological triangulation 

employed within this dissertation, which includes theoretic and empirical approaches (both 

qualitative and quantitative) to threatening communications allows me to examine that particular 

recurrent communicative social action from different angles. 

Background information 

Besides the main methodological approaches that I outlined in the section above, I have also 

gathered background information on the situational contexts of which some potentially illegal 

threatening communications are part (also, see section “Demographic and situational factors of 

Danish threatening communications” further above): 

 I have observed court proceedings of criminal cases concerning threatening

communications in Denmark. I took brief notes during some of these trials when allowed

(7 trials in district court: the City Court of Copenhagen; 1 trial in High Court: the Eastern

High Court) (February 2018-May 2019),

 in order to gain an understanding of the Danish criminal system and its most important

terms and principles, I was allowed to observe a course on Danish criminal law and
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criminal procedure at The Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen (Autumn semester, 

2018), 

 to gain a better understanding of some of the psychological aspects that may influence

the act of threatening, I have interviewed a psychologist who has treated clients that have

threatened other people and a psychologist who works at a secure institution for young

people, where they frequently experience threatening language. Both psychologists have

signed statements of consent, but the interview material is not included or referenced

within this dissertation (March, 2020), and

 the online conference hosted by the larger research project UTLG that included different

practitioners as presenters has also served to provide different perspectives on threatening

communications and their function (see section “Embedding within the project

‘Understanding threats: Language and genre’” above) (January, 2021).

Aside from referencing field notes written in court to provide perspective in article 1, the above 

background information has not been used as data material for this dissertation. It has only 

served to form a basis of knowledge of the Danish legal system and of perspectives on 

threatening communications. However, I aim to include some of this background data material in 

future studies of threatening communications, since it offers great insight into the experience-

based knowledge that practice generates and that practitioners carry. 

Reflections on Bhatia’s seven steps for genre analysis 

Even though this dissertation is not based on Bhatia’s (1993) seven step genre analysis that I 

mention in the section “Multimethodology” above, all steps have in fact to a minor or a larger 

degree been considered, either within this dissertation or within the larger research project 

UTLG. In the following, I consider how and to what degree each of the seven steps have been 

considered throughout the project period. 

Step 1 of Bhatia’s seven steps, which is considering the situational context of the 

genre, is one of the most important steps in any genre analysis. I therefore thoroughly consider 

contextual features throughout this dissertation within each of the three articles, but also through 

the study of situational factors presented in the section “Demographic and situational factors of 

Danish threatening communications” further above and through the different background 

information gathered that I briefly present in the section “Background information” above.  

Step 2 of Bhatia’s seven steps, namely surveying the existing research of the genre, 

is of course also an essential part of the dissertation and the three articles within it (see sections 
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“Introduction”, “Forensic Linguistics”, “Speech Act Theory” and the three articles within this 

dissertation).  

Step 3 of Bhatia’s seven steps, which is examining the typical discourse community 

(senders/recipients) of the genre, is discussed at length in article 1. Recipients of threats are 

considered through the concept of (recipients’ and others’) uptake in articles 1, 2 and 3, and 

within UTLG, also through conference presentations by a family law attorney and a delegate 

from a network of stalking victims (see section “Embedding within the project Understanding 

Threats: Language and Genre” further above). However, being an illicit genre, the senders of 

threatening communications are difficult to access directly (see article 1). Moreover, due to the 

illicitness of the genre, attempting to do so could also prove ethically problematic. I have 

however attained indirect knowledge of the senders of threats through reviewing linguistic 

studies of threatening stances (e.g. Gales, 2010, 2011, 2015; Hurt, 2020) and psychological 

studies of threateners (e.g. Milburn & Watman, 1981; Meloy & Hoffmann, 2013; Smith, 2006), 

and also through my interviews with the two psychologists, mentioned in the section 

“Background information” above. 

Step 4 of Bhatia’s seven steps, namely collecting a corpus of the genre, has been 

conducted by the larger research project UTLG (see section “Embedding within the project 

‘Understanding Threats: Language and Genre’” further above).  

Step 5 of Bhatia’s seven steps, which is conducting ethnographic research on the 

institutional context of the genre, has to a very minor degree been conducted through 

observations of court proceedings, but as mentioned in the section “Background info” above, 

these observations have only served as background information and not as a main method within 

this dissertation. 

Step 6 of Bhatia’s seven steps, conducting textual including linguistic analyses of 

authentic examples of the genre, also form an essential part of the dissertation, its three articles 

and particularly of the larger project UTLG’s corpus linguistic, speech act and DFL analyses (M. 

H. Christensen, 2021; T. K. Christensen, 2019, in press; Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2018,

2019). Bhatia’s approach to textual and linguistic analysis is however different from the 

approaches of this dissertation and the project UTLG, so the approaches are not directly 

comparable. 

Step 7 of Bhatia’s seven steps genre analysis, namely seeking specialist informants 

to verify findings, has also been conducted through ongoing discussions with legal scholars, 

practitioners and threat scholars throughout the project period. In addition, the conference hosted 

by the larger research project UTLG that included different experts and practitioners who work 
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within the realm of threatening communications (see section “Embedding within the project 

‘Understanding Threats: Language and Genre’” further above) has also provided specialist 

feedback on this PhD project and the larger project UTLG.  

Ethical concerns 

As the data used in this dissertation, particularly the data from court proceedings, lay bare 

sensitive and even confidential information about the people involved, all persons and places of 

both the already publicized and the un-publicized data have been anonymized and 

pseudonymized. My pseudonymization procedure involves using general categories such as 

prosecutor, defense lawyer, defendant, teacher, school representative, high school student etc. 

General age indicators (e.g. decades; teenager) are used instead of the specific age of a person. I 

do not give details about the specific dates of court proceedings. As the specific identities of the 

district or high courts are not relevant to this study, I have chosen not to disclose their names. All 

records of judgments from Karnov have already been pseudonymized by the courts before 

publication (see article 2, section 3.2 for further details). 

In order to protect all sensitive and confidential data, only the research group of the 

project UTLG has access to the un-anonymized data. To safeguard against unauthorized access 

to sensitive information in the data, all digital and physical artefacts have been secured according 

to the data management plans of the University of Copenhagen. The un-anonymized digital data 

are stored on Copenhagen University’s encrypted S-drive, and the un-anonymized physical data 

is stored in a fire-safe cabinet. Permission has been attained from the Danish Data Protection 

Agency for the project’s storage of personal and sensitive data. Confidentiality agreements have 

been signed by all members of the research group, and all donators of un-publicized data have 

signed standard agreements that allow the use of their data for research purposes and explain our 

data management and anonymization protocols. 

Formalities 

Transcription of audio recordings 

For my transcription of audio recordings for article 3 (see appendix A of article 3), I used the 

program Transcriber and the transcription conventions of CA as detailed in Jefferson (2004). 

Below, I have included a list of the transcript symbols I adopted: 

[…] Overlap. The left bracket indicates where the overlap begins and the right 

bracket indicates where the overlap ends 
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= No break between two lines, the next turn continues immediately after the last one 

(0.0) Interval within or between turns by tenths of seconds (if more than a tenth of a 

second) 

(.) Short interval within or between turns if only one tenth of a second or less 

word Emphasis of a word or phrase (via pitch or amplitude) 

: Prolongation of the prior sound 

↑↓ Shifts in pitch. Arrow up indicates particularly high pitch and arrow down 

indicates particularly low pitch 

.,? Full stop indicates final falling intonation. Comma indicates level or continuing 

intonation. Question mark indicates final rise in intonation. 

WORD Loud sounds compared to surrounding sounds 

◦word◦ Soft sounds compared to surrounding sounds 

word- Cut-off. Either in self-repair or if someone else cuts the speaker off 

>word< The part of the utterance that is bracketed within the right and the left carats is 

speeded up compared to the surroundings 

<word> The part of the utterance that is bracketed within the left and the right carats is 

slowed down compared to the surroundings 

hhh Outbreath 

( ) Empty parentheses indicate that I was unable to hear what was said. 

(( )) Doubled parentheses are used to provide my descriptions and comments 

(including redacted names, see section “Ethical concerns” on 

pseudonymization and anonymization practices) 
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Translation of Danish data into English 

Throughout articles 1-3, I comment on specific translation challenges and differences between 

Danish and English, regarding both grammar and semantic content. In the following section, I 

discuss select translation choices that have not been mentioned in the articles. 

The Danish generic pronoun man has no direct English equivalent. I translate it 

into either ’one’, ’you’ or ’we’, depending on how the speaker or writer of the word aligns 

themselves with the propositional content of the utterance (see Jensen, 2009 for use of generic 

pronouns in Danish).  

The Danish particle altså has no direct English equivalent. I translate it into 

different discourse markers (‘really’, ‘that is’, ‘actually’, ‘like’, ‘basically’, ‘I mean’ and ‘you 

know’), depending on the propositional content of the utterance. See Hansen & Heltoft (2011) 

for altså as a dialogic particle with argumentative function (§ 9.7 and § 14.1.b) or emotive 

function (§ 10 and § 14.1.c) or as a constative sentence adverbial (§ 13 and § 14.1.a). Also see 

Heinemann & Steensig, 2018 for altså as a turn-initiating particle and often a prefacer for self- or 

other-initiated repair. 

When a speaker uses self-initiated repair in the middle of a word in the audio 

recording for article 3, I have made an interpretation in order to give an approximate translation 

of the initial part of the word that is cut off. Sometimes this interpretation is based on similar 

sounds occurring within close proximity to the interrupted word. For instance in turn 116, where 

ved- (English translation: ‘reg-’) appears to project the word vedrørende ‘regarding’, which is 

said a bit later in the sentence. Other times, my translation of the cut off word is based on an 

interpretation of the content or context of the sentence. For instance in turn 135, where the 

prosecutor says at an- (English translation: ‘that the pro-’) followed by the repair at 

domsmandsretten ‘that the court’. I find it likely that the prosecutor was about to say at 

anklagemyndigheden ‘that the prosecution’, since he is typically speaking on behalf of the 

Prosecution Service. However, these interpretations of interrupted words do not have any 

bearing on my analyses, and consequently, this last paragraph simply includes reflections on my 

translation practices. 
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Resumé 

Denne artikel anlægger et nyt perspektiv på studiet af sproglige trusler ved at argumentere for at 

de kan karakteriseres som en genre – en genre der generelt giver stærke konnotationer til 

intimidering, frygt, aggression, magt og tvang. Vi kombinerer Retoriske Genrestudiers (RGS’) 

teoretiske ramme med resultater fra teoretiske og empiriske analyser af trusler for at nå frem til 

en mere nuanceret og fyldestgørende forståelse af trusler. Sproglige trusler er som udgangspunkt 

ikke at finde i gængse oversigter over genrer, og man lærer heller ikke om dem i skolen. Derfor 

designede vi et spørgeskema der skulle teste hvor genkendelige trusler egentlig er. Selvom 

trusselsforskere rapporterer at trusler har en bemærkelsesværdig variation i deres formmæssige 

og kontekstuelle træk, kategoriserede størstedelen af vores respondenter testemnerne som trusler, 

på trods af at de ikke fik præsenteret nogen tekstuel, kontekstuel eller layoutmæssig ramme for 

fortolkningen. Dette indikerer at truslen er en genkendelig genre. Vi argumenterer for at truslen 

hører under en bredere kategori af illegitime genrer: genrer der generelt set har skadelige eller 

ubehagelige konsekvenser for samfundet, og som almindeligvis påvirker deres ofre negativt. Den 

måde illegitime genrer tages op på i samfundet, deres uptake, adskiller sig meget fra hvordan 

andre genrer tages op. De der benytter illegitime genrer, undgår ofte aktivt at navngive dem, 

hvilket indebærer at de grupper der reagerer på illegitime genrer, på ganske betydelig vis er med 

til at definere dem. Dette studie bidrager til forskning i sproglige trusler, idet genreteori kaster 

lys over vigtige situationelle faktorer der påvirker fortolkningen af en tekst som en trussel – dette 

er et særligt omstridt spørgsmål i forhold til trusler der er indirekte formuleret. Studiet bidrager 

også til genreteori ved at pege på et nyt område genreforskere kan undersøge, nemlig illegitime 

genrer. Undersøgelser af illegitime genrer har også bredere samfundsmæssig relevans da de 

belyser forskellige slags problematisk, retorisk opførsel der kan have destruktive konsekvenser 

for det enkelte menneske og for den demokratiske samfundsorden bredt set. 
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Abstract 

This study takes a novel approach to the study of threatening communications by arguing that 

they can be characterized as a genre – a genre that generally carries strong connotations of 

intimidation, fear, aggression, power, and coercion. We combine the theoretical framework of 

Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS) with results from theoretical and empirical analyses of threats to 

arrive at a more comprehensive perspective of threats. Since threats do not form part of any 

regular curriculum of genres, we designed a survey to test how recognizable they are. While 

scholars on threats describe threatening communications as remarkably varied in form and 

contextual features, the majority of our respondents categorized test items as threats without 

prompts of any kind, indicating that threats are a recognizable genre. We propose that 

threatening communications belong to a wider category of illicit genres: i.e. genres that generally 

disrupt and upset society and commonly affect their targets negatively. The uptakes of illicit 

genres are very different from those of other genres, as the users of the genres often actively 

avoid naming them, making uptake communities significant shapers of illicit genres. The present 

study contributes to research on threatening communications, since genre theory sheds light on 

important situational factors affecting the interpretation of a text as a threat – this is a particularly 

contentious question when it comes to threats that are indirectly phrased. The study also 

contributes to genre theory by pointing to new territory for genre scholars to examine, namely 

illicit genres. Studies of illicit genres also have wider, societal benefits as they shed light on 

different kinds of problematic rhetorical behavior that are generally considered destructive or 

even dangerous. 
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1. Introduction
Threatening communications have become an increasing concern of private, public, and political 

life. Our highly digitized societies afford a multitude of easily available channels through which 

threats can be communicated, both directly to targets through email, chat or text messages, or 

more obliquely about targets on different social media platforms.2 Threatening communications 

are not only emotionally stressful for targets, but are also a challenge for the law enforcement 

and judicial systems that have to handle them, and they pose problems for society in general by 

polluting the public sphere with negative and destructive sentiments.  

Threatening communications occur in many different situations, both in and out of 

the public eye: for instance, in debates on social media where language gets heated and tempers 

flare over a disagreement on a current, hot topic; in organized crime where gangs threaten each 

other in order to gain monopoly over an area’s drug sale; or in stalking cases where continued, 

unwanted contact can evolve into more or less disguised death threats.3 With public debates 

stifled by threats, and private people and public figures frightened or even endangered by them, 

the need to understand threats is more pertinent now than it has ever been. 

Scholars on threat have primarily examined threatening communications from an 

applied perspective (e.g. Gales, 2015b; Napier & Mardigian, 2003; Smith, 2006) because of the 

risk that the threat contained in them can be realized. However, even if a threat is not carried out, 

it is still a verbal act of violence or assault. In many countries, threats constitute a criminal 

offense in and of themselves, because of the severe effects they can have on their victims. 

However, basic research on the generic features of threatening communications is scarce (but see 

Gales, 2010, 2011; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017), and has mostly been conducted in an Anglo-

American setting (but see Artmann, 1996; Christensen, 2019; Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 

2019). It is therefore important that we gain insight into what makes these heterogeneous actions 

one recognizable genre – a threat. 

Based on authentic, Danish examples, this article examines the genre of threatening 

communications from the perspective of Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS), an approach that 

defines genre as social action. RGS enables us to investigate the typified in the recurrent 

2 See, for example, https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/abuse-threats-made-greta-thunberg-
3897936. 

3 In some instances, the situations that involve stalking and threatening communications can even lead to 
physical harm (Smith, 2019).  

https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/abuse-threats-made-greta-thunberg-3897936
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/abuse-threats-made-greta-thunberg-3897936
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situations (Miller, 1984) that threatening communications are part of, in other words to look at 

the typical and recurring aspects of threats. Even if threats are a heterogeneous genre that can 

occur in different contexts, have different purposes, effects, and uptakes (Freadman, 1994, 

2002), where forms of threats accordingly vary (Limberg, 2009; Muschalik, 2018; Storey, 1995), 

they share one common social function, which is to intimidate the receiver of the threat 

(Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Olsson, 2004; Walton, 2000). 

Despite the heterogeneity of threats, we argue that threats are a highly recognizable 

genre. We have conducted a survey that provides evidence that average people can recognize – 

and even label – threats even though they are different in form. We propose that this 

recognizability is caused by ‘tacit’ knowledge of the genre (Freedman, 1994), perhaps 

particularly strong because of its antagonistic power structure and confrontational nature as an 

‘antisocial’ act (Storey, 1995, p. 74). 

Threatening communications thus constitute what we term an illicit genre. Illicit 

genres do not originate from an official institution, and they rarely emerge from a coherent 

discourse community (Swales, 2016) or a specific community of practice (de Groot, 2008; 

Pogner, 2005; Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002), which means that they are not officially 

regulated in the ways that many institutional genres are. A distinguishing trait of illicit genres is 

that they are socially and sometimes even legally proscribed.4 Most studies within RGS have 

been conducted on genres that are generally socially accepted. Studying this illicit genre, threats, 

extends not just our understanding of threats but also our understanding of genres since our study 

applies RGS to a genre that appears to be more heterogeneous than typified, that is recognizable, 

though not attached to a single discourse community, community of practice or rhetorical 

situation. This adds another realm to which RGS can contribute: genres not authorized, 

administered, institutionalized, or generally accepted in society, but rather illicit. 

In the same way, Nordic studies of non-fiction prose genres (’nordisk sag-

prosaforskning’) has up until now mostly focused on constructive, edifying or knowledge-

building genres (cf. Tønnesson, 2012, 2017) that either emerge from institutional settings or 

4 There have been discussions on benign vs. malicious threats (see Walton & Macagno, 2007), but it is 
beyond the scope of this article to decide on whether the mostly benign “threats” or “warnings” that 
come from people with institutionally or socially conferred authority can be—or in fact are —seen as 
threats. One example could be a parent telling their children that they cannot have dessert if they do not 
clean up their room; another could be a teacher telling their students that they will fail the class if they 
do not hand in their essays.   
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from everyday situations.5 Conversely, illicit genres are not perceived as constructive, edifying, 

or knowledge-building, but rather as destructive, dangerous and damaging. The concept of illicit 

genres contributes to research on Nordic non-fiction prose genres by inviting studies of genres 

that have harmful or adverse functions, or genres that emerge from occluded fora or 

communities. 

As genre analyses are highly complex and entail different communicative aspects, 

they are often multi-method studies (cf. Randazzo, 2015). This study combines a theoretical 

approach with both survey results and speech act, linguistic, and rhetorical analyses. We lay the 

theoretical foundations by reviewing key concepts from RGS that are particularly relevant when 

seeking to understand the genre of threats. Then we outline how threats have been categorized as 

a speech act and point to the aspects that need further complicating. Combining the insights from 

theories on threats and empirical studies of threats with the knowledge of genres from RGS, we 

approach the question of what the salient, recurrent traits of this highly varied genre are. Based 

on results from the survey, we argue that threats are in fact a recognizable genre, despite 

differences in form and in degrees of directness and indirectness. Subsequently, we propose the 

term illicit genre as a cover term for a wider array of genres, including threats, hate speech, 

harassment and grooming. Finally, we sum up our findings and discuss the implications of this 

new concept for rhetorical genre theory and our understanding of non-fiction prose genres.  

2. Genre as Social Action

RGS approaches genre from a functional rhetorical perspective. In her pioneering article “Genre 

as Social Action”, Carolyn Miller defines genre as “typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent 

situations” (1984, p. 159). Miller emphasizes the importance of function and context in relation 

to form and substance when interpreting meaning. RGS hence sees genre as social action, as a 

functional activity that accedes to – but also interacts with – the social requirements and norms 

of a recurrent situation. Genres are thus a mixture between recurrent (the typical or generic) and 

new (Miller, Devitt, & Gallagher, 2018). 

5 For instance, dissertations, dictionaries, legislation, personal letters, diaries and many more (e.g. Grepstad, 
1997). Though, some Nordic studies in rhetoric or linguistics have been conducted on less harmonious 
genres, such as hate speech (e.g. Millar, 2019; Nilsen, 2014), incitement to crime (Larsen, 1973) and 
political dissent (e.g. Villadsen, 2017).   
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 In her view of “meaning-as-action” (1984, p. 159), Miller is inspired by speech 

act theory (Searle, 1969), the notion that our utterances perform actions that have real, social 

consequences. Whereas speech act theory seems largely oblivious to genre theory (Freadman, 

2002), genre scholars have discussed the placement of speech acts within the frames of genre 

theory. Bazerman relates speech acts to the function of texts: 

Each successful text creates for its readers a social fact. The social facts consist of 

meaningful social actions being accomplished through language, or speech acts. These 

acts are carried out in patterned, typical, and therefore intelligible textual forms or genres, 

which are related to other texts and genres that occur in related circumstances (Bazerman, 

2004, p. 311). 

Many well-known genres are performed by utterances that combine several speech acts (as when 

a job application contains both a greeting, an expression of a wish to be considered for the job, 

several assertions about the candidate’s qualifications, etc. etc.). In other circumstances, a genre 

can be instantiated by an utterance consisting of just one speech act, as when we greet an 

acquaintance on the street or text a partner that we are late. In other words, speech acts can be 

considered as the specific forms that a genre took on a particular occasion. 

A crucial addition to this picture comes from Freadman (2002). In a Bakhtinian 

vein, Freadman’s central argument is that the traditional notion of speech acts is reductive 

because it overlooks the complexity of diachronic and synchronic interrelations to other 

situationally relevant speech acts, i.e. speech acts that were prior to, coexist with, or that are even 

possible alternatives to the one performed in the here and now. In distinction to this, Freadman 

argues that genre as social action is always embedded in a rich social history of actual as well as 

alternative actions that together inform our understanding of what takes place and how we can 

respond to it, how we can ‘take it up’ (Freadman, 1994, 2002). But not only that, uptakes (which 

are themselves genres that may be instantiated as utterances, performing one or more speech 

acts) respond to certain aspects of prior actions and thereby define with a sort of backwards 

causality what genre that prior action represented: 

The important thing to note here is that uptake depends on a step that is not specified in 

speech-act theory. This is the step in which our uptake selects, defines, or represents its 

object. […] Uptake is first the taking of an object; it is not the causation of a response by 

an intention. This is the hidden dimension of the long, ramified, intertextual memory of 

uptake: the object is taken from a set of possibles (Freadman, 2002, p. 48). 
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Genre theory thus emphasizes the socially, contextually and historically complex aspects of 

discourse, where speech act theory typically stays within the confines of an isolated speech 

situation (see also section 3 on the difference between a speech act approach and a genre 

approach). 

Genre is a metadiscursive notion, and therefore, it is not possible to approach genre 

as such; we only meet genres in their instantiations in individual utterances (Auken, 2015, p. 

157). However, we still recognize utterances as an instance of or in relation to a given genre, 

which must mean that we draw parallels between utterances, because we perceive something as 

being recurrent. Bakhtin’s notion of written or spoken speech genres as “typical forms of 

utterances” (1986a, p. 63) are visibly present in the works of many RGS scholars (see, for 

instance, Freadman 2002, 2020, Freedman & Medway, 1994; Reiff & Bawarshi, 2016). The 

boundaries of an utterance are delimited solely by “a change in speaking subject” (Bakhtin, 

1986a, p. 71). As such, an utterance can consist of one simple word or sentence, representing one 

speech act, or even a whole text, representing several. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of utterances is addressivity (Bakhtin, 

1986a, p. 99). An utterance is always addressed to someone, as opposed to the grammatical unit 

sentence, which can be studied in isolation, without any situational context. Bakhtin explains that 

“[t]he various typical forms this addressivity assumes and the various concepts of the addressee 

are constitutive, definitive features of various [written or oral] speech genres” (1986a, p. 99). 

This entails that the typical relationships, including the typical power relations, between sender 

(what Bakhtin calls ‘author’) and addressee are very important aspects for a genre and thus for 

the recognizability of a genre. 

Every utterance interacts with and responds to previous utterances; it is in a 

dialogic relationship with other utterances that Bakhtin calls a historical interrelation (1986b, p. 

106). It is a link in “a very complexly organized chain of other utterances” (Bakhtin, 1986a, p. 

69).6 The combination of this historic interrelation and the chain of utterances may be a source of 

recurrence that helps create recognizability. One might say that we recognize utterances and their 

functions because they are instantiations of genres. 

6 Bakhtin discusses the “dialogic relationships among texts and within the text” (1986a, p. 105), which has 
influenced later works on intertextuality.  
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Every utterance or instantiation of a genre is in a dialogic relationship with former 

utterances, which means that every utterance has aspects that are perceived as typical (the 

recurrent, the generic) and aspects that add something new, thus re-accentuating the former 

utterances and renewing the genre. That this chain of utterances is ‘complexly organized’ points 

to the fact that genres are not fixed categories with little room for individual contribution. They 

are “simultaneously firm and flexible” (Auken, 2018, p. 17), and only “stabilized for now” or 

“stabilized enough” (Schryer, 1993, p. 204)—or even, with a more radical integration of 

Bakhtin, “not even stabilized for now, as they live and breathe through individual instances and 

interactions across and within genres” (Devitt, 2009, p. 39). 

Every individual instantiation of a genre is an uptake on earlier instantiations of the 

genre, an uptake on the situation within which it functions, and also an uptake on other genres, 

since genres constantly interact and intertwine with other genres. Freadman discusses uptake in 

terms of “generic boundar[ies]” (2002, p. 43), since we often understand genres by comparing 

them to or contrasting them with other genres:7 

When we respond to an utterance or text, we take it as a certain genre. ‘Is that a threat or 

a promise?’ we might ask, in order to respond ‘in kind’. Of course, we may not ask 

explicitly, and we may misconstrue the act, in which case the dialogue may take a meta-

discursive detour to renegotiate its bases (Freadman, 2012, p. 555). 

Threats are often compared to promises, as both are commissive speech acts that propose a 

future act (see further in section 3). The greatest difference between the two genres is that the 

future act of promises is positive in nature, while the future act of threats is negative in nature. 

Thus, the genres that a given genre is compared with and contrasted to are highly significant (cf. 

the notions of ‘not-statements’, Freadman, 1994, and ‘not genres’, Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011, 

referring to denials of similarity between a given genre and other genres), since they give 

information about the way the genre is being used and understood. In that way, uptake signals 

and contributes to the recognizability of a genre. 

Genres are social constructs, and as such, they are (re)constructed, recognized, 

understood and named – i.e., taken up – by the users of language and genres. Genres emerge 

from “recognizable, self-reinforcing forms of communication”, and they “arise in social 

7 Note here that the French word genre means ‘a kind’. 
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processes of people trying to understand each other well enough to coordinate activities and 

share meanings for their practical purposes” (Bazerman, 2004, pp. 316-317). Genre memory or 

recognition occurs despite heterogeneity in form, content, or contexts. Threats are treated as a 

genre and taken up by different specific groups: for example by law enforcement, by the judicial 

system, by journalists who write about threat cases, by victims of threats, and by scholars who 

examine threats. 

3. Theory on Threats
Scholars on threats have often focused on the heterogeneity of threats, and Storey emphasizes 

how interwoven threats are with their individual contexts: “because the interaction of language 

and context is inherently and ultimately unpredicatable (Sic.), it is surprisingly – if not 

impossibly – difficult to construct a context-independent definition of ‘threat’” (1995, p. 74). 

However, we know some aspects of what is typical of threats or what makes threats recognizable 

as a genre, not least from speech act theory about threats. However, other aspects of threats still 

need further consideration. Fraser’s definition of the speech act of threatening is often cited 

within a branch of linguistics that considers threats from a forensic angle (e.g. Gales, 2010; 

Muschalik, 2018; Shuy, 1993; Solan & Tiersma, 2005): 

[F]or speakers to issue a threat successfully they must intend to express by way of what is

said 1. the intention to personally commit an act (or to see that someone else commits the 

act); 2. the belief that the results of that act will affect the addressee in an unfavourable 

way; 3. the intention to intimidate the addressee through the awareness of the intention in 

1 (Fraser, 1998, p. 171). 

Fraser looks at threats from a classical speech act perspective (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) and, 

as Searle, he classifies threats as commissive speech acts. Above, Fraser outlines the felicity 

conditions8 for a threat. He specifically examines the illocutionary act of threatening, thereby 

stressing the intent of the speaker, as opposed to examining the perlocutionary effect of 

threatening, i.e. the effect on the hearer. The speaker must intend to communicate that they wish 

to perform a future act which they believe is detrimental to the hearer in an effort to intimidate 

8 I.e. the conditions that must be in place for a speech act to be in effect (Austin, 1962).  
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the hearer (Fraser, 1998). Fraser underlines that it is not necessary for the hearer in fact to feel 

threatened, because the intention to intimidate is enough: “Inherent in every threat is the 

intention to send fear into the addressee” (1998, p. 161).9 However, intent is extremely difficult 

to assess; it is a psychological state and as such not directly accessible for anyone besides the 

speaker. This is particularly contentious in a legal setting (Fuller, 2015; Hurt & Grant, 2019; 

Muschalik 2018; Schauer, 2003), where the consequences can be especially wide-reaching. 

Threateners can possibly create reasonable doubt regarding the meaning, the primary 

illocutionary force, of their communicated words. By being deliberately ambiguous and indirect, 

they can allow themselves a recourse to plausible deniability (Pinker, Nowak & Lee, 2008; Solan 

& Tiersma, 2005; Walton, 1996, 2000). When understanding or analyzing an indirect threat 

(Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2019; Gingiss, 1986; Limberg, 2009; Yamanaka, 1995), it is 

therefore necessary to look at the immediate context of the threat, including its uptakes. 

Christensen and Bojsen-Møller (2019) shift the focus from the intent of the speaker 

to the function of the threat itself. They refer to the Danish Criminal Code, § 266, which states 

that threats can ‘be fit’ to cause fear. Along the same lines, Christensen and Bojsen-Møller 

define a threat as an attempt to intimidate someone by directly or indirectly communicating that 

they will be subject to a future, undesirable course of events, for which the threatener takes 

responsibility in some way. The three crucial aspects of a threat are thus futurity, harm, and 

sender responsibility, aspects that generally correspond with Fraser’s definition. Importantly, 

Christensen and Bojsen-Møller stress the fact that the indication of harm as well as the 

assignment of responsibility for the threatened action does not need to be presented directly but 

can be implied, i.e. phrased indirectly or left out completely. 

The common function of threats, whether they are direct or indirect, is to cause fear 

– to intimidate – and this is the case even though it might not always be the conscious or

declared intent of the speaker. Intent is not intersubjectively verifiable, whereas function is an 

assessment of how an utterance works (see further in section 4.2). Function is therefore of 

greater consequence than intent when considering threats as a genre. When Fraser looks at 

threats from a speech act perspective, he considers how the act of threatening is done 

felicitously: When will something count as an attempt to utter a threat? What are the intentions 

9 Fraser gives the following example to highlight this fact: If you believe someone to be allergic to a certain 
flower, and you threaten to bring them a specimen of that flower, you have communicated a threat even 
if they are in fact not allergic to it (1998, p. 161).   
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and beliefs of the threatener? Notice that these are both conditions that “cannot be observed or 

measured by an external analyst” (Muschalik, 2018, p. 10). However, when we study threats 

from a genre perspective, we look at the aspects that are recognizable because they occur 

repeatedly and saliently (i.e., the recurrent aspects), and we look at the individual context within 

which a given threat functions. What does the threat do, what role does it play in which context, 

what are the typified versus unique aspects of the social action it performs, and what are its 

uptakes? 

4. The Whole and the Part: Threats as Social Action
Thus, in order to understand a genre, it is important to consider the whole and the parts (Devitt, 

2009) of the recurrent pragmatic actions and situations – to consider the typical, and also to 

consider the specifics of the individual genre instantiations, as individual instantiations of a 

genre will vary. As threats are such a highly heterogeneous genre, it means that we have to work 

to see that it is a recognizable genre, instead of looking to see the variation. We must establish 

the salient features of threats before we can consider the variation that the genre subsumes. 

Consequently, in this article, we focus less on the variability evidenced by individual threatening 

communications and more on their recurrent traits. Understanding the social action of a genre 

means considering both its forms, exigencies (Bitzer, 1968; Miller, 1984), purposes, inherent 

power relations (Paré, 2002), functions, effects, and uptakes. In the following three subsections, 

we consider these aspects as they typically pertain to threats. 

4.1 Form 

Genre is not a means of creating “closed classifications” (Miller, 1984, p. 153) of discourse 

based primarily on form, and the RGS tradition has prioritized the functional role of genre. 

However, the formal aspects are still important, and many RGS studies of actual genre use 

indeed rely on an understanding of formal characteristics of groups of utterances (e.g. Devitt, 

2016; Nyboe, 2016; Schryer, 2002; Segal, 2007; Winsor, 2000). “Any complete understanding of 

genre will need to include the language forms that serve to achieve [its] purposes and effects, the 

forms that make generic action happen” (Devitt, 2009, p. 27; see also Auken, 2015). While 

forms of threatening communications have been shown to vary greatly (see e.g. Fraser, 1998; 

Limberg, 2009), some patterns of form are typical of threats. Below are some of the salient 

linguistic features in threats, indicating futurity, harm, and sender responsibility (cf. section 3). 
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 futurity: prediction modals (Gales, 2010, pp. 168-173; Muschalik, 2018, p. 74; Nini,

2017, p. 110. E.g. ’will’, ’be going to’; they can also be indicative of intention); present

tense with future reference (Muschalik, 2018, pp. 70-72); and expressions denoting a

time frame (Gales, 2010, pp. 98-99. E.g. ‘soon’, ‘next week’).

 harm: violent verbs (Gales, 2010, pp. 96-98; Muschalik, 2018, p. 83. E.g. ’kill’, ’shoot’,

’blow up’, ’hurt’, ’die’, ’be dead’).

 sender responsibility: modals of intent (Gales, 2015a, p. 194. E.g. semi-modals ’want’

and ’need’); first person pronouns (Gales, 2010, p. 102; Muschalik, 2018, pp. 102-104;

Nini, 2017, p. 110. E.g. ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘me’).

Of course, the use of first person pronouns is not in itself an indication of sender responsibility, 

but it “can give information on, for example, the level of involvement of a speaker” (Muschalik, 

2018, p. 100), and if they occur as a grammatical subject with an active (possibly violent) action 

verb, it does indicate sender responsibility (Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2019). Gales (2010, p. 

98) and Nini (2017, p. 110) also found second person pronouns to be indicative of threatening

language.10 Explicit addressivity (the mentioning of both sender and receiver) thus seems to be a 

particularly important aspect of threats (cf. section 2, see further in section 4.2). 

Through a survey examining student ideologies about threats, Gales found five 

linguistic features to be “most commonly associated with threatening language – profanity, 

action verbs of harm, second person pronouns, modals of intent, and time frame” (2010, p. 98, 

our italics). Interestingly, Gales’ corpus studies demonstrate that particularly profanity is much 

less frequent than expected from lay (and professional11) perceptions. These student ideologies 

give us indirect insight into how people perceive the genre of threats. Another way of examining 

perceptions of genres is detailed in this article’s section 5, where we explain the design and 

results of our survey that sought to elicit average people’s categorizations of instantiations of 

threats and other genres. 

10 They found a significantly higher frequency of both second and first-person pronouns in threatening texts 
compared with non-threatening texts.   

11 Most of the student ideology categories overlap with views that practitioners have of threats (Gales, 2010).  
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Threats are often divided into direct, indirect, and conditional threats (Gales, 2010; 

Napier & Mardigian, 2003), and threat scholars often strongly associate threats with conditional 

language (‘if you don’t do A, then I will do B’) (Kent, 1967; Limberg, 2009; Milburn & 

Watman, 1981; Salgueiro, 2010; Walton, 2000). However, conditional threats can be issued both 

directly and indirectly. Gales’ (2010) survey on students’ ideologies about threats showed that 

students believe conditional threats to be the most frequent of the three types (conditional 54%, 

indirect 37%, direct 9%).12 However, only 26% of the threats in Gales’ corpus were in fact 

conditional, the majority being indirect (62%), and the minority being direct (12%). In the same 

way, conditional language was only found in 28.9% of the threats in Muschalik’s (2018) corpus, 

and only 37% of the threats in Nini’s (2017) corpus were conditional, the majority again being 

indirect (59%), and only 4% being direct. Conditionality does not seem to be as prominent a 

feature in threats as many scholars and students assume, but it is nonetheless part of people’s 

generic idea of what a threat is. We follow Muschalik (2018) in assessing threats on a spectrum 

from direct to indirect. Below are examples of a direct (1) and an indirect (2) threat: 

(1) Du dør snart. Jeg kommer og skyder dig i nat.13

‘You’ll die soon. I’m coming to shoot you tonight.’14

12 This is interesting since conditional language was not one of the linguistic features they most associated 
with threats.   

13 Facebook message sent to Danish politician, who has given us permission to use it in our research. All 
examples in the article are our translations. All data donators in our project have signed written consent 
forms.   

14 The Danish Jeg kommer og skyder (direct translation *I come and shoot) is translated into the progressive 
form in English ‘I’m coming to shoot’. There is no direct English equivalent to the Danish grammatical 
phenomenon concord construction, where two verb phrases agree in tense (here present tense), and 
where both verb phrases have the same reality value (here both kommer ‘come’ and skyder ‘shoot’ fall 
under the category realis) (Nielsen, 2011). Thus, the Danish original expresses more clearly that the 
shooting will ‘actually’ occur (Palmer, 2001) than the English version does, as the infinitive ‘to shoot’ 
has no reality value.   
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(2) Vi lever stadig. Du er stadig vores mål. Og vi skal nok nå det. Vi ses jo nok om lidt15

‘We are still alive. You are still our target. And we shall certainly16 get there. As you

know17, we’ll probably18 see you in a bit’

In example (1) both futurity (present tense with future reference,19 temporal adverbials snart 

‘soon’ and i nat ‘tonight’), harm (verbs of death or violence dør ‘die’, skyder ‘shoot’), and 

sender responsibility (1SG Jeg ‘I’ + active action verb) are expressed directly. In example (2), 

however, only futurity (modal present skal nå ‘shall get’, ses ‘will see’20, temporal adverbial om 

lidt ‘in a bit’), and sender responsibility (1PL vi ‘we’ + active action verb) are stated, whereas the 

possible harm to the receiver is to be inferred. Consequently, the threat is indirect, even if the 

implications of the word mål ‘target’ are easy to grasp. Sometimes both futurity, harm, and 

sender responsibility will have to be inferred either from the context or from cultural knowledge 

of formulaic ways of threatening, as in ‘I know where you live’ (see example in section 5), 

which has almost become a cliché threat. 

4.2 Exigence, Purpose, Power Relation, and Function 

The exigence of a genre, or rhetorical exigence, is a social demand or “widely shared, recurrent 

need” (Miller & Shepherd, 2004, p. 157) that can be “allayed through the mediation of 

discourse” (Miller, 1984, p. 152).21 Threats are a “socially defined genre with strong ideological 

15 Text message quoted in a Danish higher court judgment found in Karnov. Karnov is an online database of 
Danish laws and court judgments. 

16 The meaning of the Danish epistemic particle nok ranges from certainty to probability, depending on 
context (Christensen, 2007). Together with skal ‘shall’, nok expresses certainty, so it is here translated 
into ‘certainly’.   

17 The Danish dialogic particle jo has no English lexical equivalent. jo can signal consensus, but also the 
opposite “in situations where the speaker is trying to force a sense of consensus onto the interlocutor” 
(Mortensen, 2012, p. 239). The threat in (2) is enforced by the use of jo as it here forces an unwanted 
consensus.   

18 Nok here expresses probability.   
19 There is no modal verb in the Danish original Du dør snart, which literally translated would be *‘You die 

soon’, so in our English translation, the future reference of the verb phrase is created by the modal 
present ‘will die’. The futurate present progressive is not used in Danish (e.g. ’am coming (to shoot)’). 
Instead, future reference is shown by either modal present or simple present with future reference. In 
Danish, the progressive aspect can be imitated in formulations like ‘kommer og skyder’.   

20 In Danish, ses is present tense with future reference, while the English translation ’will see’ is modal 
present.   

21 Exigence is defined as “an imperfection marked by urgency; it is a defect, an obstacle, something waiting 
to be done, a thing which is other than it should be” (Bitzer, 1968, p. 6). The saliency of “exigence” as 
a fundamental topic in genre research is picked up for discussion by Freadman (2020). 
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links to stances of violence and threatener control” (Gales, 2011, p. 28). We therefore 

characterize the generic exigence of threats as a need to exert power over someone else. 

The individual purposes or reasons for this need to exert power will of course 

differ: 

Threats can be made for a wide variety of reasons – to vent anger, to instill fear, to cause 

a desired result, to challenge authority, to attract attention, to save face, to show intent of 

purpose, to further negotiations, or to provide humor (Gales, 2010, p. 9). 

These individual reasons are not directly accessible for external analysts; we cannot access the 

“actual, but [only] the ‘plausible’ intentions” (Muschalik, 2018, p. 129). 

However, when considering the typical addressivity of threatening 

communications, we can observe different power relations between threatener and victim that 

can shed light on some of the possible reasons for the recurrent need to exert power. Often, 

threats are seen as a tool for powerful people to keep their powerful position (cf. Limberg, 2009), 

but we also see many examples of threats coming from people who are not in a particularly 

powerful position (e.g. threats from ordinary citizens aimed at celebrities, politicians, or 

authorities deciding their fates). They are not trying to uphold an already existing position of 

power over someone else, but rather act from a position of powerlessness. To utter a threat can 

then be an attempt to shift a power relation (e.g. when people threaten their former partners as an 

attempt to regain power), as well as to enforce an already existing power relation. Power is thus 

inherent to the genre of threats, not merely external to it (cf. Muschalik, 2018. Also, see Gales, 

2010). The function of genres is fundamentally to “help people do things in the world” (Devitt, 

2004, pp. 13-14), and given the right circumstances, the genre of threats help people exert power 

over and intimidate other people. 

Exigence and function are similar concepts that both approach the question of 

‘why’ from a different view than purpose does, as Miller (2015) explains: 

Purpose poses the question from an actor’s point of view: why are you doing this? What 

is your aim or goal? […] In contrast, exigence, or what we might more generally term 

function, poses the question from a system’s point of view: why does this happen? what 

does it achieve not only for any actors or agents involved but also for the stability and 

viability of the rest of the system? (p. 175) 
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Function is, in Miller’s words, more general than exigence. Assessing the function of a genre is 

assessing the whole and the parts of the generic situations (also see Harder, 2006, p. 96, on the 

notion of function in functional linguistics). How does the genre generally work? It is not only a 

question of how it is generally intended to work, but also of how it is generally taken up. 

The common function of threats, then, is to intimidate someone (Fraser, 1998; 

Gales, 2010; Olsson, 2004; Walton, 2000) in order to exercise power over them or cause fear. 

This common function is assessed not only by considering the recurrent need to exert power and 

intimidate, but also by considering the recurrent uptake of intimidation and fear (see further in 

section 4.3). However, intimidation can either be a means of achieving another goal, i.e. to 

regulate the behavior of someone,22 or intimidation can be the goal in itself. We often see online 

threats that have no directive illocutionary force, and therefore nothing the receiver of the threat 

can do to change the situation. Many of them seem to be sent out of pure frustration or 

‘emotional discharge’ (Muschalik, 2018. Cf. Limberg, 2009).23 

Similarly, Muschalik finds two main functions for the threats in her dataset: 

manipulation and retaliation.24 Manipulative threats have both a commissive and a directive 

force; they express a commitment to a future act by the sender and a command for the receiver. 

They use “a threat to either coerce the target into doing something or refrain from doing it in the 

future” (Muschalik, 2018, p. 131), and the threat is therefore a means to achieve an end. 

Manipulative threats happen prior to the event that the threatener desires, and are therefore called 

pre-event threats. Below is an example of a manipulative threat that seeks to make the receiver 

refrain from doing an act: 
 HOLD Dig FRA ALLAN / ELLER Du SKAL DØ / DET ER ALVOR / HAN ER MiN og /

KuN MiN / FAT DET

’STAY AWay FROM ALLAN / OR YOu WILL DIE / I MEAN IT / HE IS MiNE and /

OnLY MiNE / GET IT’25 

22 E.g. to extort someone for money or favors, to stop someone from pursuing a planned course of action, or 
to force them to perform an unwanted action.   

23 Not to mention so-called ‘trolls’ who seem to find pleasure in causing pain (Buckels, Trapnell & Paulhus, 
2014).   

24 As indicated in the texts themselves and in the metadata available about the specific situations.   
25 Extract from handwritten note, Engelhardt & Lund, 2008. Engelhardt and Lund (2008, 2009) consist of 

threatening messages from the Danish National Police archives. The editors selected the messages that 
they found the most interesting, and as such, they cannot be taken as representative of Danish threats in 
general.   
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In this conditional threat, both the desired behavior (‘stay away from Allan’) and the possible 

sanction (‘or you will die’) are directly stated. 
All conditional threats are by nature manipulative, but even threats “that only 

specify a kind of desired behavior” (Muschalik, 2018, p. 131) without directly clarifying the 

possible sanction also have a manipulative function. Below is an example of this: 
 HiT MED ALLE PENGENE! / IKKE ET ORD ! / KUN SEDLER TAK ! / TAK FOR

DEJLiG SAMMEN ARBEJDE ! / MiG. (tyv)

’GiVE ME ALL THE MONEY! / NOT A WORD ! / ONLY BILLS PLEASE ! /

THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOVELy COOPERATION ! / Me. (thief)’26

Here, only the desired behavior is mentioned (‘give me all the money! Not a word’), but the 

possible sanction has to be inferred from the immediate situational context (the note was given to 

a staff member at a Post office during an attempted robbery). 
Retaliative threats have no direct or indirect indication of a desired behavior of 

their receiver, but only a direct or indirect indication of a sanction. Instead of having a clear 

manipulative goal, “it seems that speakers react to past events and refer to these events as 

justifications of their own actions or as having triggered or provoked a form of punishment” 

(Muschalik, 2018, p. 132). 
Contrary to manipulative threats, retaliative threats occur post-event. Below is an 

example of a retaliative threat: 
 E,,,,,,,,,JEG FINDER DIG OG NÅR JEG GØR SÅ ER DU SATME FÆRDIG MED AT

GÅ RUNDT OG SPILLE LÆKKER;;;;;;;;;;;DET DU GJORDE VED MIG ER TOTAL

FORKERT OG HAR GJORT MIG TIL DEN JEG ER IDAG OG TRO MIG NÅR JEG

SIGER AT DU HAR EN STOE REGNING HER DER BETALES::::::::::,

‘E,,,,,,,,,I WILL FIND YOU AND WHEN I DO YOU ARE DAMN WELL DONE

WALKING AROUND ACTING ALL HOT;;;;;;;;;;;WHAT YOU DID TO ME IS

TOTAL WRONG AND HAS MADE ME INTO WHO I AM TODAY AND BELIEVE

ME WHEN I SAY THAT YOU HAVE A BIC BILL THAT IS PAID::::::::::,’27

In this threat, there is apparently nothing the receiver can do to change the situation, no desired 

behavior, because the threat is caused by something the receiver has already done (‘what you did 

26 Handwritten note, Engelhardt & Lund, 2008.   
27 Facebook message. Danish higher court judgment found in Karnov. Spelling errors in the Danish original 

have been given approximate equivalents in the English translations.  
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to me’). Instead, there is an indirectly phrased indication of a sanction (‘I’ll find you and when I 

do you’re damn well done walking around acting all hot’). 
If retaliative threats seek to manipulate the receiver, the manipulation is emotional 

rather than physical (Muschalik, 2018), which corresponds with the notion that threats are an act 

of intimidation, whether their desired effect is intimidation only or as a means to attain 

something. 

4.3 Effect and Uptake 

The most commonly discussed effects of threats are fear (Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2018; 

Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Olsson, 2004) and – in threats that involve some kind of coercion28 – 

sometimes also a compliance with the directive illocution (Kent, 1967; Milburn & Watman, 

198129). However, as with all genre instantiations, the actual effect upon the receiver will not 

always be the one intended by the threatener. We usually know the effect by observing the 

uptakes – the responses and reactions – to an utterance, both by the intended receiver and by a 

host of other interlocutors (Freadman, 2002). “No genre can do more than predict the kind of 

uptake that would make it happy, and no speaker or writer can completely secure an uptake” 

(Freadman, 2012, p. 560). This aspect is very clear in the below example of a threat that the 

sender purportedly meant as a joke: 

 jeg bliver den næste school shooter guys, lmao, watch out30

‘I’ll be the next school shooter guys, lmao, watch out’

The threat, however, had several unwelcome uptakes for the young girl who wrote it. 1) It was 

reported to the police, 2) she was met by armed law enforcement the next morning who 3) forced 

her to the ground, and 4) arrested her. Ultimately, 5) the case ended up in court. The threat also 

had a socially very unwelcome uptake, namely that 6) she was expelled from school. However, 

for her, a welcome uptake was that 7) she was found ‘not-guilty’ in the case, 8) not because the 

judges thought that it was not ‘objectively an illegal threat’,31 but 9) because they believed that 

she meant it as a joke, which 10) some of her friends had also taken it up as.32 

28 What Limberg and others call conditional threats and Muschalik calls manipulative threats. 
29 Both are studies from the field of social psychology.   
30 Instagram message, published by The Danish Broadcasting Corporation, DR who also broadcasted the 

trial.   
31 From DR broadcast (Danish: ikke fordi der ikke er tale om en objektivt set strafbar trussel).  
32 Further particulars of the case will not be discussed here.   
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As such, there are many examples of unwelcome uptakes on threats: for 

manipulative threats, an unwelcome uptake could be noncompliance with the directive, and for a 

retaliative threat, an unwelcome uptake could be laughter. A category of unwelcome uptakes to 

threats is the purview of an uptake community not intended as the receiver, namely the legal 

system. Threats can be illegal in themselves if they clash with the legislation of the country or 

jurisdiction regulating them. In these cases, an extremely unwelcome uptake will be an uptake by 

police and courts. This is the reason why uptake is such an important notion in understanding 

threats. The possible uptakes by law enforcement and the legal system create a need for 

concealment on the part of threateners (although some are oblivious to this need), concealment 

by indirectness and avoidance of typical traits of threats. As uptake is a notion of generic 

boundary, it is safer for a threatener to attempt to form an utterance that resembles or mimics 

(Freadman, 2002) another genre – a promise, a warning, a joke, or merely a statement – so they 

can plausibly argue that it was not a threat and possibly counter the recognizability of threats. 

5. Recognizing the Social Action of Threats
One fundamental uptake of a genre consists in other people recognizing the genre, most 

manifestly by naming or ‘labelling’ it (Nyboe, 2016). “When a type of discourse or 

communicative action acquires a common name within a given context or community, that’s a 

good sign that it’s functioning as a genre” (Miller & Shepherd, 2004, p. 1). We have seen that 

threats are recognized and taken up by law enforcement, judicial systems, scholars who examine 

threats, and by victims of threats; as such, threats are evidently a recognizable genre for those 

specific uptake communities. To examine whether threats are a genre that average language 

users recognize, we conducted a survey with seventeen short text excerpts (test items) that the 

respondents were instructed to categorize (see Appendix A and B). Four of the test items were 

chosen because they had been characterized as threats elsewhere.33 The remaining thirteen 

consisted of different genres, functioning as fillers to ensure that respondents did not realize that 

this was a survey about threats. 

The first three texts they were instructed to categorize in the survey (an invitation, a 

newspaper headline, and a recipe) had multiple-choice answers to assist respondents in 

33 They were either called ‘threats’ in Engelhardt and Lund (2008, 2009) or in court judgments found in 
Karnov.  
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understanding what kind of categorization we were looking for, without presenting the words 

‘genre’ or ‘threat’. The remaining texts, including the four threats, had free-text response format, 

which means there were no other restrictions beside a maximum length of 150 characters. 
The four authentic threats (below) were chosen in order to exemplify indirect (1 

and 2) and direct (3 and 4) threats: 

(1) Jeg ved hvor du bor34

‘I know where you live’

(2) Du kommer til at fortryde at du ikke ville snakke35

‘You’re going to regret that you didn’t want to talk’

(3) Kom med alle sedlerne eller jeg skyder36

‘Get me all the notes or I’ll shoot’

(4) Vi kommer og slår dig ihjel mandag aften37

‘We’re coming to kill you Monday night’

We included four different threats to allow us to test whether respondents would recognize them 

all as threats in spite of their differences in form. We purposely presented all test items without 

any context in order for us to test how respondents would categorize them without situational 

factors directing their interpretation. Even though people recognize genres by the contexts in 

which they typically function, genre knowledge “is often tacitly acquired […] deeply 

remembered and affective, and quite durable, connected not only to memories of prior, habitual 

responses to a genre, but also memories of prior engagements with other, related genres” 

(Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010, p. 86). While people ordinarily recognize and take up genres in a 

context rich with other cues to the nature and category of the genre, it is of particular interest 

34 From typewritten note, Engelhardt & Lund, 2008. We chose this indirect threat, because there is no 
mention of either future act, harm or sender responsibility, and because we suspect this to be a 
formulaic way of threatening.   

35 From text message, Karnov. We chose this indirect threat because so much has to be inferred in order for it 
to be understood as a threat. There is no mention of sender responsibility and no direct mention of harm 
besides what we can infer from fortryde ‘regret’; only futurity is mentioned through kommer til ‘going 
to’.   

36 From handwritten note, Engelhardt & Lund, 2009. This direct threat was chosen because aside from being 
direct, it is also conditional. Both sender responsibility, harm, and futurity is explicitly mentioned.  

37 From handwritten note, Engelhardt & Lund, 2009. We chose this threat because it is direct, but not 
conditional. Both sender responsibility, harm, and futurity is explicitly mentioned.  
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whether the form of some common instantiations of threats is part of people’s tacit knowledge. 

This is of import not only because threats occur in many situations and across different 

modalities but also because indirect threats can be reconstrued as other, more benign, genres 

given a shift in context. For instance, the utterance “Look over your shoulder” can be a threat in 

some circumstances but a warning in others, depending on whether the speaker has the 

addressee’s best interests at heart. Since the status of an utterance as a threat is likely to be 

disputed, it is important to learn whether the words and sentences used to convey typical forms 

of threats are recognizable to people, even without context. In order for a genre to function, it is 

imperative that it is recognized, and genres will therefore always rely on a common cultural, 

historical knowledge. We wanted to test the respondents’ tacit knowledge of the genre, not 

merely their recognition of specific situations. 

Respondents were approached through a variant of the snowball sampling 

technique where we recruited acquaintances, friends, colleagues, students, and family members 

to give the survey to groups in their network that had no prior knowledge of what the study was 

about. This sampling technique does not ensure random distribution38 but nonetheless, the 111 

Danish respondents distribute fairly widely along the parameters gender,39 age groups,40 and 

different educational levels.41 We instructed the distributors that they could only tell the 

prospective respondents that the survey was about categorizing the test items, without 

mentioning threats. This procedure appears to have been successful, since all 111 respondents 

were asked at the end of the survey what they thought the survey was about. Only 7 of them 

included the Danish word for either ‘threat’ or ‘threaten’ in their answers. 

As mentioned, all of the test items were presented without any context, and 

furthermore, two of the four threats were indirectly phrased. Nevertheless, results show a high 

degree of recognition in terms of labelling them as threats: The word trussel ‘threat’ was 

included in 70% (threat 1) and 59% (threat 2) of the answers for the two indirect threats and in 

38 Snowball sampling has the disadvantage that it might “quickly skew to one type of group, clique, or 
demographic”, and it was therefore important for us to ensure that our initial group of distributors were 
demographically diverse in order to maximize variation (Tracy, 2013, p. 136).   

39 Men: 47%, women: 53%, other: 0%.   
40 15-17 years: 25%. 18-29 years: 14%. 30-44 years: 20%. 45-59 years: 24%. 60-74 years: 15%. 75+ years: 

2%.  
41 Highest educational level attained: primary and lower secondary school: 29%. Upper secondary education: 

11%. Short-cycle higher education: 21%. Long-cycle higher education (equivalent to a college degree): 
39%.   
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81% (threat 3) and 94% (threat 4) of the answers for the two direct threats. The difference 

between the two groups, direct and indirect threats, is statistically significant (χ2(1, N = 111) = 

31.82, p < .01. Yates’ continuity correction applied).42 The direct threats were more likely to be 

categorized as threats than the indirect threats. This is not surprising since indirect threats will 

often be dependent on contextual factors in order to be interpreted as threats. The utterance 

respondents labelled most frequently as something other than a threat was number 2: ‘You’re 

going to regret that you didn’t want to talk’, which is also the most indirectly-phrased of the four. 

All four threats, however, had a high percentage of answers that only included the 

one word trussel ‘threat’ (going from threat 1 to 4, the percentages are: 57%, 47%, 68%, and 

83%), even though respondents were free to write whatever came to mind. The results of the 

survey show a high degree of consensus on the genre label ‘threat’, despite differences in form of 

the four threats. This indicates a broad understanding among average Danish language users of 

threats as a recognizable genre that can take different forms. However, it is important to consider 

whether labelling a genre is the same as recognizing the social act or situation of a genre. Many 

aspects enter into our understanding of a genre situation. When contextual features are left out, 

as we deliberately did in our survey, in order to examine how recognizable threats are without 

context, we are obviously creating more room for interpretation than there would have been if 

we had described the situational factors. Interestingly, this lack of information seems to have 

prompted respondents to provide fairly detailed descriptions of their categorizations. For 

example, one respondent categorized threat 1 as ‘Information or fear-inducing verbal attack’, 

which does not include the word ‘threat’, but shows a very astute interpretation of what the 

situation behind the words might mean. In the same way, some of the responses to the indirect 

threats pointed out that the test items could mean different things dependent on the context. This, 

we would argue, is not merely labelling a genre but recognizing the possible situation of the 

genre. 
The survey results indicate that knowledge of genres must go beyond both specific 

forms and specific contexts. Since our respondents were given four different forms and no 

context, they did not simply recognize a specific form or context; they must have invoked an 

entire situation from each genre instantiation. They supplied their own tacit knowledge – their 

42 Since there are only two indirect threats and two direct threats in the survey, it is not possible to draw any 
clear conclusions from these findings. However, including more threats in the survey would either have 
made it too obvious that the survey was about threats or would have made the survey too long.   
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own intricate and intrinsic social and cultural knowledge – and from that, they must have 

perceived a recurrence, which created the recognition. Some did envision other genre situations, 

for example, mere statements or jokes, but an overwhelming number did perceive them as 

threats. One respondent wrote ‘usually a joke’ and another ‘threat/joke/depending on context’ for 

threat 1, and two other categorized threat 4 as ‘joke’ and ‘humor’. Actually, this kind of uptake 

may very well indicate just how recognizable the genre of threats is, since ironically, they must 

be recognizable as threats before they can be parodied and hence taken as jokes.43 Therefore, 

despite the fact that threats do not emerge from a shared discourse community or community of 

practice, our survey indicates that there is a more common cultural knowledge of threats. We 

agree with Miller et al. that genres are “motivated by shared recognitions of shared exigences, 

however imperfectly delineated” (Miller et al., 2018, p. 270). We therefore interpret this shared 

recognition of threats as also being an intrinsic recognition of the shared exigence and function 

of threats, i.e. intimidation and exerting power over someone else. The fact that threats have 

strong affective connotations of fear, coercion, and violence, have the possibility of being carried 

out, and are seen as antisocial and in some circumstances illegal only heightens the 

recognizability of the genre. 

6. Threats as an Illicit Genre
Most studies within RGS have been conducted on specific data types, by concrete instantiations 

of a particular genre. These data types have mostly come from institutional or at least socially 

accepted genres (e.g. Bazerman, 1994; Paré, 2002; Schryer, 1993; Winsor, 2000), and 

consequently, RGS theory is mostly informed by these types of genres. In a recent review of the 

types of genres studied within RGS, Miller (2017) lists the following four categories: 
1) marketed or commercial genres,

2) administered genres,

3) institutional genres, and

4) vernacular genres.44

43 In this way, some types of jokes “exploit our knowledge of serious genres and activity types (thereby 
relying on it [red. our knowledge])” (Kotthoff, 2007, p. 263). The interesting issue of threats that are 
intended as and/or taken up as jokes will not be discussed further in this article.   

44 Marketed or commercial genres are e.g. found in literary, film or television settings. Administered genres 
are e.g. found in governmental, educational or organizational settings. Institutional genres are e.g. 
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We propose the addition of a fifth category, namely illicit genres that include such genres as 

threatening communications, hate messages, harassment, defamation, bullying, grooming and 

slander. These genres do not have an institutional setting; we do not learn how to use them in 

school, and we cannot study their structure in a textbook. They do not emerge from a shared, 

coherent discourse community (though some of the illicit genres may be more commonly used in 

some discourse communities or communities of practice than in others45), and they are generally not 

accepted in society. There is a strong consensus in many different parts of many different societies to 

view the use of them as unwanted and unacceptable behavior. They function widely across cultures 

as illicit, because of traditional, as to some of the genres ancient,46 norms and values surrounding the 

individual’s inviolability. That these are pervasive norms and values is mirrored by the fact that 

many of the genres are taken up as illegal acts by different legal systems spanning multiple countries. 

Of the four categories that Miller lists (above), the vernacular genres are the genres 

that have most in common with illicit genres, since neither of these two categories have 

commercial or institutional settings. The vernacular genres are less dictated by institutional 

regulations than all of the other three categories on Miller’s list are, particularly the administered 

and institutional genres. The administered genres are “imposed, or dictated, sometimes defined 

by law or regulation” (Miller, 2017, p. 24). The institutional genres are similar to the 

administered genres, but their regulations are more implicit because they are based on traditions 

and (sometimes strong) social conventions. The greatest difference between the vernacular 

genres and the illicit genres is that, while the vernacular genres have to do with genres that 

“emerge and survive when a community finds a configuration of features that satisfies or pleases 

those who interact together, addressing some communally recognized exigence” (Miller, 2017, p. 

found in science, religious or journalistic settings. Vernacular genres can be e.g. personal blogs, fan-
fiction, or sticky notes.   

45 Because of their often occluded nature, it is difficult to get an overview of the communities of practice that 
do not deem these genres illicit, but actually use them. When it comes to threats, we do know of certain 
communities of practice. In Denmark, there has for example been a hidden group on Facebook calling 
themselves Offensimentum. They practiced bullying and threatening as a shared interest and identity, 
but most often, it is individuals who threaten as a personal and not as a shared venture. There are also 
hidden child sex abuse fora on the dark web that share child pornography and discuss grooming 
techniques, and within these communities of practice, the participants themselves do not see their 
actions as illicit or unacceptable (Grant, 2019), even though they are aware that large parts of society 
deem them illicit and sanction them socially, societally and legally.   

46 For example, in several of the medieval Icelander’s Sagas, the word ‘nid’ was used for types of speech that 
were defamatory – that in some way challenged the honor of another person – which was a serious 
misdeed.   
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25), the illicit genres are the exact opposite. They are genres that displease society, and, worse, 

they generally not only displease but also hurt those who are the targets of them. They are 

neither constructive, edifying, nor knowledge-building (Tønnesson, 2012, 2017), and instead of 

supporting societal or democratic processes, they are believed to have the ability to undermine 

them. 

In other words, the difference between illicit genres and other genres is that illicit 

genres are socially proscribed. They will therefore often be communicated secretly, 

anonymously or indirectly. It is important to acknowledge that silences or implicitness can be 

used as strategic moves in genres as well as explicitness can, since “genres are defined as much 

by what they exclude as what they include” (Randazzo, 2015, para. 1) and since people can “use 

silence to protect themselves or gain agency” (Randazzo, 2015, para. 12). Also, occlusion plays a 

bigger role in the illicit genres than in most other genres, because the users of the illicit genres 

often wish to distance themselves from the illicit act. This can for instance be done by being 

indirect, by sending them anonymously, by giving their utterance a different genre label (as 

underlined in example (1) below), or simply by negating the genre, namely by anti-labelling it 

(as underlined in example (2) below): 

(1) DU HAR TIDLIGERE FÅET EN ADVARSEL SOM DENNE: DETTE ER DEN SIDSTE.

NÆSTE GANG SKYDER VI DEN TVÆRS GENNEM DIT TYKKE HOVED.

‘YOU WERE GIVEN A WARNING LIKE THIS BEFORE: THIS IS THE LAST ONE.

NEXT TIME WE WILL SHOOT IT RIGHT THROUGH YOUR FAT HEAD.’47

(2) Ville ønske at jeg bare kunne udfordrer dig til duel. Tage dig ud med et enkelt skud (Dette er

ikke en konkret trussel din nasserøv)

’Wish I could just challenge you to a duel. Take you out with a single shot (This is not a

concrete threat you deadbeat)’48

The anti-labelling of the genre in example (2) constitutes a metadiscursive disavowal of the 

genre. These tactics of giving different labels to or anti-labelling a genre can have a practical 

explanation since admitting to the use of an illicit genre carries risks of being sanctioned by 

47 From letter, Engelhardt & Lund, 2008.   
48 From Facebook message sent to Danish politician.  
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different uptake communities in society, the legal system being the most poignant. Consequently, 

instead of it being the users who name the genres, the illicit genres will often be named by their 

receivers and victims and by secondary audiences, namely (often incidental) purviewers to the 

utterances, police or judicial system. Genre labels are a discursive battleground (Auken, 2019), 

and this fact becomes particularly important when dealing with illicit genres. 
Since they are generally not accepted by society, it is unsurprising that many of the 

illicit genres are also illegal (e.g. many threats, grooming, slander, defamation, offering a bribe). 

The reasons for a genre’s illegality will obviously vary from genre to genre but the common 

denominator is the negative effect the genre has on either the receiver of the genre (threats, 

grooming, slander, defamation) or on societal functions (bribery, perjury). Although not all illicit 

genres or instantiations of illicit genres are illegal (e.g. some hate messages49), the illicit genres 

that are illegal have a different possible uptake than the legal ones. The difference is simply that 

the illegal ones are taken up by a specific uptake community: the judicial system. They are 

described – and sometimes even labelled – as illegal acts in legislation (differing from 

jurisdiction to jurisdiction). This means that police will take up instantiations of these illicit 

genres as illegal acts, lawyers will argue whether they are sufficiently clear instantiations of the 

category described in legislation, and judges will decide on the very same issue. 

7. Conclusion
Since RGS has not been extended to this type of genre, it is to be expected that different types of 

questions will arise compared to the ones asked when dealing with data from genres that are 

taught in schools or used in everyday, sociable communication. Illicit genres both confirm and 

complicate some RGS claims. Society in general does not accept illicit genres because of their 

negative exigencies, functions, and effects, which is consistent with RGS defining genres by 

exigences and functions. Bakhtin’s (1986a) notion that a defining character of a genre is its type 

of addressivity is also extremely useful for analyzing threats and other illicit genres, since the 

effect of an illicit genre on its victim(s) is often the cause for it becoming illicit in large parts of 

many societies. 
We emphasize the fact that form is important to assess in genres since recurring 

patterns in form is a big part of what creates recognizability. However, with illicit genres, the 

49 Though, hate messages targeted at minority groups are illegal in most countries.  
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most recognizable forms, the ones that most clearly and explicitly convey their meaning, may 

sometimes be occluded because of a greater need for tactical indirectness and silence than for 

explicitness. This heightens Randazzo’s claim that genres are defined as much by the things they 

exclude as by the things they include (Randazzo, 2015), and underlines the importance of 

silences and exclusions in genres. 

In the case of threats, their forms are extremely heterogeneous, but threat scholars 

have found some formal traits to be typical of threats, for example futurity, indication of harm, 

and sender responsibility. People have ideologies about what threats look like; some are 

consistent with what scholars have found in real data, while others diverge from it. The 

ideologies are, however, still part of what people associate with threats, which is important when 

trying to understand how a genre functions and is taken up in society. Recurrence itself is not 

merely a matter of repeating traits; it is also a matter of perception by language users. 

Recognizability must be evidence of perceived recurrence, which is why we sought to test the 

recognizability of different threats through a survey. The results of the survey appear to confirm 

that people recognize genres, either by labelling them or by describing their situation, but this 

requires further testing. Since we asked our respondents to categorize several different forms of 

threats, without giving them contextual information, the study substantiates the notion that genre 

knowledge is tacitly stored (Freedman, 1994), and not only connected to the recognition of 

specific forms or derived from specific contexts. It is evidence that people recognize genres by 

invoking a context from their general cultural and social knowledge. It is known that specific 

communities can often recognize and label the genres that they themselves use (e.g. Devitt, 

1991), but our survey indicates that this tacit knowledge might indeed be broader and inclusive 

of more than specific, delimited communities. It suggests that tacit knowledge may transcend 

different communities and be inclusive of wider cultures and societies. 

Illicit genres are generally unwelcome in society, and every distinguishing quality 

that they have comes from that. The uptakes of illicit genres have a different character than the 

uptakes of other genres: in the forms of sanctions and condemnations by society, law 

enforcement, and judicial system. The very possibility of this kind of uptake influences the illicit 

genres themselves, because most often the people who use them will not openly admit to having 

used them. Instead, the uptake communities are the ones who name and describe the genres. We 

agree with Freadman (2012) that uptakes can be either expected or unexpected, welcome or 

unwelcome, but when it comes to the illicit genres, the nature of the unwelcome uptakes has 

such an immense impact on the ones producing them that they become even more important for 
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our understanding. The illicit genres have the dual addressivity of having to contemplate both 

their desired uptake and their undesired uptake, and this affects the genres. 
In the case of threats, the manipulative threats (that have a directive as well as a 

commissive illocutionary force) will have to consider both the desired uptake of their victims 

(that they do what is asked of them) and the prospect of undesired uptakes (sanctions). The 

retaliative threats (that have no directive quality) tend to be more direct and more explosive, 

since they will often come out of frustration or anger. As they tend to be more direct and seem 

less thought-through, they also tend to have more difficulties invoking plausible deniability. An 

attempted occlusion will then often happen afterwards in a kind of backtracking, for example by 

the threatener’s distancing themselves from the specific propositional content of their threat: 

by underlining aspects that they think indicate that they did not have the legally required 

intent to threaten (‘I said I could do it. I didn’t say I was going to do it’);  

by evaluating their own statement so it can be seen in a different light (‘I would never do 

anything like that’);  

by commenting on what they really meant (‘I was just frustrated’); 

by anti-labelling it (‘it was not a threat’); 

or by calling it something else, a non-illicit genre (‘it was a joke’50). 

Illicit genres are not regulated in the same way as genres that are accepted by society are. In 

contrast to the institutional and administered genres that try to comply with regulation, they 

appear in spite of regulation, e.g. laws prohibiting their usage or societal norms of ethical or 

proper conduct. Illicit genres may test the boundaries of regulation, but they are still highly 

influenced by the regulations that oppose them. This type of regulation influences their form in 

the reverse way than regulation of institutional genres does; they will more often try to avoid the 

forms that are associated with the genre, while still attempting to achieve their aim.  

50 These examples draw on Danish field notes conducted during observations of Danish threat trials. The 
examples serve to provide perspective to the analysis, but they will not be treated further here.   
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Appendix A: Dansk spørgeskema 

Kategorisering af udsagn  

Dette spørgeskema har til formål at undersøge hvordan sprogbrugere kategoriserer forskellige 

udsagn.  

Efter 3 korte baggrundsspørgsmål er der 17 spørgsmål i alt. De første 3 af de spørgsmål er med 

forskellige svarmuligheder for at vise hvilken type kategorisering vi spørger til. I de resterende 

spørgsmål er det meningen du selv skal skrive hvordan du ville kategorisere udsagnet, men der 

søges stadig korte svar som ved de tre første spørgsmål med svar-muligheder.  

Der findes ikke rigtige eller forkerte svar i denne undersøgelse. Vi er interesserede i at undersøge 

hvordan forskellige personer ville kategorisere de forskellige udsagn.  

[Respondenter skulle efter hvert spørgsmål trykke på en knap for næste side] 

Hvad er dit køn? 

• Mand

• Kvinde

• Andet

Hvor gammel er du? 

• Under 18 [men alle respondenter var over 15]

• 18-29

• 30-44

• 45-59

• 60-74

• 75-89

• Over 90

Hvad er den højeste uddannelse du har gennemført? 

• Ikke afsluttet folkeskole

• Folkeskole
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• Ungdomsuddannelse (erhvervs- eller gymnasial uddannelse)

• Kort videregående uddannelse

• Lang videregående uddannelse

(1) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

"Vil du med i biografen på mandag kl. 20.40?” 

o Lykønskning

o Hilsen

o Invitation

o Opskrift

o Andet

(2) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

"Venstre-spydspids revses for at bruge fy-ord på plejehjem" 

o Afslag

o Eventyr

o Overskrift til avisartikel

o Hilsen

o Andet

(3) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Test om krydderkagen er gennembagt ved at stikke et tyndt træspyd ind i midten af kagen – 

hvis der hænger dej ved, skal den bages i længere tid.”  

o Invitation

o Opskrift

o Overskrift til avisartikel

o Brev

o Andet

(4) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Der var engang en møller, som var meget fattig, men han havde en vidunderlig smuk datter.” 

_________________________[maximalt plads til 150 tegn – samme ved spørgsmål 5-17] 
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(5) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

"Jeg ved hvor du bor" 

(6) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Barometeret står på kærlighed, og det gælder både for dig, der er i et forhold, og for dig, der 

ønsker, at du var det.”  

(7) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Tusind tak for alle lykønskningerne på min fødselsdag i går!” 

(8) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Soveposer og liggeunderlag, noget at sidde på, badetøj, håndklæder, snobrødspinde” 

(9) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Du kommer til at fortryde at du ikke ville snakke” 

(10) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Jeg takker dig, min himmelske Fader, ved Jesus Kristus, din elskede Søn, fordi du denne nat har 

bevaret mig fra al skade og fare.”  

(11) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Jeg ved at I alle vil have det bedre uden mig. I fortjener ikke en byrde som mig. Undskyld.” 

(12) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Du lovede at sørge for at der var blåbær til mig her til morgen” 

(13) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Kom med alle sedlerne eller jeg skyder.” 

(14) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Provo-instruktør sammenligner Trump med Hitler i ny film” 
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(15) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

"Jeg kan ikke i den her weekend, desværre." 

(16) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Vi kommer og slår dig ihjel mandag aften” 

(17) Hvordan vil du kategorisere følgende udsagn?

”Bred kartoffelbådene ud på en bageplade med bagepapir, dryp dem med lidt olivenolie, og 

krydr med salt.”  

Tusind tak for hjælpen! 

Hvad tror du spørgeskemaet vil undersøge? [ligesom spørgsmål 1-17 skulle dette besvares] 

_____________________________ [plads til 300 tegn] 
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Appendix B: English translation of Danish survey 

Categorization of statements  

The purpose of this survey is to examine how language users categorize different statements. 

After three short background-questions, there will be 17 questions in total. The first 3 of those 

questions are multiple-choice questions in order to demonstrate which kind of categorization we 

are asking for. In the rest of the questions, you are supposed to write how you yourself would 

categorize the statements, but we still seek for short answers as shown in the first three multiple-

choice questions.  

There are no right or wrong answers in this survey. 

[Respondents had to press for next page after each question] 

What is your gender? 

• Male

• Female

• Other

How old are you? 

• Under 18 [but all respondents were over 15]

• 18-29

• 30-44

• 45-59

• 60-74

• 75-89

• Over 90

What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

• Not completed primary and lower secondary school

• Primary and lower secondary school [Danish: folkeskole]

• Upper secondary education [Danish: ungdomsuddannelse]
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• Short-cycle higher education [Danish: kort videregående uddannelse]

• Long-cycle higher education [Danish: lang videregående uddannelse]

(1) How would you categorize the following statement?

"Do you want to go to the movies Monday at 8.40 PM?” 

• Birthday greeting51

• Regards52

• Invitation

• Recipe

• Other

(2) How would you categorize the following statement?

’Venstre53-spearhead chastised for using frowned-upon word at nursing home’ 

• Refusal

• Fairytale

• Headline for newspaper

• Regards

• Other

(3) How would you categorize the following statement?

’Test if the spice cake is done by putting a thin wooden skewer into the middle of the cake—if 

there is dough on the skewer, the cake needs to be baked some more.’  

• Invitation

• Recipe

• Headline for newspaper

• Letter

• Other

51 The Danish lykønskning could also be translated to ‘congratulation’ or ‘congratulatory greeting’.  
52 The Danish hilsen could also be translated to ’greeting’.   
53 Name of political party in Denmark. 
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(4) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Once upon a time, there was a miller who was very poor, but who had a wonderfully beautiful 

daughter.” ______________[maximum length of 150 characters – same length for questions 5-

17]  

(5) How would you categorize the following statement?

"I know where you live" 

(6) How would you categorize the following statement?

”The barometer points to love, and that both applies to you who’s in a relationship, and for you 

who wish you were.”  

(7) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Thank you so much for all your congratulatory greetings on my birthday yesterday!” 

(8) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Sleeping bags and sleeping mats, something to sit on, swimwear, towels, sticks for campfire 

twist bread”   

(9) How would you categorize the following statement?

”You’re going to regret that you didn’t want to talk” 

(10) How would you categorize the following statement?

”I thank You, my heavenly Father, through Jesus Christ, Your beloved Son, because You have 

kept me from al harm and danger on this night.”  

(11) How would you categorize the following statement?

”I know you will all be better off without me. You don’t deserve a burden like me. Sorry.” 

(12) How would you categorize the following statement?

”You promised to make sure I got some blueberries this morning” 
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(13) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Get me all the notes or I’ll shoot” 

(14) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Provocateur-director compares Trump to Hitler in new movie” 

(15) How would you categorize the following statement?

“I can’t this weekend, sorry.” 

(16) How would you categorize the following statement?

”We’re coming to kill you Monday night” 

(17) How would you categorize the following statement?

”Spread out the potato wedges on a baking sheet with bakery paper, drip them with a little olive 

oil, and season with salt.” 

Thank you! 

What do you think this survey wanted to examine? [This question also had to be answered] 

_______________________________________[maximum length of 300 characters]
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Abstract 

This article examines what happens when two disparate types of genres collide, here the 

heterogeneous and illicit genre of threatening communications on the one hand and the fixed and 

institutional legal genres of legislation, indictments and verdicts on the other. By following the 

different uptakes (Freadman, 1994, 2002) – including the specific types of textual travels 

(Heffer, Rock & Conley, 2013) – of threatening communications into judgments from 50 Danish 

threat cases, the author both considers how this central piece of language evidence is relayed to 

the courts and how the overall genre of threats is taken up by the Danish legal system. The 

findings show that some of the instability of the genre of threats rub off onto the indictments, 

specifically in their task of relaying the linguistic evidence of oral threats as accurately and 

transparently as possible. The study concludes that each genre in the legal genre set (Devitt, 

1991) plays a distinctive role in managing the collision between the heterogeneity of threats and 

the stringency of the legal system. 
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1. Introduction
This paper examines the genre of threatening communications and some of the legal genres that 

respond to it, namely legislation, indictments and verdicts. Threats are generally considered an 

unconstructive and undesired form of communication; in other words, they constitute a socially-

deviant genre (Gales, 2010, p. iii) or a societally illicit genre (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020). In 

some instances, they are therefore even prohibited by law (Fraser, 1998; Solan & Tiersma, 

2005). Following Gales (2010), Bojsen-Møller et al. (2020) have argued that threatening 

communications, despite their heterogeneity, can be considered a genre as they are recognizable, 

communicative acts – or social actions (Miller, 1984) – that share the core function of 

intimidating their targets (Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Solan & Tiersma, 2005). 

Gales describes threats as linguistic conflicts and multifaceted speech acts (2019, p. 487) that 

require interdisciplinary interpretation of threatening words (locution), threatener intent 

(illocution), recipient effect (perlocution) and sociocultural context (2019, p. 488). This 

interdisciplinary article, which mixes theoretical insights from Forensic Linguistics and 

Rhetorical Genre Studies1, will primarily focus on the sociocultural context and to some extent 

on the part of the context that has to do with recipient effect (perlocution), since a particularly 

important part of genre analysis involves outlining the typical contextual and situational factors 

that surround a genre (Bhatia, 1993; Miller, 1984). One of the most significant contextual or 

situational factors, when it comes to threatening communications, is that some of them are taken 

up (Freadman, 1994, 2002, 2020) – responded to – by the legal system. As such, since 

threateners risk legal sanction, we see alleged threats being fervently denied by their originators 

(Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020, p. 3). Attempting to delimit and assess the highly heterogeneous 

(e.g. Limberg, 2009; Muschalik, 2018; Storey; 1995) genre of threatening communications is 

therefore an important and complex task for legal systems across the world. Prototypical direct 

threats (such as “I’m gonna kill you”) are often easy to recognize. However, many instances of 

indirect threats (such as “look over your shoulder”) are more debatable and will therefore to a 

greater degree be open to interpretation in court – especially if no forensic linguists are brought 

in to help.  

1 As linguists, we are familiar with the concept of genre, but often, the concept is presented without 
theoretical backing, which is why this interdisciplinary article aims to present the genre theory 
thoroughly. 
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The legal system of a country or jurisdiction plays a major normative role in 

relation to its surrounding society, and the interaction of different legal genres (e.g. legislation, 

indictments and verdicts) thus helps delineate what constitutes an illegal threat in a given society. 

To track the connections and embeddings of these legal texts more precisely, this paper 

combines the notion of genre uptake (i.e. responses and reactions to an utterance; cf. Freadman, 

1994) with the Forensic Linguistic notion of textual travels within the legal system (Heffer et al., 

2013) as they complement and enrich each other.  

 The primary aim of this paper is to provide knowledge of what happens when two 

disparate types of genres collide, namely the heterogeneous genre of threatening 

communications on the one hand and the stable legal genres (Heffer, 2013; Heydon, 2013; Trklja 

& McAuliffe, 2019) of legislation, indictments and verdicts on the other. I specifically study the 

uptakes of threats pertaining to  

I) how the genre of threats is taken up in legislation, specifically the Danish statute on

threats (§ 266),

II) how and through which kinds of textual travels both the statute on threats and specific

threatening communications are taken up in indictments and verdicts.

Few scholars have researched the role of legal documents in the Danish judicial system (however 

see Bala, 2020; Engberg, 2015; Johansen, 2015). Linguistic research into the Danish judicial 

system has previously mostly focused on legal language (e.g. Kjærgaard, 2015)2 and on 

courtroom interaction, e.g. analyses of epistemic stance (Mortensen & Mortensen, 2017), the role 

of non-native speakers of Danish (Bala, 2018) or the role of the interpreter (Jacobsen, 2008; 

Karrebæk & Sørensen, 2021). However, studying documentary society or how “texts penetrate 

and organize the very texture of daily life” (Smith & Schryer, 2008, p. 116) offers unique insight 

into the organization (here, the Courts of Denmark) that uses a given genre of documents. In 

addition, these particular legal documents offer insight into how threatening communications are 

taken up by the legal system in Denmark and what happens when a heterogeneous and illicit 

genre collides with highly stabilized and institutionally embedded legal genres. The different 

legal genres and their intertextual connections and embeddings elucidate what counts as an 

2 This paper will not contain analyses of the structure or complexity of the legal language within the 
judgments (for several articles on Danish legal language, see Kjær et al., 2015). 
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illegal threatening communication, while also displaying how texts travel (Heffer et al., 2013) 

within the judicial domain. 

1.1 Background on Danish judgments and the Danish judicial system 

The study is conducted through examinations of 

a) the Danish statute on threats, § 266:

‘Whosoever threatens to carry out an illegal act in a way that is fit to provoke serious

fear in someone for their own or other people’s lives, health or wellbeing, shall be

penalized by fine or imprisonment of up to 2 years’ (the Danish Criminal Code,

Chapter 27, § 266. Translation from Christensen, 2019) and

b) 50 ‘records of judgments’ (Danish: dombøger) from Danish criminal cases concerning

threatening communications.

A record of judgment (hereafter referred to as ‘judgment’) is a written document from a court 

case that typically compiles e.g. indictment, written reproductions of oral testimonies given in 

court3 and verdict (see table 1 below). In this article, the judges’ decision or adjudication 

(Danish: dom) will be referred to as ‘verdict’. For the sake of clarity, the verdict will never be 

referred to as ‘judgment’ as this term will solely be used to refer to the records of judgments.  

Denmark has an adversarial participation structure (Mortensen & Mortensen, 

2017), but only cases that carry a minimum sentence of 4 years in prison are conducted with a 

jury. Criminal cases that carry a sentence of under 4 years of imprisonment (such as threats 

under § 266) are adjudged by one professional judge and two lay judges in district court (Danish: 

byret). If appealed, they are adjudged by three professional judges and three lay judges in high 

court (Danish: landsret). If a case should go to the Supreme Court (Danish: Højesteretten), it is 

adjudged by professional Supreme Court judges. The judgments from district court, high court 

and sometimes also Supreme Court are embedded within the overall judgment that commences 

with a summary of the whole case. See table 1 below for an overview of the generic structure of 

these 50 judgments (also, see appendix A for further details and information): 

3 Out of spatial concerns, this paper will not include data from testimonies or examine in detail how intent is 
considered in threat cases (for this, instead see Bojsen-Møller, forthc.). 
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Table 1: The generic structure of Danish records of judgments 

1. Name of judgment and information about time and place

2. Summary of entire case

3. The judgment of the City Court

The indictment 

‘Claims’ 

‘The facts of the case’ 

Sometimes: ‘Statements’ 

‘The court’s reasoning and decision’ 

’It is adjudged that’ 

4. The judgment of the High Court

‘Claims’ 

‘Additional facts’ or ‘Personal facts’ 

‘Statements’ 

‘The High Court’s reasoning and result’ 

’It is held adjudged that’ 

5. For cases reaching the Supreme Court: The judgment of the Supreme Court

‘Claims’ 

‘Allegations’ 

‘The Supreme Court’s reasoning and result’ 

‘It is adjudged that’ 

Judgments are multi-genre texts, and since different genres are at play, different functions will 

also be in force. For instance, an indictment initially functions as an official charge against a 

defendant, and a verdict functions as a performative action that decides whether a sentence is to 

be brought against a defendant or not. However, when indictments and verdicts are embedded 

within a judgment, they are recontextualized and instead serve as documentation of the original 

situations within which they were produced. Further, Trklja and McAuliffe (2019) report that 

“the language patterns used in judgments shape the method of reasoning used by the court” (47), 

indicating that judgments are not simply documentation of cases. The wording of judgments also 

serve as precedent for the textual construction of later judgments (through the recurrence of 

formulaic patterns), as well as legal precedent for whether or not charges will be brought in 

subsequent, similar cases (i.e., prosecutors can compare a new case to former cases and their 

outcome, and defense lawyers can compare earlier cases and their verdicts, in order to build a 
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defense in later cases). The function of judgments is then to provide case documentation, but also 

to provide precedent for later cases. Precedent is central in countries with a case law system, 

such as the UK or the US (cf. Tiersma, 2008). Conversely, legislation and the special annotated 

versions of legislation that is typical in Scandinavian countries (e.g. Toftegaard Nielsen, Elholm 

& Jacobsen, 2017) has a more potent role than precedent in Denmark. 

2. Theory

2.1 Theory on threats 

Within Forensic Linguistics, threat scholars often reference Fraser’s (1998) seminal definition of 

the speech act of threatening (e.g. Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Christensen, 2019; Gales, 2010; 

Muschalik, 2018; Solan & Tiersma, 2005): 

[F]or speakers to issue a threat successfully they must intend to express by way of what is

said 1. the intention to personally commit an act (or to see that someone else commits the 

act); 2. the belief that the results of that act will affect the addressee in an unfavourable 

way; 3. the intention to intimidate the addressee through the awareness of the intention in 

1. (Fraser, 1998, p. 171)

The most common function of a threat is to intimidate someone else (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; 

Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Solan & Tiersma, 2005). This act of intimidation 

can be communicated either directly (as in 1 below) or indirectly (as in 2 below) (cf. Bojsen-

Møller et al., 2020; Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Gingiss, 1986; Muschalik, 

2018; Shuy, 1993; Yamanaka, 1995; Watt, Kelly & Llamas, 2013): 

(1) I will hunt you down and kill you like a wild animal (from stalking case; Gales 2010, pp.

35-36).

(2) If we remain in the EU. I will personally find you (tweet by person who is self-proclaimed

pro-Brexit to an anti-Brexit addressee, Aug 2019).

In direct threats, the harmful (or in Fraser’s words, unfavorable) act is expressed, and the 

threatener takes responsibility for committing that future action. In example (1), the harmful act 

is explicated by the verb of harm ‘kill’, and the threatener takes responsibility for these future 

actions by using the 1SG agentive ‘I’ and the deontic, volitional modal ‘will’ (marking intent). 

In indirect threats, the harmful event or the sender responsibility is either omitted 

or implied, leaving the meaning to be inferred. In example (2), there is no indication of harm, so 
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to determine whether ‘I will personally find you’ is a promise (of good things to come) or a 

threat (of bad things to come),4 it is important to consider both the coded meaning and the 

immediate context of the words. Here, the modal “will” also has deontic, volitional meaning. In 

this instance, “will” cannot simply have epistemic, predictive meaning, because the fact that 

Brexit would happen would not entail that one person automatically finds another person. 

Deontic, volitional “will” together with agentive 1SG is more common in threats than in non-

threats, and they “demonstrate the threatener‘s explicit control over the action” (Gales, 2010, p. 

171). The addition of the subjective sentence adverbial (cf. Mortensen, 2006) “personally” 

creates further emphasis on the liability of the sender, and it thereby strengthens the sense of the 

threatener’s having control of the situation. Additionally, a person who is pro-Brexit would not 

take pleasure in the UK’s remaining in the EU, and since the receiver is anti-Brexit, it would be 

counter-intuitive that the volitional meeting would have a positive reason. Therefore, the 

utterance cannot be meant as a promise, but must be meant as a threat.  

Both examples (1) and (2) explicitly mention both the threatener (‘I’) and the target 

of the threat (‘you’), but that is not necessarily the case with all indirect threats. Research shows 

that indirect threats are the most common type (Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2019; Gales, 

2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017), a fact that has been linked to the notion of ‘plausible 

deniability’ (e.g. Solan & Tiersma, 2015, p. 204; Walton, 1996). As such, it is difficult to pin 

down threats to a homogenous linguistic form, which creates challenges for the legal system and 

its genres, when they have to identify and regulate them. 

2.2 Genre, uptake and textual travels 

Rhetorical Genre Studies see genres as communicative social actions (Miller, 1984) that are 

performed through typical forms of written or oral utterances (Bakhtin, 1986a), or in other 

words, they are “meaningful social actions being accomplished through language, or speech 

acts” (Bazerman, 2004, p. 311). As such, a genre can consist of either one or more speech acts; 

threatening communications can consist of one speech act or of several speech acts (e.g. the 

commissive speech act of threatening, cf. section 2.1 above, expressive speech acts and directive 

speech acts in conditional threats). Genres both shape and are shaped by the situations in which 

4 A promise is beneficial, whereas a threat is detrimental to the addressee (Shuy, 1993, p. 97). Searle explains 
the difference similarly: “a promise is to do something for you, not to you, but a threat is to do 
something to you, not for you” (2008 [1965], p. 11). 
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they are generally performed (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010, p. 69). We recognize genres through a 

perceived repetition or recurrence in these communicative actions (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; 

Dryer, 2016, p. 61). Most people are able to recognize, e.g. a recipe from relatively stabilized 

regularities in form and content (such as an ingredients list and a series of directive speech acts, 

often presented in the imperative mood), but also from the function that we attribute to it (such 

as an instruction on how to produce a certain dish). This recognition means that we are also able 

to label utterances, which is one way of taking them up as instances of a particular genre. The 

concept of uptake (Freadman, 1994, 2002, 2020) is inspired by Austin’s (1962, pp. 116-117) 

sparingly described concept by the same name. Uptake involves the audience of an utterance 

taking the utterance in question in a certain sense – be that either in the intended sense or in an 

unintended sense (Austin, 1962). In agreement with Gustafsson (2020), I view uptake as part of 

the perlocutionary domain and not as part of the illocutionary domain as Austin originally 

described it. Even though uptake (the responses and reactions to an utterance) is not equivalent 

to perlocutionary effect (“the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience”, Austin, 1962, p. 

101), uptake can reflect the perlocutionary effect of an utterance on its interlocutors (for 

instance, fear) (cf. Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020). For Austin (1962), uptake is a question of the 

reactions to a speech act within its immediate communicational situation, whereas Freadman’s 

(1994) notion of uptake includes all reactions and responses to an utterance. In this, Freadman 

considers uptake in light of the bakhtinean notion of dialogism that involves utterances following 

and preceding each other in “a very complexly organized chain of other utterances” (Bakhtin, 

1986a, p. 69), which involves different processes of intertextuality and contextualization (see 

further below). One example of an uptake is that a verdict in itself is an uptake of previous 

verdicts, both in form, function and content (the latter of the three has a particularly strong 

uptake in countries with a case law system, where precedent plays an important role). Also, an 

uptake of a sentencing can be imprisonment, or, in the most extreme cases, an execution (cf. 

Freadman, 2002). Uptake of a genre is conditioned by a “sedimentation of memory” of how a 

given genre usually works or is usually taken up (Dryer, 2016, p. 73). We all acquire both overt 

and tacit knowledge (Freedman, 1994) about the genres with which we interact. Through that 

knowledge, we accumulate uptake patterns5 that are more or less officially regulated and tacitly 

5 Dryer (2016, p. 72) calls these patterns “uptake enactment strategies”. 
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regularized (Schryer, Lingard & Spafford, 2007), depending on the stability of the genre (Devitt, 

2009; Schryer, 1993) and on the person producing the uptake.  

This article sees textual travels (Heffer et al., 2013) as one particular type of 

uptake, and the textual travels that happen within the legal system (e.g. from police interview to 

cross examination to verdict) are thus more or less stabilized uptakes of previous genres. These 

legal genres are both regulated by legislation, by strong traditions and written rules, but also 

regularized by unwritten rules of how things are usually done. Both uptake and textual travels 

are concepts that draw heavily upon Bakhtin and his theory of the “dialogic relationships among 

[written and oral] texts and within the text” (1986b, p. 105). Textual travels are described as “the 

way that texts move through and around institutional processes and are shaped, altered, and 

appropriated during the journeys” (Heffer et al., 2013, p. 4). These journeys involve [oral or 

written] texts being e.g. intertextualized (Kristeva, 1980), mediated (Heffer et al., 2013) and 

recontextualized (Bauman & Briggs, 1990). Intertextuality describes the relation or 

interconnection between (inter) texts—the fact that texts refer to other texts, most explicitly by 

quoting or directly referencing other texts, more implicitly by paraphrasing or summarizing 

select “points of previous utterances while simultaneously recasting them” (Schryer et al., 2011, 

p. 154). Mediation—or perhaps more suitably remediation6— refers to processes of textual

travels from one mode (e.g. speech) to another mode (e.g. writing). Recontextualization is the 

process of extracting a text from its original “interactional setting” (Bauman & Briggs, 1990, p. 

73) and inserting it into a different context. As such, embedding of genres within other genres

are inherently linked to processes of recontextualisation (Auken, forthc.). Bauman and Briggs 

point to recontextualisation and similar processes being linked to reproduction of institutional 

power.  

Textual travels within the law can for instance consist of a text being taken up as 

evidence in a criminal case (Heffer et al., 2013), such as the travel of an oral witness statement as 

it is summarized in a written police report (Komter, 2019) or a written judgment (Bala, 2020). 

When we have access to the source text (the original utterance) and the subsequent texts that take 

it up, it is possible to access the exact textual travels and therefore assess the specific changes 

that occur during the travels. However, if we do not have access to the source text, but only to 

6 Thank you to Tanya Karoli Christensen for pointing out that the term mediation alone does not cover the 
transfer from one medium to another, which remediation does. 
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later stages of its travels (which will always be the case with non-recorded oral utterances and 

even with quoted written material), we can assess the later stages of the textual travels. This can 

done by examining the intertextual techniques that are used (e.g. direct or indirect discourse, 

summarizing, commentary on the content or effect of the utterance) and the implications of these 

intertextual techniques, but also by examining the less explicit textual travels and influences of 

other genres or texts that shape or dictate how that text is processed and taken up in subsequent 

texts.  

3. Data and methodology

3.1 Data collection 

The data material for this study consists of 50 judgments from criminal cases that include 

threatening communications tried under § 266 of the Danish Criminal Code. Through a 

systematic search of judgments in the Danish online law database Karnov, I collected the last 50 

judgments that contain either written or spoken threats tried under § 266.7 Karnov includes an 

archive of judgments from Danish high courts or the Danish Supreme Court that have previously 

been published in Danish judicial journals. I chose to include spoken threats, even though these 

of course cannot be expected to accurately reflect the actual spoken words, but as the present 

study deals with textual travels, this is an important point in itself. I did not include the cases that 

only involved non-linguistic threats (e.g. threatening someone with a knife), but some of the 

cases involved both linguistic and non-linguistic threats. Neither did I include cases that were 

initially or ultimately tried under different sections of the Danish Criminal Code. 

Examples from the data set will be referenced with the titles of the judgments used 

in Karnov (e.g. TfK2016.155). TfK is an abbreviation of the judicial journal that originally 

published the judgments (TfK = Tidsskrift for Kriminalret ’Journal of Criminal Justice’). This 

journal publishes all Supreme Court judgments and all high court judgments that are “relevant” 

for Danish jurisprudence (Karnov TfK). TfK does not explicate which criteria they use to 

determine what constitutes a relevant high court judgment. 

All people involved in the cases were pseudonymized by the courts before the 

judgments were published. In the authentic Danish data material, they use F as an abbreviation 

7 My data collection was concluded October 2, 2019. 
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of forurettede ’victim’ and T as an abbreviation of tiltalte ‘defendant’. In my English 

translations, I use the equivalent English abbreviations: V for ‘victim’ and D for ‘defendant’. 

3.2 Data description 

In Denmark, there are 24 district courts, two high courts and one Supreme Court. My data set is 

distributed evenly between the two high courts, with 52% of the criminal cases in the data set 

going to the Eastern High Court of Denmark and 48% going to the Western High Court of 

Denmark (2% went on to the Supreme Court of Denmark). The charges in the cases were filed 

between 2013 and 2019. 

I calculated how many threats each of the 50 cases contains by counting how many 

threatening utterances in quotation marks (or otherwise explicitly delimited, see further in 

section 4.3 for some of the ways that texts can travel into other texts) each indictment holds. It is 

obviously not as clear-cut to distinguish separate utterances, since they do not occur in isolation, 

but I have chosen this method in order to gain an overview of the data set. In approximately half 

of the cases, there was only one threat in the indictment, followed by two threats per indictment 

in 20% of the cases. One case included 16 threats, which was, perhaps unsurprisingly, a stalking 

case. See overview in figure 1 below.  

Figure 1: Number of threats tried under § 266, per case (N=50) 

The threats in the 50 cases amount to a total of 121 threatening utterances. These threatening 

utterances are the unit of observation for the analysis in section 4.3.  

Bear in mind that the quantitative results may be influenced by the fact that many 

of the 50 cases include two or several threatening utterances (see figure 1 above). This may mean 
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that some categories will be overrepresented in the results, since one case will often involve data 

from one specific situation, and since a judgment from one case will often include similar 

manners of referencing language evidence (see 3.3 for further information of manner of 

reference). The reason why the unit of observation was chosen to be the 121 threatening 

utterances and not the 50 cases, is that there is still internal variation to be found within several 

of the cases. Additionally, all quantitative results are followed by qualitative considerations and 

analyses of examples. 

Out of the 121 threatening communications, 68% are oral threats and 32% are 

written threats. The oral threats were primarily communicated in person, but some were 

communicated through telephone, and a few were recorded on answering machines. The 

majority of the written threats was sent as text messages, but there are also threats that were sent 

through e-mail, letter, Facebook, Instagram, MMS, or written on a piece of paper. See overview 

in figure 2 below: 

Figure 2: Means of communication, per threat (N=121) 

95% of the threats in the cases received guilty verdicts, which means that the threatening 

communications in the data set have predominately been taken up by the Danish courts as 

examples of illegal threats. 

3.3 Method 

I examined how the genre of threats are taken up in Danish legislation, specifically in § 266 of 

the Danish Criminal Code (the statute on threats) in order to analyze what in principle should 

count as an illegal threat in the Danish legal system (see section 4.1 below). 
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I then extracted each reference to § 266 in each of the indictments that are 

embedded within the judgments (see section 4.2 below). This enabled me to analyze how the 

specific textual travels from legislation to indictment are generally conducted in these cases. 

For my analysis of the threatening communications themselves, I annotated all 

passages in the indictment of each case that included citations of the alleged threats. I developed 

a coding scheme where each threat from the indictments was coded as either oral or written, 

direct or indirect threats (cf. section 2.1) (along with a set of other codes that are irrelevant to this 

article). In my analysis, I only specify whether a threat is direct or indirect, if it is a written threat 

that is directly quoted, because these are the only ones I can assume to be rendered verbatim. All 

threats were also coded according to what platform that had been used to transmit them (e.g. 

SMS, answering machine, e-mail, in person) and the manner in which the threats were 

referenced in the indictments (direct or indirect discourse; with or without quotation marks). In 

this study, I will concentrate on the manner of reference (see section 4.3), because this so clearly 

indicates the presence of textual travels and constitute specific, generic uptake patterns. It is also 

comparable to the textual travels of the legislation of threats into indictments. 

To gain insight into the judges’ argumentation of what actually counts as an illegal 

threat within the Danish legal system, I marked all passages in the verdicts that include 

reproductions of the courts’ argumentation and decisions regarding the threatening 

communications (see section 4.4). 

4. Analysis

4.1 The uptake of the genre of threats into Danish legislation 

In democratic societies, freedom of expression is a fundamental human right, but it comes with 

certain restrictions in order to prevent citizens from harming each other through their utterances. 

Legislation criminalizes the types of utterances or communicative social actions (i.e. genres) that 

are considered unacceptable in a given society. In many countries, threatening harm is 

considered – or taken up as – an illegal act in itself, but the specifics vary from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction. Legislation defines what in principle should count as an illegal threat, since it has to 

be applicable to different kinds of threats made in different kinds of contexts. As such, 

legislation on threats is an uptake of an abstract notion of what a threat is, not of particular 

threatening utterances (though particular instances of threats may influence legislation). 

According to Danish law, it is illegal to threaten to commit an illegal act: 
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Den, som på en måde, der er egnet til hos nogen at fremkalde alvorlig frygt for eget eller 

andres liv, helbred eller velfærd, truer med at foretage en strafbar handling, straffes med 

bøde eller fængsel indtil 2 år 

‘Whosoever threatens to carry out an illegal act in a way that is fit to provoke serious fear in 

someone for their own or other people’s lives, health or wellbeing, shall be penalized by fine 

or imprisonment of up to 2 years’ (the Danish Criminal Code, Chapter 27, § 266, 

Translation from Christensen, 2019)  

When delimiting whether a threat is illegal or not, Danish law considers if the way the threat is 

uttered is ‘fit’ (Danish: egnet), i.e., ‘suitable’ or ‘sufficient’, to cause fear. The focus is on the 

(possible) effect of the threat and the degree of fear that the threat causes (serious fear). 

However, ‘to provoke serious fear in someone’ indicates that it is not merely the degree of fear 

of the actual victim that is in question, but also whether the specific threat within the specific 

circumstances is fit to provoke fear in someone generally. It is not a requirement that the victim 

of the threat is in fact scared (Toftegaard Nielsen et al., 2017, p. 530). The Danish statute on 

threats thus puts an emphasis on the potential perlocutionary effect (Austin, 1962) that a threat is 

fit to provoke in its victim, i.e., fear.8 Whereas ‘an illegal act’ is defined by the other sections of 

the Danish Criminal Code, ‘fitness to provoke fear’ is not, and as such, this must be one of the 

main points for the courts to consider. 

As is generally the norm in Scandinavian countries, when it comes to legislation 

(cf. Nordrum, 2018), the Danish statute on threats has a broad formulation that leaves room for 

flexible and contemporary application and assessment of specific threat cases. 

4.2 The uptake of the statute on threats into indictments 

One of the highly regularized uptakes that happen within judicial systems across countries is the 

textual travel of legislation into other judicial genres, e.g., police interviews, police records, 

indictments, witness examinations, closing statements, verdicts. These genres function as a genre 

set, which Devitt (1991, p. 340) describes as a set of genres “that achieves the work of the 

community” within which it functions. A genre set “not only reflects” but “may also help to 

8 This is comparable to the US ‘reasonable person’ standard, i.e. whether a reasonable person would have 
considered a communication a threat (Kaplan, 2016). 
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define and stabilize” the situations they arise from (1991, p. 340). In this way, genre sets help 

reinforce the power and stability of a given institution or community. 

The textual travels of the Danish statute on threats (§ 266) into indictments appear 

to follow a template with rather few deviations (see below), confirming that textual travels of 

legislation into other legal genres happen in a very stabilized way. This has also been 

demonstrated by Heydon, who shows how legislation is taken up by law enforcement using 

words “that closely resemble the words of the legislative text” (2013, p. 74). 

The most prototypical pattern of textual travel from § 266 into the indictments is 

the following: ‘which was fit to provoke serious fear for V’s9 life/lives, health or 

wellbeing’10. Compared to this general pattern, there are a few slight variations, e.g.: 

I) “which was [fit…]” occurring as “threats which were [fit…]”, thus including the genre

label “threat”,

II) “fit to provoke [serious fear…]” occurring as “provoked [serious fear]”, here making fear

more of a result and less of a general probability.

Slight variations such as these from an otherwise strong pattern show how individual uptakes are 

still present, even in the genres we consider to be the most regulated and regularized. In some 

instances, a misplaced uptake may be rejected or corrected by the courts. We can see an example 

of this in one of the cases, where the judgment reads: ‘The prosecution has corrected the 

indictment during the high court trial, so that ‘serious fear for others’ lives and health’ is altered 

to ‘serious fear for others’ lives, health or wellbeing’’(TfK2014.995/1). Thus, even a minor 

deviation from the pattern might be corrected at a later stage.  

Within many judicial systems, the word of the law is considered to be of an almost 

sacred nature, and not something that should be altered. As an example of this, Heffer (2013) 

shows how the legal term ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ is treated almost as a ritual formula or 

incantation that must not be changed or explained, even when juries ask what it means. 

Similarly, in their analysis of metadiscursive practices in judgments of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union, Trklja and McAuliffe (2019) argue that recurrent and formulaic expressions 

can “serve to highlight the authority” (p. 23) of legal representatives.  

9 X here covers either name/names or possessive pronouns (her, his, their, others’, their and others’). 
10 All examples from the data set are my translations. 
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The indictment is the most important document in a criminal case as it presents the 

prosecution’s case to both the court and the defendant (Kistrup et al., 2018, p. 125). That 

legislation is taken up in indictments in such a stable way is unsurprising, as there are official 

requirements and regulations for how such travels must happen and what information must be 

included in an indictment in Denmark. Indictments require an account of the purported criminal 

act (including its time and place) and of the statutes that criminalize that kind of behavior (cf. the 

Danish Administration of Justice Act, § 834).  

When legislation becomes intertextually embedded within an indictment, the 

legislative text is recontextualized from being a general and ideally endurable description – 

generated by the legislative power – of a type of criminal act to instead being applied to a 

specific case by the executive power. Despite its syntactically subordinate status, the relative 

clause ‘which was fit to provoke serious fear…’ carries the force of a performative act, through 

which the prosecution deems a specific utterance to be a threatening communication. This is of 

course necessary, but it also becomes a definitory and authoritative act that is difficult to argue 

against for the defense, and even for the judicial power that has to adjudicate the case – and it is 

therefore an extremely powerful uptake. 

4.3 The uptake of threatening communications into indictments  

Perhaps the most important textual travel in threat cases is the travel of the specific threatening 

communications themselves into both police interviews, police reports, indictments, trials and 

judgments. In the following sections (4.3.1-4.3.3), I focus on the textual travels of threatening 

communications into indictments. As opposed to legislation, which is purposefully broad and 

general in formulation (cf. section 4.1 above), indictments show the specific utterances that 

prosecutors consider to be instances of prosecutable threats. 

Threatening communications are a highly heterogeneous genre (Bojsen-Møller et 

al., 2020; Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Storey, 1995), while indictments, like most judicial 

genres, are highly stabilized and regulated (cf. section 4.2 above). Since language itself 

constitutes the criminal act in a threat case and, as such, must be one of the most important 

pieces of evidence to consider, it is particularly important that the textual travels of the 

threatening communications into the indictment happen in a transparent, reliable and regulated 

way. The interplay of these two genres is therefore particularly interesting to follow. 

When a threatening communication travels from its original interactional setting 

into an indictment, it is an example of intertextuality (because one written or spoken text refers 

to another), an example of remediation (because a text is transformed from one mode to another) 
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and also an example of recontextualisation (because a text is taken from one context and inserted 

into another context). To illustrate, the following threat in (3) is said to have been uttered in a 

context of a mother threatening her teen daughter (V=victim) with a kitchen knife: 

(3) Oral threat, spoken in person. Threat reproduced in indictment of judgment TfK2019.1036:

mens hun udtalte, at hun ville slå F ihjel

‘while she stated that she would kill V’

On the one hand, the original oral utterance occurs in a private, and evidently highly tense, 

interactional setting between two people, a mother and her child. On the other hand, the 

remediated written utterance in (3) occurs in a formalized and institutional, judicial setting, in 

which the original utterance—as represented in the indictment—is recontextualized and taken up 

as a criminal act with the mother now cast as the defendant and her child the victim. We have no 

direct access to the original wording of that interaction, since it was not recorded, and the 

wording of the indictment is therefore an attempt at a reconstruction of the original words. 

Notably, this is done in the form of indirect discourse, effectively occluding the exact wording. 

The threats are taken up in the indictments in three different ways according to 

which I organize my discussion: 

I) through direct discourse in quotation marks (DDQ, see 4.3.1)

II) through indirect discourse without quotation marks (ID-, see 4.3.2)

III) through indirect discourse in quotation marks (IDQ, see 4.3.3)

Whereas the statute on threats (cf. section 4.2 above) is never taken up in the form of direct 

discourse in quotation marks in any of the indictments, this is the most frequent way of referring 

to the specific threats that are on trial in the indictments (see figure 3 below). 
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Figure 3: Manner of reference of all threatening communications in the indictments (N=121) 

80% of the threatening communications (both written and oral) are cited through direct discourse 

in quotation marks. 12% of the threats are cited through indirect discourse without quotation 

marks and 8% of the threats are cited through indirect discourse in quotation marks. 

4.3.1 Direct discourse in quotation marks (DDQ) 

The use of direct discourse in quotation marks (DDQ) signals to readers that the person quoting 

the utterance copied the exact same wording as in the original utterance. Bauman and Briggs 

describe this as “intertextual fidelity” (2003, p. 212), and further explains that “texts created 

through transcription, translation, and editing should bear a direct and intrinsic connection to 

their sources” (2003, p. 213). DDQ is supposed to include a direct, verbatim citation of the 

original utterance. This is of course much more attainable with written threats (if the original is 

obtained) than with oral threats. In accordance with this, when we look at only the written 

threats, 90% of them are taken up using DDQ (see figure 4 below). 
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Figure 4: Manner of reference of written threatening communications in the indictments (N=39) 

Here is an example of a written threat that is referenced using DDQ (be advised that the 

following utterance contains very strong language): 

(4) Written threat, SMS, relationship between defendant and victim is not stated. Direct threat

(sender responsibility, future act of harm and victim expressed explicitly). Cited in

indictment of judgment TfK2016.1292 (my underlining):

han sendte ikke under 10 SMS-beskeder med truende indhold, hvor han bl.a. skrev til hende:

[…] »Jeg flækker dig din luder. Jeg dræber din lille klamme dreng mens du ser på og dig

bagefter«

‘he sent no less than 10 text messages with threatening content, in where he e.g. wrote to 

her: […] »I’ll split you open you whore. I’ll kill your gross little boy while you watch and 

you afterwards«’ 

DDQ is supposed to retain the deictic features that were originally used (e.g. personal pronouns, 

temporal and spatial adverbials, verb tenses). In (4) above, 1SG agentive jeg ‘I’ and 2SG 

patientive dig/du ‘you’ and din ‘your’ and the temporal adverbial bagefter ‘afterwards’ are used, 

and all verb phrases remain in the present tense with future reference (flækker ‘will split’, dræber 
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‘will kill’, ser ‘watch’11). These are all deictic features that stem from the original discourse 

situation.  

Mayes (1990, p. 338) explains that DDQ also reenacts the “affective aspects” of the 

original utterance. In (4), good illustrations of this are the slur luder ‘whore’ and the derogative 

adjective klamme ‘gross’. The affective aspects can be important when deciding whether a threat 

is illegal or not, since violent or otherwise strong language can create considerable fear. In order 

for judges to consider how a situation involving a threatening communication in fact occurred, 

they need as authentic a rendition of the evidence and the facts as possible. The written threats 

that are quoted using DDQ appear to be directly copied into the indictment, including spelling 

errors or anacoluthic structures, which would indicate that they can be taken as reliable sources 

to the original written utterances. 

Interestingly, 76% of the oral threats are also cited using DDQ (see figure 5 

below): 

Figure 5: Manner of reference of oral threatening communications in the indictments (N=82) 

Most of the oral threats are not recorded. They are therefore subject to the memory and 

interpretation of the people who witnessed the uttering of the words, which may be “narrativised, 

recontextualised, forgotten, associated with individuals, misremembered, misattributed” (Hutton, 

11 In Danish, flækker and dræber are here present tense with future reference, while the English translations 
’will split’ and ’will kill’ are modal present, which is one of the ways in which future reference can be 
formed in English. 
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2009, p. 180). People are poor at remembering forms of utterances mere minutes after hearing or 

reading them, while memory of semantic content remains longer (Sachs, 1967). Witness 

statements to the police are taken more than a few minutes after the oral threats have been 

spoken (often hours, days or even months, depending on when the case is reported to the police). 

Thus, the oral threats that are not from recordings cannot be taken as verbatim citations of the 

original utterance but are instead attempts at reproducing the original spoken utterance from the 

statements and testimonies of one or more witnesses. The following examples (5a-b) show this 

very clearly: 

(5) From judgment TfK2015.817/2 (my underlining):

a. Oral threat, spoken in person, defendant and victim were friends. Threat reproduced in

indictment:

[T er tiltalt for] med en køkkenkniv at have truet med at slå F ihjel, idet tiltalte, som stod

bøjet over F, der lå i sin seng, til F udtalte: »Nu skal du dø«, eller lignende

‘[D is charged with] having threatened with a kitchen knife to kill V, in that the

defendant, who was bent over V, who was laying in his bed, stated to V: »Now you shall

die«, or similarly’

b. Statement by the victim. From the section Forklaringer ‘Statements’ in the high court:

Han er ikke sikker på det helt præcise ordvalg, som T anvendte, men meningen var klar,

nemlig at »nu skal du dø« eller lignende

’He is not sure about the exact choice of words that D used, but the meaning was clear,

being that »now you shall die« or similarly’

Of course, the statement given by the victim in the high court (5b) is given much later than the 

original statements to the police,12 but it still underlines the fact that we cannot take remembered 

versions of oral utterances as verbatim (not even mentioning the obvious point that not all 

alleged victims tell the truth). 

Similar to what Byrman and Byrman (2018, p. 155) report, these results show that 

quotation marks do not always equal a verbatim rendition of an utterance. At least, it is not 

12 The district court trials in the 50 threat cases most often happen six months to a year after the original 
threatening utterances (in 48% of the cases, the remaining 52% are either less than six months or over a 
year). The high court trials happen even later than this. 
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always evident which utterance they refer to; the original threatening utterance or the utterance 

as remembered and reproduced by witnesses in their statements to the police. The police are 

supposed to write their police report so that the most important parts of the witness statements 

resemble the words of the witnesses as closely as possible (cf. § 751 of the Danish 

Administration of Justice Act). However, to my knowledge, there are no official directives or 

regulation as to how the oral statements of witnesses are to be reproduced in and remediated into 

written texts. 

The reason for this frequent use of DDQ when reproducing oral threats may be that 

the prosecution means to indicate that it aims to remain as close to the original wording as 

possible and that it is not simply relaying the semantic content. Or rather, it indicates that this is 

as accurate a rendition of the statements given by victim(s) and witness(ses) as possible. 

Quotation marks may have a double meaning: apart from signaling a verbatim rendition, they 

can also signal spoken language – that this came out of someone’s mouth. Both these 

interpretations would seem to serve the prosecution’s case, as both signal authenticity and 

therefore not questionability. While DDQ in itself signals authenticity, the approximative phrase 

eller lignende ‘or similarly’ (see example (5) above) counteracts this interpretation and serves as 

an evidential hedge of the rendition of the threat. See figure 6 below for an overview: 

Figure 6: Use of hedging eller lignende ‘or similarly’ after DDQ for oral and written threatening 
communications (N=97) 

The phrase is postponed to 90% of the oral threats that are cited using DDQ in the indictments. 

The remaining 10% are mostly oral threats from recordings of telephone conversations or from 

answering machines, where the original wording must be obtainable for verification, but in three 

cases, there is no adequate explanation as to why that important hedging is not used. 
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As a comparison, 89% of the written threats that are cited using DDQ do not 

include the phrase eller lignende ‘or similarly’. The 11% that do use it come from only two 

different cases, which makes this a very strong uptake pattern in the indictments. Perhaps the 

prosecution is explicitly instructed to use the phrase after citing oral threats and not after citing 

written threats. 

Precision and accurateness (including appropriate hedging) when it comes to the 

wording of the threatening communications on trial thus seem to be of great importance to the 

prosecution, but there are also examples of judges placing emphasis on this aspect in their 

verdicts. This can be seen in example (6) below from a case involving an oral threat that was 

recorded from a telephone conversation (spoken in a different language than Danish): 

(6) From judgment TfK2018.602 (my underlining):

a. Oral threat, recorded telephone conversation, defendant says victim was his ex-

girlfriend, but she says they were friends. Translation of threat reproduced in indictment:

at have truet med at foretage en strafbar handling, idet tiltalte ringede til F og udtalte:

»…ligesom Daesh sætter jeg ild til dig. Dit lig kan blive til stykker« eller lignende

’having threatened to carry out an illegal act, in that the defendant called V and stated: 

»…like Daesh, I will set you on fire. Your corpse can be in bits« or similarly’

b. From the section Landsrettens begrundelse og resultat ‘The high court’s reasoning and

result’:

Efter den nye oversættelse, der er foretaget, er det […] usikkert, om tiltalte har udtalt

»Daesh sætter ild til dig«. Det kan derfor ikke lægges til grund, at tiltalte har sagt dette.

Landsretten finder det i øvrigt bevist, at tiltalte har udtalt sig som anført i tiltalen 

‘Following the new translation that has been conducted, it is uncertain […] whether the 

defendant has stated »Daesh will set you on fire«. It can therefore not be established that 

the defendant said this. The high court otherwise finds it to be proven that the defendant 

has spoken as described in the indictment’ 

The somewhat different wording ‘Daesh will set you on fire’ in the judges’ ruling from the one 

in the indictment ‘like Daesh, I will set you on fire’, underlines how quickly slight, but possibly 

important, changes can be made to utterances, even in a setting where a written account is 

available (in the indictment). The change of wording that happens in this textual travel from 

indictment to judges’ ruling may also be a trace from the discussion that has apparently occurred 

during the trial concerning the translation of the original non-Danish utterance. Perhaps these 
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two versions were in question as possible translations. Most importantly, example (6) above 

shows that the judges found it important to get as accurate an account of the original words as 

possible, even though the amendment did not change the outcome of the (guilty) verdict. 

4.3.2 Indirect discourse (ID-) 

The use of indirect discourse (ID-) signals that the utterance should be considered similar or 

somehow equivalent to the wording or meaning of the original utterance, as opposed to being a 

verbatim rendition. As such, using ID- does not involve or project the same degree of 

verifiability or reliability as using DDQ. As such, using ID- is a different strategy for the 

prosecution than an attempted accurate and precise rendition. When reproducing and remediating 

oral threats in indictments (thus transforming speech into writing), this change of strategy can be 

prudent, as use of DDQ for oral threats can create a false sense of authenticity, if not followed by 

a hedging device such as eller lignende ‘or similarly’. As can be seen from figure 5 further above 

(see section 4.3.2), 15% of the oral threatening communications are cited using ID-, for example: 

(7) Oral threat, spoken in person, the victim was the defendant’s ex-girlfriend. Threat

reproduced in indictment of judgment TfK2016.14 (my underlining):

Tiltalte har endvidere gentagne gange truet hende med at ville slå hende ihjel, drukne

hende, sagt at han gerne tog 16 år for at komme af med en sådan møgkælling eller lignende

’The defendant has furthermore repeatedly threatened to kill her, drown her, said that he

would gladly do 16 years13 in order to get rid of one such bitch or similarly’

ID- often involves additional and clearer information about the original context than DDQ 

(Schryer et al., 2011). In example (7), we do get one additional piece of information, namely the 

fact that the threats were made repeatedly. That information would have been harder to disclose 

citing one utterance through DDQ.  

ID- does not include all the deictic features from the original utterance, but instead 

incorporates deictic features from the point of view of the current situation of communication, 

which makes it less readily transparent where each feature belongs. First and second person 

pronouns are replaced by third person pronouns, and present tense by past tense (Mayes, 1990). 

13 In Denmark, 16 years is the maximum limited term of imprisonment (there is also an indefinite term of 
imprisonment; a life-sentence). 
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In example (7) above, 3SG agentive han ‘he’ and 3SG patientive hende ‘her’ is used instead of 

the 1SG agentive jeg ‘I’ and the 2SG patientive dig ‘you’, and the past tense tog ‘would do’14 is 

used instead of the present tense tager ‘will do’. ID- is generally preceded by a 

metacommunicative, reporting predicate, followed by a complement clause, often initiated by the 

subordinating conjunction at ‘that’. The reporting verbs most often used when reproducing 

threats by using ID- are udtalte at ‘stated that’ or truede med at ‘threatened to’. As a comparison, 

when DDQ is used to cite the threats, the most frequently used reporting verbs are udtalte: 

‘stated:’, have sendt: ‘having sent:’ and skrev: ‘wrote:’. 

The use of the verb truet ‘threatened’ serves as an explicit labelling of the 

utterance, which is a widely recurring feature of the textual travels of these threatening 

communications into the indictments. It is either achieved through the verb true ‘threaten’ (as in 

examples (5)-(7) above and (9)-(10) below) or the adjective truende ‘threatening’ (as in example 

(4) above), or through the noun trussel ‘threat’ (as in example (8) below). The frequent use of

these labels indicates that it is strategically imperative for the prosecution to clarify that they 

categorize the utterances as threats. This is to be expected since the prosecution would only try 

the case under § 266 of the Danish Criminal Code if they considered it prosecutable as a threat. 

In fact, it is a genre demand of the genre ‘indictment’ that a purported crime is labelled 

consistently with the legislative categories under which the prosecution decide to try a case (cf. 

the Danish Administration of Justice Act, § 834, and see Kistrup et al., 2018, p. 126). However, 

this labelling still constitutes an important performative act because it treats as acknowledged 

what is actually under trial, namely whether the utterances in question count as threats or not (cf. 

section 4.2 where the legislative text is used in a similar way). As such, reporting verbs can be 

used to evaluate the source of an utterance, for example for their truthfulness (Schryer et al., 

2011), but they can also be used to categorize, and thereby evaluate, the utterance itself. 

The mixture between the authoritative, ‘legalese’ voice of the prosecution (true 

‘threaten’, endvidere ‘furthermore’) and what we can assume to be traces from the original 

utterance (tog 16 år ‘would do 16 years’, møgkælling ‘bitch’) is typical when using ID- (cf. 

Schryer et al., 2011, p. 152). The expression en sådan møgkælling ‘one such bitch’ is, however, 

an archaic construction that differs from what we would assume to be common Danish 

14 In Danish, tog is here past tense with hypothetical meaning, while the English translation ’would do’ is 
modal past, which is one of the ways in which hypothetical meaning can be formed in English. 
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vernacular (Hansen & Heltoft, 2011, p. 535), where we typically find sådan en møgkælling ‘such 

a bitch’. This indicates that the order of indefinite article and adjective probably stems from the 

prosecution and not the original utterance. 

Example (7) above also contains the hedging device eller lignende ‘or similarly’, 

which—as already mentioned—is the norm when it comes to oral threats that are cited using 

DDQ. However, only 58% of the oral threats that are reproduced using ID- are followed by this 

phrase, as can be seen in figure 7 below: 

Figure 7: Use of hedging eller lignende ‘or similarly’ after ID- for oral and written threatening 
communications (N=15) 

The low percentage may be because ID- does not signal the same degree of authenticity as DDQ 

does, and therefore is sometimes seen as sufficient hedging in and of itself.  

While a minor part (15%) of the oral threats in the data set are reproduced using 

ID-, only one single case concerning written threats uses ID-. This case contains three written 

threats (amounting to 8 % of the written threats, cf. section 4.3.1, figure 4) that are depicted 

identically, namely as in (8a) below. However, in (8b), we see a very different form of one of the 

original written utterances, cited using DDQ. Also noteworthy is that this is the only one of the 

cases that uses a different hedging phrase than eller lignende ‘or similarly’. Instead, it says mv. 

‘etc.’ (see figure 7 above), which signals that there is more to the original utterance, but actually 

does not indicate that the words in the original utterance were completely different:  
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(8) From judgment TfK2015.1029/2 (my underlining):

a) Written threat reproduced in indictment:

skriftligt at have fremsat trussel om, at der ville sprænge en bombe samme aften kl.

20.30 mv.

’in writing having uttered a threat that a bomb would explode that same night at 10.30

PM etc.’

b) Written threat, note, the threat is against an institution including any people present

there. Indirect threat (sender responsibility omitted, future act of harm implied, victim

explicit). From the section Supplerende om sagen ‘Additional info about the case’ from

the high court:

[Vidnet fandt] en seddel ved samme restaurations salatbar med teksten (ifølge

anmeldelsesrapport): »Tik Tak Tik Tak. I går var det sjov, i dag er alvor. 2030 igen i

centeret. I dør idag. Må Allah's vrede ramme jer. Buum«

‘[The witness found] a note by the same restaurant’s salad bar with the text (according to

the police report15): »Tick Tock Tick Tock. Yesterday was fun, today is serious. 2030

again in the center. You’ll die today. May Allah’s wrath strike you. Booom«’

The great differences in form between the reproduced utterance in the indictment (8a) and the 

quoted utterance in the section ‘Additional info about the case’ (8b) underlines the fact that ID- 

cannot be treated as a verbatim rendition. Since the note is supposedly directly quoted in the 

police report, the generic uptake pattern between police report and indictment of written threats 

(that employs DDQ to quote the indicted threat, cf. section 4.3.1 above), has been mismanaged. 

This seems to have created some difficulty, because a new section, not found in any of the other 

judgments, is added to the judgment in the high court, i.e. the section ‘Additional info about the 

case’.  

In the case of (8a), the prosecution presents an interpretation of the meaning of the 

utterance rather than a citation of its form, the original form perhaps being too perplexing in its 

15 The Danish word anmeldelsesrapport, for which there is no direct English equivalent, indicates that it is a 
report written by the police that is only based on interviews with the witnesses, who reported the case. 
The full police report will also be based on other witnesses and the suspect. 
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indirectness. Since the final weighting of the evidence is the court’s responsibility16 and not the 

prosecutions, this misrepresentation of the original form could potentially be problematic. 

However, the high court has clearly had access to at least a direct quote of one of the written 

threats (8b), while it remains unclear whether the other two were available since they are not 

cited in the judgment. 

As we see in example (8), the use of ID- can create a false sense of objectivity and 

factuality. The focus on equivalence in meaning instead of on accuracy in form that is typical of 

ID- creates less room for discussion and interpretation, because the meaning is already decided 

by the authoritative voice through labelling. 

In their study of citation practices in forensic letters concerning maltreatment of 

children, Schryer et al. (2011) found that ID- was used to mitigate the affective quality that DDQ 

can have (2011, p. 161). The physicians who wrote the forensic letters considered the use of ID- 

to give a more objective account than the use of DDQ. In Denmark, the prosecution is obliged to 

abide by a standard of objectivity, which means that they are not meant to make subjective 

evidence (e.g. evidence from witness testimonies) seem objective by interpreting the meaning of 

a perhaps ambiguous utterance. Objectivity in these situations means acknowledging that it is not 

possible to be completely objective. The prosecution should instead relay to the court, as 

authentically as possible, how a specific and subjectively experienced situation took place or, at 

least with oral threats, how the witnesses have stated that it has taken place. This can best be 

done by using DDQ (including the appropriate hedging when remediating oral threats), which is 

also the most frequently used in all the indictments (cf. section 4.3 above).  

4.3.3 Indirect discourse in quotation marks (IDQ) 

Byrman and Strøm (2019, p. 15) call indirect discourse in quotation marks (IDQ) a hybrid 

between DDQ and ID-. The use of IDQ creates a mixture between the two other types, perhaps 

as a way of maintaining the quality of authenticity that the quotation marks give, while not 

committing fully to it being the exact wording. All threats that are referenced using IDQ are also 

followed by the hedging device eller lignende ‘or similarly’. An example of IDQ can be seen in 

(9) below:

16 Threat cases are not in themselves conducted with a jury, but instead with one legal judge and two lay 
judges (so-called ‘mixed courts’, cf. Johansen, 2019). 
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(9) Oral threat, spoken in person, the defendant and the victims are strangers. Threat reproduced

in indictment of judgment TfK2019.727/2 (my underlining):

hvor han truede [dem] med, […] at »de muligvis ville komme til skade, når nogle af hans

venner ville bryde ind og hente bilen på adressen« eller lignende

’where he threatened [them] […] that »they would possibly get hurt when some of his

friends would break in and get the car at the address« or similarly’

The structure in (9), including the complement clause beginning with at ‘that’, and the shift in 

deictic features are the same as when using ID-. The added quotation marks are the only 

difference. Since (9) is a reproduction of an oral utterance, it is by no means certain that the 

written version matches the wording of the original utterance. However, since this is what the 

judges are presented with, it is still important that it should convey a version that fits the witness 

statements as accurately as possible. The fact that quotation marks are used in (9) above, implies 

that the utterance at least closely resembles the witnesses’ spoken words to the police. That 

cannot apply to the shifts in deictic features, however. We are not meant to understand that for 

instance de ‘they’ or hans ‘his’ were part of the original utterance since a reference in that 

context to different third parties presumably would have functioned as a warning rather than a 

threat. Instead, the original utterance must have contained references to the persons present (i.e. 

‘you’ and ‘my’). On the other hand, the epistemic adverbial muligvis ‘possibly’ could well be a 

trace from the statements of the witnesses and thus a textual travel from the original spoken 

utterance. As such, it is unfortunate and imprecise to both signal authenticity by using quotation 

marks while also signaling distance through the use of indirect discourse.  

While 10 % of the oral threats use IDQ in the indictment (cf. section 4.3.1, figure 

5), only one written threat use it (amounting to 3 % of the written threats, cf. section 4.3.1, figure 

4). The one written threat referenced using IDQ can be seen in (10) below: 

(10) Written threat, note, the victim was the defendant’s ex-girlfriend. Threat reproduced in

indictment of judgment TfK2015.134 (my underlining):

at have truet F, idet han viste hende et ark papir, hvorpå han bl.a. havde skrevet, »at han

ville få hende til at forsvinde« eller lignende

’having threatened V in that he showed her a piece of paper on which he e.g. had written

»that he would make her disappear« or similarly’

Interestingly, the case has one special feature that separates it from the other cases involving 

written threats. According to the victim, the threat was written on a piece of paper and shown to 
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her (just after the threatener had had her in a chokehold). The victim tried to bring the piece of 

paper with her when she fled out the window, but did not succeed in retrieving it from the 

defendant. Therefore, even though it was a written threat, the source of the information in the 

indictment is the victim’s statement, just as in the cases involving oral threats. Notice that the 

note in example (10), unlike example (4), for instance, does not seem to have contained any 

expletives, slurs or strong language, but would still be fit to provoke serious fear, in fact, 

possibly causing the victim to flee. This shows that threats ‘fit to provoke fear’ are not 

contingent on strong language, and that threats that merely consist in the sender’s committing to 

a future harmful act (here that he would make her disappear) can be just as frightening. 

As such, on the one hand, prosecutors share a relatively stabilized uptake pattern of 

how the written threats are taken up in the indictments. This is mainly done by using DDQ, 

mostly without the hedging device eller lignende ‘or similarly’ that would create doubt as to the 

authenticity of the original written words. They deviate from DDQ in two cases, shown in 

examples (8) and (10) above, the latter of them being a case without physical proof of the 

original wording. 

On the other hand, there is much more variation when it comes to the textual 

travels of the oral threats, even though DDQ with the appropriate hedging eller lignende ‘or 

similarly’ is used most often. The exact wording of oral threats are by nature particularly 

difficult to determine because they are (for the most part) evidenced through reproductions of 

recollections by one of the involved parties. This discontinuous intertextual chain makes for a 

difficult uptake pattern, and the textual travels of oral threats therefore seem less stabilized than 

other textual travels into indictments (cf. section 4.2).  

4.4 The uptake of threats into verdicts  

For defendants in threat cases, the most significant uptake of their purported threatening 

communication is the judge’s verdict and sentence. As the uptake of a guilty verdict in Danish 

threat cases can be a term of imprisonment, the verdict constitutes a possibly life-changing 

performative action for the defendants, which makes a verdict an immensely powerful genre. 

Verdicts show what actually counts as an illegal threat as the judges decide whether specific 

utterances constitute convictable threatening communications. 
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The verdicts from these trials are embedded within the judgments (see table 1 and 

appendix A). Verdicts include judges’ argumentation and decisions (and in guilty verdicts, also 

sentences). Judges’ decisions are regulated by legislation (cf. sections 4.1 and 4.2 above) and 

precedent (i.e., what decisions were made in earlier threat cases), but are of course also, as they 

must be, highly influenced by specific aspects of each individual case (cf. Engberg & Kjær, 

2015, p. 266; Kistrup et al., 2018, p. 782). For that reason, verdicts are more flexible genres than 

indictments, because they have to consider and weigh several features of the cases they 

deliberate.  

Earlier judgments within threat cases (precedent) are seldom mentioned explicitly 

in these judgments, but they still play an important role in Danish trials. In the Danish court 

system, one of the strongest legal principles is the principle of orality (cf. Kistrup et al., 2018), 

and both prosecution and defense compare the current case to a few select cases in their oral 

closing statements. This is a textual travel that seldom continues any further than into the 

courtroom – at least it is not taken up in most of these written judgments. Due to the principle of 

orality, precedent then becomes a more occluded legal practice temporally and geographically 

confined to the courtroom (or to be inferred from what cases have previously had guilty 

verdicts). Legal representatives who have participated in earlier threat cases decidedly have an 

advantage when it comes to interpreting what will later be possible to prosecute and convict as a 

threat, i.e., use as precedent. This is a good example of how genres and tacit genre knowledge 

help reproduce, form, protect and stabilize institutional unity and power. 

It is officially regulated by the Danish Administration of Justice Act, § 218a that a 

verdict must include information about the factual and legal circumstances that the judges 

‘emphasize’ (Danish: lægger vægt på) as having led to their judicial decision. In the 50 

judgments in this study, the judges emphasize one or more of the following aspects (listed 

according to frequency, i.e. how many judgments mention them): 

I) the threatening utterances themselves (60%)

II) the credible explanations of victims or witnesses (48%)

III) specific situational features from the case (44%)

IV) earlier similar crimes or crimes committed concurrently with the threats (28%)
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V) the state of mind, credibility or intent of the defendant (22%)17

VI) the effect on the victim or general fitness to create fear (14%),

VII) physical evidence besides the threatening utterances (4%).

In this section, I focus on the way the judges refer to the threatening utterances (aspect I) and on 

how they refer to (their fitness to create) fear (aspect VI), since these two aspects constitute 

textual travels of threats and of the statute on threats.18 

Even though the threatening utterances themselves are emphasized in 60% of the 

verdicts (cf. aspect I), this is frequently done in very broad and general terms. The two most 

common terms that are used to characterize the utterances are grovheden [af truslerne] ‘the 

gravity [of the threats]’ and karakteren [af truslerne] ‘the character [of the threats]’. Sometimes 

the verdicts refer to indholdet [af truslerne] ‘the content [of the threats]’ or ordlyden [af 

truslerne] ‘the wording [of the threats]’. Apart from the evaluative adjectival noun grovheden 

‘the gravity’, which clearly takes a negative stance on the threats in question, these terms are 

very vague and do not offer any information about the judges’ reasoning, besides labelling them 

as ‘threats’ (similarly to what we see in the indictments, cf. section 4.3.2). Perhaps the genre of 

threats appears so recognizable, despite their versatility (cf. Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020), that 

judges and lay judges seldom see a need for such discussions. However, the vagueness of the 

argumentation combined with the labelling of the genre may very well be a way of countering 

the heterogeneity of the threatening communications themselves, thus attaining relatively 

standardized and stable uptakes of a diverse genre. 

As such, only few of the cases contain explicit discussions of and references to the 

threatening utterances themselves, but see for example (11) below: 

17 Whether the judges emphasize intent in their verdicts or not is not the same as whether a defendant is 
deemed to have intent or not. The judges only emphasize the criminal intent of the defendant in two of 
the verdicts: one being because they found the defendant had no intent to threaten (TfK2019.873), 
rendering the verdict not guilty. The other being because they found that the defendant’s faste forsæt 
‘firm intent’ (TfK2015.1029) was aggravating in itself (he had repeated his bomb threats three days in a 
row). 

18 I will not go further into the other aspects here, although they undeniably all have important roles to play 
when deciding whether something is a punishable threat or not. For instance, specific situational 
features can offer important info that can help decide whether something is actually a threat or not (cf. 
aspect III, also see Bojsen-Møller, forthc.; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2019). 
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(11) Oral threat, spoken in person, the defendant and the victims are strangers. From the section

Rettens begrundelse og afgørelse ‘The [district] court’s reasoning and decision’ of judgment

TfK2019.610:

udtalelserne »Allahu Akbar, det er Allahs jord, jeg går samme vej som Omar, det er ikke

sidste gang vi ses«. Disse udtalelser må anses som trusler om vold, dels i kraft af tiltaltes

benyttelse af navnet »Omar«, der må anses som en henvisning til terrorangrebet mod blandt

andet Krudttønden, dels i kraft af tiltaltes aggressive og udfarende adfærd

‘the statements »Allahu Akbar, this is Allah’s earth, I’ll go the same way as Omar, this is

not the last time we will meet«. These statements must be considered threats of violence,

partly because of the use of the name »Omar« [name of Danish terrorist], which must be

considered a reference to the terrorist attack against Krudttønden [name of venue that was

attacked by the terrorist], among others, partly because of the defendant’s aggressive and

unrestrained behavior’

The few cases that do include explicit references to the specific utterances in their verdicts 

primarily contain veiled (i.e., indirectly phrased) threats. These can be assumed to be less readily 

proven as threats since defendants can deny that their utterances were meant as a threat in the 

first place (cf. the concept of plausible deniability connected with indirect speech acts, see 

further in section 2.1). As mentioned in section 2.1 above, indirect threats omit either the harmful 

event or the sender responsibility for that event, either of which then has to be inferred from 

textual or contextual information. In example (11) above, the judges explicate the implied 

meaning of the threatening utterance by bringing in contextual information (both information 

about an infamous Danish terrorist and knowledge about the defendant’s aggressive behavior). 

This substantiates Tiersma’s claim that judges employ “textual and grammatical analysis, 

structural and contextual interpretation” (2008, p. 139) when assessing a (language) crime. 

The effect on a victim or a threat’s general fitness to create fear (cf. aspect VI 

above) is only emphasized in rather few of the verdicts (14%), even though this is one of the 

main foci of the Danish statute on threats (cf. section 4.1 above). Examples of this are shown in 

(12) and (13) below:
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(12) From the section Rettens begrundelse og afgørelse ‘The [district] court’s reasoning and

decision’ of judgment TfK2018.27 (my underlining):

Retten har i skærpende retning lagt vægt på det meget betydelige antal overtrædelser i

forhold 2-15, som sammenholdt med trusselsforholdet har skabt stor utryghed for F

‘As an aggravating feature, the court has emphasized the considerable amount of offences in

counts 2-15, which taken together with the threat count have created great uneasiness for V’

(13) From the section Rettens begrundelse og afgørelse ‘The [district] court’s reasoning and

decision’ of judgment TfK2018.977/2 (my underlining):

Tiltalte har herved handlet på en måde, der var »egnet« til at fremkalde alvorlig frygt som

nærmere beskrevet i straffelovens § 266. Dette gælder også, selv om ingen konkret måtte

være blevet skræmt.

‘The defendant has thereby acted in a way that was »fit« to provoke serious fear as

described in the Danish Penal Code’s § 266. This still applies even though no one would

actually have been scared.’ 

In example (12), the actual effect on the victim, namely fear, is emphasized. In example (13), the 

judges emphasize that there is no need for actual fear. One dissenting judge recommends a not-

guilty verdict, since there was no actual fear, but the majority overrules this, while referring to 

the notion of ‘fitness to provoke fear’ that is central to the statute on threats. Given that fitness to 

create fear is such a crucial aspect in Danish threat legislation and in the commentated versions 

of legislation, it is surprising that it plays such a small role in what the judges’ explicitly 

emphasize in their verdicts. Of course, it may possibly play a larger role in their deliberations. 

However, since the judges’ deliberation is an occluded genre (cf. Devitt, 2016 on the occluded 

nature of jury deliberations) that no one but the legal and lay judges are privy to, we have no 

knowledge of this particular type of hidden textual travel (however, Johansen, 2018, 2019 offer 

rare insights into Danish mixed court deliberations). There is a lot of tacit knowledge (Freedman, 

1994) that the judges who write down the verdicts do not seem to think necessary to explicate.19 

Since Danish trials and deliberations are conducted orally (Johansen, 2019; Kistrup et al., 2019, 

19 After reaching a verdict together with the lay judges during oral deliberations, the legal judge writes down 
the verdict by hand, and then reads it aloud in court during sentencing. The court clerk then copies the 
handwritten verdict into the judgment (Louise Victoria Johansen, pers. comm.). 
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cf. the Danish Administration of Justice Act), and since only few cases and no deliberations are 

recorded, there will inevitably be a lot of information that is lost and a lot of textual travels that 

fail to happen between different genres in the criminal trial genre set (cf. Komter, 2019).  

In consequence, the written verdict mostly counts as a summary of the legal facts 

from a trial and a summary of the legal conclusions made during deliberations, but not of the 

reasons for reaching these conclusions.20 As such, these judicial decisions are not meant to be up 

for discussion, which is unsurprising, as inviting discussion would perhaps also invite more 

appeals or more polemic defense strategies in later, similar trials as seen in countries that have a 

case law system. 

5. Discussion and conclusion
When threatening communications are embedded within indictments and verdicts, they are 

removed from their original – often interpersonally complex and multifaceted – context and 

recontextualized as instances of prosecutable and possibly convictable illegal acts. In that way, 

the heterogeneous and multifarious threatening communications are sought stabilized or 

paralyzed so they can fit into a nearly immutable, institutional genre set. This article has 

examined how the diversity of the genre of threats collides with the stringent regularity of the 

legal genres. In the following conclusory section, I will discuss how this collision transpires in 

legislation, indictments and verdicts, and finally in the overall judgments. 

The statute on threats, including the annotated statute (Toftegaard Nielsen et al., 

2017), specify what, in principle, should count as an illegal threat in Danish society. The 

legislation streamlines the diversity of a heterogeneous genre, and this collision of genres is 

resolved by having a general and broad legislative text. The definition of illegal threats has to be 

precise, but also broad enough to encompass the variation of the genre, in order to become 

practicable and applicable. Whereas legislation by nature is a highly stable genre, indictments 

and verdicts have to incorporate the uniqueness of every single threat case, including the 

language evidence itself, while at the same time following strict norms for the composition of a 

legal document. As Gales (2019) explains “[w]hen approaching threatening acts, law 

20 Kistrup et al. (2018, p. 782) report that judges’ reasoning or argumentation in verdicts has been critiqued 
for not being sufficiently detailed (even though this was sought remedied by official regulations, cf. § 
884 of the Danish Administration of Justice Act). 
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enforcement professionals must uphold the legal definition of what constitutes a threat, but 

consider the linguistic definition while investigating potentially dangerous situations reported by 

those who feel fear” (2019, p. 479). Police, prosecutors and judges are meant to follow the 

definitions of the legislation, and thereby evaluate whether they deem specific utterances within 

specific circumstances as threatening communications that are ‘fit to provoke serious fear’ 

generally (i.e., the victim does not need to have been scared, cf. example 13). These decisions 

will be based upon an interpretation of the specific form, content and context in each individual 

case, especially in cases involving indirect threats where implied meaning has to be inferred. We 

are not privy to the specific – and undoubtedly partly tacit – argumentation processes that the 

police and prosecutors go through when assessing whether an utterance can and should be 

prosecuted as an illegal threat. Therefore, we can only analyze and delimit the different kinds of 

threats that are in fact being prosecuted, including but not limited to: 

I) oral (as in example 3) and written threats (example 8),

II) threats communicated through several different platforms (SMS, e-mail, telephone, in

person, handwritten note etc.),

III) threats that include strong language with slurs or expletives (example 4) and threats that do

not (example 10),

IV) direct threats (that specify the illegal act they threaten to commit, example 4) and indirect

threats (that only imply it, example 8b),

V) threats aimed at family members (example 3), friends (example 5), partners (example 7),

institutions (example 8) and strangers (example 11).

VI) threats that caused fear (example 12) and threats that did not but were deemed ‘fit’ to cause

fear (example 13).

Just from assessing the different types in the list above, it is evident that threatening 

communications in fact are a highly varied genre, just as research has previously shown. There is 

not one singular, specific mode, medium, form, content, context or effect that defines them, but 

nevertheless, they all function as threats – as acts of intimidation strong enough to warrant the 

attention and sanctions of the Danish judicial system. Thus, the legal system and its highly 

stabilized genre set rein in examples of an incredibly varied and interactionally complex genre 

that – because of its illicit nature – attempts to evade categorization.  

The unique threats are deemed by police and prosecution (and probably victim) to 

fit the description of an illegal threat found in the statute, and are therefore taken up in 

indictments as instances of prosecutable threats. In indictments, the collision then happens 
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visibly between the actual words of the specific threats and the broad definition of the 

legislation.  

When it comes to the uptakes of the threatening communications into indictments, 

this specific collision does seem to create some difficulties. At least, when comparing the 

stringent and formulaic textual travels of legislation into indictments to the more varied textual 

travels of the threatening communications into indictments, it appears that some of the instability 

and heterogeneity of the genre of threats rub off on the indictments. This is especially evident 

when it comes to the textual travels of oral threats, probably because oral threats will ordinarily 

have to be remediated from orally transmitted mental recollections by victims into written 

records of alleged crimes. 

The manner in which the travelling texts refer to their original source is important 

to consider, not least when it comes to language evidence in criminal cases. In cases concerning 

language crimes, such as threat cases, where the language itself is the main source of evidence, it 

is particularly important to know whether the words on trial are quoted verbatim or not and with 

how much certainty they can be relied on for precision (for instance, through hedging devices). 

This especially holds for indictments, since they serve to present the case in question to all 

involved parties and to the court. They therefore have to be accurate and precise, not just in 

mentioning the specific time and place, but also in presenting language evidence. 

Misrepresentation of language evidence could lead to different verdicts and different 

interpretations of precedent than if the utterance were represented as accurately or at least as 

transparently as possible.  

In comparison, the textual travels of the threatening communications into verdicts 

are in fact relatively stabilized, seeing that the threatening communications are very seldom 

explicitly referenced at all. When judges do explain why something is considered a threat, they 

bring in contextual features from the case that serve to disambiguate indirect threats (as in 

example 9). Indirect threats will often require access to only a few contextual or co-textual 

features in order to become perfectly intelligible as threats. Besides a few examples, we learn 

very little about how the threats are interpreted or assessed during the oral deliberation. They are 

instead vaguely summarized in the verdicts and labelled as ‘threats’ that have a certain ‘content’ 

or ‘character’. Thus, the judges’ argumentations are very vague concerning their reasoning 

behind counting something as an illegal threat. As such, the vagueness of the argumentation of 

the judges forms a highly stabilized pattern, but not one that attempts to grasp the uniqueness of 

the specific threats, but rather one that attempts to merge them into a coherent and thus more 

collective and unified group, taking out as much variety as possible. Perhaps the very uniqueness 
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of each threatening communication is difficult to fit into the stabilized and regulated legal genre 

of verdicts, and therefore the verdict has as one of its actions the need to rein in the heterogeneity 

of the threats and align it with the regularity of the legislation. By remaining vague, the verdict 

merges the heterogeneity of threats with the regularity of the more systematic and broadly 

phrased statute. In that way, the legislation is not as readily challenged and thus retains its 

special and potent role.  

Taken together, these legal genres regulate the diverse utterances that act as 

threatening communication. Each genre in the legal genre set thus have a different role to play in 

solving the collision between the individual threats and the legal system. The most important 

actions that judgments perform in this collision is to serve as documentation of each individual 

threat case, but also to serve as precedent for later prospective cases, thus forming pathways for 

what will later be taken up as illegal threats. 

In threat cases, precedent is formed by an uptake on the specific threatening 

utterance in its specific situational context (as shown in the indictment) together with the judicial 

decision (as shown in the verdict).21 This type of uptake is only possible outside the courtroom 

because both indictment and verdict are compiled within the overall judgment and because 

institutional documents are generally taken up as factual and objective (Komter, 2019, p. 11). In 

merging the different legal genres within the judgment, each threat case thus becomes an 

interpretable and actionable totality. 

21 Contextual information from testimonies can also be source for precedent if they are included within the 
judgment (see table 1 and appendix A). 
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Appendix A: The generic structure of records of judgments22 in 
Denmark23 

1. Name of judgment and information about time and place

2. Every judgment starts with a summary of the case, including the most important

information from all the courts that the case has been through (the City Court, the High

Court and, in some instances, the Supreme Court)

3. The judgment of the City Court

 The indictment (no headline) (what charges are brought against the defendant)

 Headline: Påstande ‘Claims’ (what punishment does the prosecution suggest; does

the defendant plead guilty or not-guilty)

 Headline: Sagens Oplysninger ‘The facts of the case’

 Sometimes also headline: Forklaringer ‘Statements’, but these are often left out of

the City Court judgment

 Headline: Rettens begrundelse og afgørelse ‘The court’s reasoning and decision’

(the verdict, including judges’ argumentation, decision and sentence)

 Headline: Thi kendes for ret ’It is held/adjudged that’ (a performative idiom that

declares that a verdict and sentence is realized).24

4. The judgment of the High Court

 Headline: Påstande ‘Claims’ (appeal claims, from the prosecution or the defendant)

 Headline: Supplerende oplysninger ‘Additional facts’ or Personlige oplysninger

‘Personal facts’

 Headline: Forklaringer ‘Statements’

22 Judgments (Danish: dombøger) are not the same as court records (Danish: retsbøger), even though they 
may overlap. Statements by defendant and witnesses are meant to be part of the court record, but are 
sometimes copied into the judgment. Besides from that, court records list and attest that all legal 
formalities have been followed. 

23 There is some variation in the overall structure of the judgments, but I have listed the most common 
structure, not including the different varying subheadings. 

24 The performative action of the verdict is explicitly declared in that formulaic phrase, but nevertheless, the 
cases that do not include this phrase in their judgment (roughly one third of the cases in this data set) 
still include actual verdicts. The performative action of the verdict is still intact in those cases, because 
the real performative action happens in the courtroom when the presiding judge reads aloud the verdict, 
here always initiated by the phrase Thi kendes for ret. 
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 Headline: Landsrettens begrundelse og resultat ‘The High Court’s reasoning and

result’

 Headline: Thi kendes for ret ’It is held/adjudged that’

5. For cases reaching the Supreme Court: The judgment of the Supreme Court25

 Headline: Påstande ‘Claims’

 Headline: Anbringender ‘Allegations’

 Headline: Højesterets begrundelse og resultat ‘The Supreme Court’s reasoning

and result’

 Headline: Thi kendes for ret ’It is held/adjudged that’

In addition to being multi-genre texts, judgments are also multi-authored or “multi-voiced” texts 

(similarly to police reports, see Byrman & Byrman, 2018) that include e.g. 

I) the voice of the prosecution (primarily in the indictment),

II) the voice of the judges (in the judges’ decision and possible sentence),

III) and the voices of the defendant, the defense lawyer and of possible witnesses and victims

(primarily if statements are included in the judgment, but traces of their voices will also

often be found in both indictment and verdict).

Since judgments include several voices, it can sometimes be difficult to differentiate who is 

responsible for which utterance.  

25 The data set only contains one case that goes to the Supreme Court, so this structure only reflects that case. 
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Abstract 
This article examines a Danish criminal case concerning a high school student who posted a 

picture on Instagram with the caption ‘I’ll be the next school shooter guys, lmao, watch out’ 

(Danish: jeg bliver den næste school shooter guys, lmao, watch out). Reactions to – or uptakes 

on (Freadman, 1994, 2002) – the Instagram post were split between two types; some took it as a 

threat and some took it as a joke. Building on theory on threatening communications (e.g. 

Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2019; Solan & Tiersma, 2005), on humor 

(Billig, 2005; Norrick, 2010; Tsakona, 2017) and on genre theory (Devitt, 2009; Freadman, 

2012, 2020; Miller, 1984), this article studies the diverging uptakes as they are presented within 

the court case through examination of both court documents and transcripts of audio recordings 

from the courtroom. The findings of this study show that while linguistic interpretation is mostly 

limited to the netcronym ‘lmao’, different types of non-linguistic behavior are often used as 

justification for a particular interpretation of the linguistic behavior. Not only the prosecuted 

utterance itself, but also the utterances’ uptakes, i.e. an essential aspect of its context, have a 

bearing on the outcome of the case and the assessment of the defendant’s intent. This study thus 

offers important insight into an area that Gales (2019) argues is in need of further 

interdisciplinary research, namely how contextual features can influence the outcome of criminal 

cases concerning disputed threats. 
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1 Introduction 
On September 11,  2018 around midnight a Danish high school student posted a picture of 

herself on Instagram with the following caption: ‘I’ll be the next school shooter guys, lmao, 

watch out’ (Danish: jeg bliver den næste school shooter guys, lmao, watch out).1  This case study 

examines data from the criminal case that ensued, consisting of police record, court judgment 

(Danish, dombog) and transcriptions of audio recordings from the trial. The data set shows that 

the court representatives discussed whether the Instagram post was to be interpreted as a threat or 

a joke, the latter in part with reference to the netcronym ‘lmao’ (an abbreviation of the slang 

idiom ‘laughing my ass off’). My analysis shows that not only the formulation itself, but also the 

immediate and later reactions to the post were decisive for the outcome of the case. This article 

examines these reactions as genre uptakes (Freadman, 1994, 2002, 2020), meaning the responses 

and reactions to an utterance that show that an utterance is considered to be an instantiation of a 

given genre. 

In this study, I analyze the different uptakes of the utterance as they appear in the 

data set, including the immediate uptakes of witnesses, as well as the later uptakes of the court’s 

representatives (prosecutor, defense lawyer, judges). Furthermore, I analyze the defendant’s own 

uptakes of her utterance as accounts of untoward behavior (Scott & Lyman, 1968; cf. Atkinson 

& Drew, 1979; Komter, 1994). 

Very little research has been conducted on the uptakes of disputed threatening 

communications by sender, recipients, victims and court systems (however, see Bojsen-Møller et 

al., 2020; Bojsen-Møller, forthc.). This is an important empirical aspect to consider when 

working with criminal genres such as threatening communications, as it offers insight into how 

these genres function and how contextual factors such as uptakes of an utterance can influence 

the outcome of a criminal case. In fact, Gales (2019) addresses the need for such 

interdisciplinary research on contextual aspects of threatening communications as well as on 

threatening words (locution), threatener intent (illocution) and effects on recipients (perlocution). 

It is beyond the scope of this article to resolve the question of whether the utterance 

in this case study is, in fact, (meant as) a threat or a joke. Instead, this study has two primary and 

1 All data in this article are translated by me (unless otherwise explicitly stated). See appendix A for a 
transcription in Danish of the original audio recording and of the original data from the police report 
and the court judgment that are analyzed in this study. Also, see appendix B for an English translation 
of the transcriptions of the audio recording. 
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interrelated aims. The first is to show how one utterance within its specific and largely 

undisputed context can have distinctly diverging uptakes. Importantly, these diverging uptakes 

have entirely different sets of evidence supporting their interpretations. The second aim of the 

study is to show that these varying uptakes can have an important impact on how the intent of 

the sender of the utterance is debated and negotiated in court and court documents, including in 

judges’ verdicts.  

When these uptakes are presented in court and court documents, they will often 

have undergone different kinds of textual travels (Heffer, Rock & Conley, 2013), which will be 

discussed when relevant. In essence, this article is an interdisciplinary study that combines 

Forensic Linguistics with Rhetorical Genre Studies in incorporating research on threatening 

communications, textual travels within the legal system and genres and their uptakes. 

1.1. Background 

To situate the Instagram post, some background knowledge of the incidents leading up to and 

following from it will be useful. Earlier in the day, the high school student had felt bullied by a 

classmate with whom she was supposed to do a joint presentation. In frustration, she flipped over 

a classroom table. Two classmates summoned a teacher who knew her well and who had a chat 

with her. Later in the day, she went to a friend’s house, where she hung out with two friends. 

When she had returned home, she posted the picture of herself with the caption ‘I’ll be the next 

school shooter guys, lmao, watch out’ in large, red letters. Subsequently, a classmate’s mother 

wrote an e-mail to a school representative about the Instagram post and the earlier incident in 

class, and the school representative then reported the post to the police. The next day, armed 

police met the girl on the school grounds and arrested her for having threatened to commit a 

school shooting. The case was brought to trial by ‘the Prosecution Service’ (Danish: 

Anklagemyndigheden), first in district court and later in high court. Denmark has a three-tiered 

court system with 24 district courts, two high courts (the Western High Court and the Eastern 

High Court) and one Supreme Court. In the local district court, the case was judged by a ‘court 

with lay judges’ (Danish: domsmandsret) consisting of one professional judge and two lay 

judges. In high court, three professional judges and three lay judges adjudicated the case. The 

high school student herself explained to the police and to the courts that she meant the Instagram 

post as a joke. There were, thus, two distinct kinds of genre uptakes to the post; some took it as a 

threat and some took it as a joke.  
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2 Theory 

2.1 Genre, uptake and textual travels 

Genres are utterances that are considered a type or a kind through perceived recurrence in their 

usage. As such, Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS) describe genres as communicative social 

actions that are typified (Miller, 1984). The focus of RGS is typically more on the functional 

aspects of a genre and less on its formal traits, as communicative function directs genres and 

thereby influences their form. However, as a linguist, I agree with RGS scholars Devitt (2009) 

and Auken (2015) that both function and linguistic form have to be considered, as “[a]ny 

complete understanding of genre will need to include the language forms that serve to achieve 

[its] purposes and effects, the forms that make generic action happen” (Devitt, 2009, p. 27). 

Genres are recognized through actual or perceived recurrence in form, function, content and 

context, but genre recognition is not necessarily only contingent on homogeneity in form 

(Medway, 2002). For instance, Bojsen-Møller et al. (2020) argue that threatening 

communications are in fact an exceedingly heterogeneous genre, but nonetheless a highly 

recognizable one. Some genres are much more stringent and formulaic than others (cf. Bojsen-

Møller, forthc.; Heffer, 2013; Heydon, 2013 on the formulaic nature of legal genres. For an 

overview of different kinds of genres, see Miller, 2017). 

In accordance with the above, Miller argues that “in genre we are seeking not the 

stabilization of [practices and performances] but rather the stabilization of shared recognitions 

and social agreements, as represented by naming, replication, and metacommentary” (Miller, 

2017, p. 5). Responding to a genre either by labelling it (Nyboe, 2016), by commenting on it or 

by referring to it through different intertextual techniques is in genre terms called uptake 

(Freadman, 1994, 2002, 2020). Borrowing Austin’s (1962) term “uptake”, Freadman (2020) 

explains that uptake is to be understood in light of the Bakhtinean notion of utterances preceding 

and succeeding each other in “a very complexly organized chain of other utterances” (Bakhtin, 

1986, p. 69). In other words, the context of an utterance, including its uptakes, consists of “a 

sequence of events in time and across a variety of temporal sequences” (Freadman, 2012, p. 

558). Through their individual usages and uptakes, genres are changed and adapted (Devitt, 

2009). Uptake is conditioned by “a relation of reciprocal difference” between genres (Freadman, 

2020, p. 105), but genres also intertwine and mix through their uptakes, sometimes creating new 

genres if the reciprocal differences between the “source” genre and its uptakes become too great. 

Every utterance is in a complex dialogic, intertextual relationship with previous utterances. The 

most explicit way of taking up an utterance as a particular genre is by labelling it, and 
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alternatively by describing its perceived purposes and effects (metacommentary) or simply 

responding to it in a way that shows that it is considered an instantiation of a given genre. 

However, uptake can also happen more indirectly through textual travels (different kinds of 

intertextuality; Heffer et al., 2013) of one genre into another genre (cf. Bojsen-Møller, forthc. 

who links the notion of uptake to textual travels). As such, genres or parts of genres will often be 

embedded within other genres (Auken, forthc.). See figure 1 below for an overview of the genre 

embedding in this court case beginning with the posting of the utterance and ending with the 

high court judgment and court record: 

Figure 1: Embedding of genres in the case study (w=written, o=oral) 

* Trial genres: e.g. reading of indictment, questioning and cross-questioning of defendant and
witnesses (embedded within these are their testimonies), closing statements, deliberation,
verdict.

High court judgment and court record (w) 

High court trial* (o) 

District court judgment and court record (w) 

District court trial* (o) 

Indictment (w) 

Constitutional hearing (o) 

Police report (w) 

Police charge and interview (o) 

Instagram posting (w) 
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Figure 1 above is not meant to convey that an entire genre is embedded within another genre,2 

but that traces from the previous genres are embedded within the encompassing genre. These 

traces can consist of different kinds of textual travels (of words, phrases, whole paragraphs or 

utterances), or they can consist more indirectly of sentiments, attitudes or norms from the 

previous genres. The fact that this legal genre set (Devitt, 1991) switches between written and 

oral genres means that different types of textual travels (e.g. summaries, direct and indirect 

discourse) are used throughout.3 

Legal representatives are in possession of overt but also tacit knowledge (Auken, 

2018; Freedman, 1994) of the genres in the legal genre set. The preceding genres in the legal 

genre set therefore lend themselves in design to the succeeding genres to secure a smooth uptake. 

As such, an utterance can project its desired uptake, but “no speaker or writer can completely 

secure an uptake” (Freadman, 2012, p. 560). This is especially true when it comes to illicit 

genres and vernacular genres, as these will often be less homogeneous than for instance 

institutional genres (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Miller, 2017). Genre labelling can then become a 

“discursive battleground” (Auken, 2019), where some people will take up an utterance as an 

instantiation of one genre and other people will take up the same utterance as an instantiation of 

another genre. A person’s uptake will (supposedly) be a reflection of their interpretation of the 

utterance in question – and also likely a reflection of the perlocutionary effect (Austin, 1962) 

that the utterance has had on them or others – but their uptake will also reflect the social action 

they themselves wish to accomplish. 

2.2 Uptake on own utterance: Accounts 

For the purposes of this article, it is important to distinguish between uptakes made on someone 

else’s utterance and uptakes made on one’s own utterance – what might be termed self-uptake. In 

a bakhtinean sense, the “boundaries of an utterance are delimited solely by a change in speaking 

subject” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 71), and in light of that, an uptake on one’s own utterance would in 

2 For example, the entire police report is not reproduced within the indictment. However, the entire district 
court judgment is reproduced within the high court judgment (for an overview of the structure of 
records of judgments in Denmark, see Bojsen-Møller, forthc.). 

3 For an overview of some of the different textual travels that happen in the Danish legal system, see Bala 
(2020) and Bojsen-Møller (forthc.). 
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principle have to happen after another person has taken up the utterance.4 In a courtroom setting, 

the notion of accounts (Scott & Lyman, 1968) becomes particularly relevant as a specific form 

of uptake that defendants often have on their own previous utterances or behavior (cf. Atkinson 

& Drew, 1979; Komter, 1994). An account is “a statement made by a social actor to explain 

unanticipated or untoward behavior” (Scott & Lyman, 1968, p. 46), and an account will 

primarily be generated as a response to an accusation. There are two main types of accounts, 

namely excuses and justifications (Scott & Lyman, 1968). One subtype of excuses relevant to 

this study is called ‘appeals to defeasibility’, which is when the person accused of untoward 

behavior makes a claim that would invalidate the accusation. This could for instance be that they 

did not intent for the behavior to be untoward or offensive, or that they had no knowledge of it 

being possibly understood as such. For the sake of clarity, the narrower term ‘appeals to intent’ 

is proposed and used throughout this article. Threatening communications can indeed be 

categorized as untoward—or as Bojsen-Møller et al. (2020) term it “illicit”— behavior, 

especially if they are prosecuted as illegal threatening communications. 

2.3 Threatening communications and the Danish threat statute 

Existing Forensic Linguistic literature on threatening communications has identified salient 

linguistic features in threatening communications (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017) 

and has offered important tools with which to analyze and assist in recognizing the speech act of 

threatening (Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gingiss, 1986; Salgueiro, 2010; Yamanaka, 1995). 

Within Forensic Linguistics, threatening communications are described in terms that highlight 

 their illegality (language crimes (Shuy, 1993), crimes of language (Solan & Tiersma,

2005), illegal speech acts (Christensen, 2019), and

 their social disruptiveness (linguistic acts of power (Gales, 2010), illicit genre (Bojsen-

Møller et al., 2020)).

The general consensus among threat scholars is that the main function of threats is to intimidate 

their targets (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Solan & 

Tiersma, 2005; Walton, 2000), which is part of the reason many threats are considered illegal 

acts in and of themselves in most societies. This act of intimidation is achieved by 

4 This is similar to the delimination of turns in conversational analysis (CA), which is unsurprising since 
both RGS and CA have roots in ethnomethodology (cf. Miller, 1984; Watson, 1992). 
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communicating that a future event will happen that is to the detriment of a victim and for which 

the threatener takes responsibility (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Christensen, 2019; Fraser, 1998; 

Shuy, 1993). These aspects (futurity, future harm, victim, sender responsibility) can either be 

communicated directly or indirectly (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Christensen, 2019; Gales, 2010; 

Muschalik, 2017). Threats that are indirectly phrased (such as ‘I know where you live’) are 

considered more amenable to plausible deniability in court (Solan & Tiersma, 2005) than direct 

threats (such as ‘I will kill you’), since more aspects will have to be inferred from the context 

(Christensen, 2019). However, not only indirect threats require attention to contextual features: 

Gales (2019) emphasizes the fact that “the historical and conversational context in which a threat 

is allegedly made cannot be excluded from a threat’s core definition” (p. 475). Threat scholars 

have to consider form, function, effect and context in their research on threatening 

communications. 

The Danish Criminal Code’s § 266 criminalizes threats to carry out an illegal act 

that are fit to provoke serious fear, which means that it is the illegality of the threatened act and 

the potential of the threat for creating fear that determines whether a threat is illegal or not: 

Whosoever threatens to carry out an illegal act in a way that is fit to provoke serious fear 

in someone for their own or other people’s lives, health or wellbeing, shall be penalized 

by fine or imprisonment of up to 2 years (the Danish Criminal Code, Chapter 27, § 266. 

The translation is from Christensen, 2019) 

As such, the act of intimidation and the potential perlocutionary effect of fear are central to 

Danish law. The victims of a threat need not actually have been scared, but the threatening 

utterance in its specific context will have to be considered fit – suitable – in general to elicit fear 

(Toftegaard Nielsen, Elholm & Jacobsen, 2017). 

The Danish threat statute does not explicitly mention intent (Danish: forsæt) but 

there are in fact three degrees of intent in Danish jurisprudence that also apply to threats: direct 

intent, probability intent, and dolus eventualis (which can be translated to ‘possible deceit’).  

As the highest degree of intent, direct intent means that the offender is believed to 

have acted with ‘knowledge and will’ (cf. mens rea, ‘criminal aforethought’, ‘a guilty mind’) 

when they committed their offence (Waaben & Langsted, 2015, pp. 171-172). Probability 

intent expresses a lower degree of intent, where the offender is believed to have considered it 

‘predominantly probable’ (Danish: overvejende sandsynligt) that their action would have a 

certain consequence (Waaben & Langsted, 2015, p. 173). Dolus eventualis is the lowest - and 

rarely used - level of intent in Danish law, where the offender is believed to have considered it 
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‘possible’ (Danish: muligt) that their action would have a certain consequence, but they 

consciously disregarded this and accepted the risk. Dolus eventualis is sometimes describes as 

‘conscious recklessness’ (Danish: bevidst uagtsomhed) (Waaben & Langsted, 2015, pp. 174-

175). 

In the case of threatening communications, direct intent would be proven if the 

offender were judged to have understood and accepted that their utterance was a threat that was 

fit to create fear, meaning they had knowledge and will. Probability intent would be proven if the 

offender were judged to have found it predominantly likely that the result of their words would 

be fear. Dolus eventualis would be proven if the offender were judged to have found it possible 

that the result of their words would be fear but accepted it and acted in the same way regardless.  

Establishing intent is a notoriously difficult task (Fuller, 2015; Hurt, 2020; Hurt & 

Grant, 2019; Schauer, 2003; Waaben & Langsted, 2015), since it is inherently a mental state that 

can thus only be assessed indirectly. Therefore, even though it is a necessary part of legal 

proceedings, it is not sufficient to consider intent, since such an assessment will always rest on 

premises that indirectly point to a person’s state of mind. In most cases, there will be 

corroborating evidence that is important to consider. For instance, specific contextual features 

that may help clarify whether it is probable that the defendant had an intent to threaten. In threat 

cases, one of the contextual features may be the uptake by others in the specific situation, since it 

shows a situated reaction to the possible threat. In cases where diverging uptakes exist, like in 

the present case, the task of assessing intent becomes even more complicated. 

2.4 Threats that are (purportedly) meant as jokes 

An interesting uptake on the genre of threats are utterances that have the form of a threat (a 

future, harmful act towards a victim that the sender of the utterance takes responsibility for), but 

that the sender purports are intended as jokes. In such cases, context is key, since giving a threat 

a different genre label or negating the genre label – what Bojsen-Møller et al. (2020) call re-

labelling and anti-labelling – can be a possibly useful explanation in a courtroom in terms of 

appealing to plausible deniability. The sender’s intent may of course in fact have been to make a 

joke (see section 2.3 above), and recipients may or may not have perceived it as such. This is 

why uptake is such an important notion when pertaining to genres. The uptakes of a genre 

utterance – especially the immediate uptakes – can help establish how the genre utterance 

functioned within the situation it was made. In some instances, such utterances will still be taken 

up as threats (acts of intimidation), and in other instances, they will be taken up as jokes (acts of 
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humor), and as we see in this case study, sometimes both uptakes will be present. In order to 

better understand this dichotomy, it is important to examine the notion of humor. 

Humor is frequently considered non-bona-fide or non-serious communication 

(Raskin, 1985), and it is often used “to create humorous versions of genres or to manipulate [or 

violate] generic conventions” (Tsakona, 2017, p. 489). Much humor thus relies on tacit 

knowledge of genres, and in such cases, humor can be seen as pretense where the sender expects 

their pretense recognized by others and does not intent it to be taken seriously (Norrick, 2010, p. 

233; cf. the Gricean notion of implicature). However, such pretense will not always be 

recognized by others, which will then result in miscommunication and failed humor (Bell, 2017). 

Especially if humor occurs in a genre where it is not normally expected, “some members of the 

audience could interpret it as non-serious and inaccurate discourse, while some others could seek 

for ‘hidden’ serious, offensive, aggressive, etc. meanings” (Tsakona, 2017, p. 501). On the other 

hand, instances of humor can also be intended as aggressive actions that are concealed under a 

humorous veneer, perhaps in order to gain or retain social control (Norrick, 2010, pp. 234 and 

240). Humor here becomes an either purposeful or self-deceptive strategy, where the sender can 

detach themselves from the aggressive or serious parts of their utterance and claim that they were 

joking (Billig, 2005, pp. 185 and 192).  

Humor scholars often divide humor into positive humor and negative humor (cf. 

Billig, 2005); i.e. humor that has a positive aim and uptake versus humor that has a negative aim 

and uptake. Positive humor is associated with humor with positive affect that “builds 

camaraderie” and leads “to further joking” (Norrick, 2010, p. 233). Here, the aim of the sender 

would be to align themselves with their target audience (cf. the notion of audience design; 

Mortensen & Coupland, 2018) in order to create a humorous effect. On the other hand, negative 

humor is associated with humor with negative affect that “can demean, cause suffering to and 

humiliate its victims” (Billig, 2005, p. 26), in which alignment with a target audience is at least 

not the only aim of the sender. However, Billig (2005) further argues that the categories of 

positive and negative humor are not as clear-cut as they may seem, since humor can “result in 

just a small number of people laughing and with many more people registering outrage” (p. 160). 

Some of the genres that are typically considered negative humor are dark humor 

(making “fun of situations usually regarded as tragic, such as death, sickness, disability, and 

extreme violence”, Bucaria, 2008, pp. 218-219), killing jokes (jokes about killing or 

“dehumanizing the human form”, Lewis, 1997) and aggressive humor (jokes, where hatred and 

humor is linked; where “jokers derive pleasure from the expression of aggression against the 

target”, Billig, 2001, p. 268). 
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Negative humor can have a harmful effect on potential targets, but can also create 

indignation or fear in some audiences. Different audiences may take up the same utterance in 

different ways, either because there are different norms and genre expectations in different 

communities or because the utterance has different functions for different audiences. For 

instance, there is a great difference between being the target of aggressive humor and being a 

participant in laughing at the target of aggressive humor. 

3 Data and Method 
The data material for this case study includes: 

 the original utterance from the Instagram posting (see (1) below),

 my transcripts of audio recordings conducted by The Danish Broadcasting Corporation,

DR during the district court trial and

 police report and district court and high court judgments5 (Danish: dombøger) from the

case (see figure 1 above for an overview of how the different genres are embedded within

each other in this threat case).

All names have been pseudonomized, and no information about court dates or court venues are 

disclosed. The original picture containing the utterance was publicized by different Danish media 

with the face of the defendant blurred to ensure her anonymity. The defendant’s facial expression 

in the picture could perhaps have been an indicator of her intent, but the picture itself was not 

discussed as an important factor, at least not in the parts of the data set that were available to me. 

As such, no multimodal analysis was conducted, but a formal analysis of the utterance follows in 

section 4.1. 

Parts of the audio recordings from the trial can be accessed through a radio 

documentary about ‘school threats’ by DR’s radio channel P1 (DR, the Danish Broadcasting 

Corporation, P1 Documentary). Since I only have access to the parts of the audio recording 

broadcasted by P1, I cannot account for the remaining parts of the trial. The documentary is in 

two parts of 26.32 and 26.05 minutes respectively. The audio recording was transcribed in detail 

using Transcriber and following the transcription conventions of CA (for transcription 

conventions, see Jefferson, 2004). I only transcribed the segments of the radio documentary that 

5 The police and the Prosecution Service granted access (Danish: aktindsigt) to the police report and the 
district court judgment. The high court judgment is accessed through the judicial database Karnov. 
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include audio recordings from the trial itself. One witness (whom I have given the pseudonym 

‘the school representative’) did not wish to have her voice recorded by DR, and I therefore did 

not transcribe any parts of the documentary that contained audio from the prosecutor’s or the 

defense lawyer’s questions to this witness. The parts of the audio recording transcribed amount 

to approximately 15.5 minutes, predominantly from part one of the radio documentary.  

The excerpts from the transcription, the police report and the court judgments that 

are analyzed in this study were selected, because they include uptakes on the defendant’s 

utterance and the justifications for these interpretations. The uptakes can either consist of direct 

labeling of the genre or descriptions of (or metacommentary on) the social action that the genre 

represents and enacts.  

My primary data source for this is the transcripts of the audio recordings, since the 

uptakes of the people involved here are presented verbatim and not in a summarized form (as is 

the case in the police reports and court judgments). If no data is available in the audio recording 

on a particular uptake or if additional information about a person’s uptake is present in the police 

report or the court judgments, then excerpts from police report or court judgments are included. 

Since the data from police report and court judgment consist of written summaries of oral 

statements, they are of course not verbatim renditions, and as such, it is not possible to know 

how much they diverge from the original statements. However, they can still be used to give 

indirect insight into uptakes, since general and central themes (the gist of things) will often be 

what people recall (e.g. Sachs, 1967). For an overview of the data sources for each of the uptakes 

on the utterance, see table 1 below: 

Table 1: Overview of data sources for uptakes 

Through audio 

recordings from 

district court 

Through district 

court and high 

court judgments 

Through police 

report 

The 

prosecution 

(P) 

Prosecutor’s 

 reading of
indictment

 questioning of
defendant and
witness teacher

 closing
statement

Indictment -
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The defense 

lawyer 

(L) 

Defense lawyer’s: 

 questioning of
defendant and
witness teacher

 closing
statement

- - 

The defendant 

(D) 

Her testimony in 

district court 

Summaries of her 

testimonies in 

district court and 

high court 

Summary of her 

statement to the 

police (she read it 

through with her 

lawyer) 

Witness 

teacher 

(T) 

Her testimony in 

district court 

Summaries of her 

testimonies in 

district court and 

high court 

Summary of her 

statement to the 

police (it was read 

aloud to her) 

The school 

representative 

who reported 

it to the police 

- 

(She did not wish 

her testimony to be 

recorded, but DR P1 

summarizes it) 

Summaries of her 

testimonies in 

district court and 

high court 

Summary of her 

statement to the 

police (she did 

not wish to read it 

through) 

The classmate 

and her 

mother who 

reported the 

IG posting to 

the school  

The prosecutor 

reads aloud an e-

mail from the 

mother in court 

+ mentioned in D’s

testimony* 

Mentioned in the 

summaries of the 

testimonies by D 

and the school 

representative* 

Mentioned in the 

summary of the 

school 

representative’s 

statement to the 

police* 

The 

defendant’s 

two friends 

Mentioned in D’s 

testimony* 

Mentioned in the 

summaries of the 

testimonies by D* 

Mentioned in the 

summary of D’s 

statement to the 

police* 
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Other 

classmates 

- Mentioned in the 

summaries of the 

testimonies by the 

school 

representative* 

- 

People who 

responded to 

the IG post 

online 

One of the posts is 

read aloud in court 

+ mentioned in D’s

testimony* 

Mentioned in the 

summaries of the 

testimonies of D* 

- 

The data material also exemplify the complex textual travels that happen within the legal system. 

This aspect will be considered when relevant, for instance if data material from either police 

report or court judgments are used instead of audio recordings. However, even in the audio 

recordings, textual travels are prevalent, for instance whenever anyone offers hearsay evidence 

(indicated in table 1 by an asterisk *) or every time the purported threatening communication is 

alluded to or quoted. 

4 Analysis 
In the following analysis, I first briefly outline the formal aspects of the original utterance that 

the young female defendant is on trial for writing. Next, I concentrate on the uptakes of the 

utterance that take it as a threat, and then on those that take it as a joke. Finally, I discuss the 

uptakes of the district judges and the high court judges in their verdicts. 

4.1 The Instagram utterance 

The utterance from the Instagram post in (1) below has the form of a direct threat, since both a 

future, harmful event towards a target and the sender responsibility for the event happening are 

explicitly stated (cf. section 2.3. See appendix A for all original data in Danish): 

(1) ‘I’ll be the next school shooter guys, lmao, watch out’

The harmful event against a target is explicitly stated through the noun phrase næste school 

shooter ‘next school shooter’, i.e. the target is the school and the harmful event is the shooting 

(the imperative watch out also points to a harmful event). The sender responsibility is made 
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explicit through the agentive 1SG jeg ‘I’ together with the present tense of the copula verb 

bliver, which has future reference and therefore can be translated into English as the modal 

present with future reference ‘will be’. 

The abbreviation lmao can be seen as a contextualization cue (Gumperz, 1982) that 

is supposed to contravene the propositional content of the utterance, i.e. ‘this is not really a threat 

– it is a joke’.  Alternatively, it may be interpreted as an intensifying cue that is supposed to

strengthen the propositional content of the utterance,6 i.e. ‘this is a threat – and I am having fun 

writing it’. Jefferson’s (1984, 1985) studies of laughter in oral conversations show that laughter 

particles are not only placed at the end of jokes, but also at the end of more serious utterances, 

sometimes as “signals to the listener that the speaker is aware that [something] might give 

offence” (from Billig, 2005). 

The defendant alternates between Danish and English in the utterance, notably 

using English mainly to express the proposed harmful event (school shooter, watch out). Such 

code switching may function as a way of distancing herself from parts of her utterance 

(Gumperz, 1982), perhaps making the message less offensive or directly threatening. However, 

the laughter cue lmao is also written in English. That makes the intention of the code switching 

more unclear, since the defendant purportedly is not trying to distance herself from the humorous 

aspects of her utterance. In addition, considering that many Danes are not familiar with the 

abbreviation lmao, it makes a unified uptake of the utterance as a joke less likely. 

4.2 The diverging uptakes of the utterance 

The following analysis focuses on the different uptakes on the Instagram post as they appear in 

the audio recordings from the trial and as they are represented in the police report and the court 

judgment. An overview of these uptakes is shown in table 2 below (cf. table 1 for an overview of 

the data sources for this analysis), with abbreviations of the parties from the trial that appear in 

the transcripts: 

6 Thank you to Associate Professor Martha Sif Karrebæk for suggesting the term ‘intensifying cue’ for this 
context. 
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Table 2: Overview of uptakes (excl. the district court and high court judges’ verdicts) 

Uptake as threat Uptake as joke 

The classmate’s mother who reported the 

Instagram post to the school 

The defendant (in transcripts: D) 

Classmates The defendant’s two friends 

The school representative who reported the 

Instagram post to the police 

People who responded to the IG post 

online 

Witness teacher (in transcripts: T) The defense lawyer (in transcripts: L) 

The prosecution (in transcripts: P) 

As table 2 above shows, the uptakes of the defendant’s Instagram post can be divided into two 

main categories, namely the ones who take up the utterance as a threat, and the ones who take up 

the utterance as a joke. The following sections will be organized according to these two distinct 

types of uptakes. 

4.3 Uptake as threat 

4.3.1 Uptake as threat by the classmate’s mother and the school representative 

Two of the most significant uptakes in this case are the uptakes by the classmate’s mother and 

the school representative, in that their combined uptakes are what causes the defendant to be 

arrested by the police. The classmate’s mother writes to the school representative, and the latter 

then reports the defendant to the police. In sequence 1 below from the audio recording of the 

district court trial, the prosecutor reads aloud an e-mail from the classmate’s mother to the school 

representative (see appendix A for the Danish transcription of the original audio recording from 

the district court trial). 

Sequence 1: prosecutor’s reading aloud of e-mail from classmate’s mother 

117 P: subject reg- imPORtant please call A S A P that is as soon as possible 

at telephone number↓ regarding a student from {NAME OF CLASS}  

who went aMOK in CLASS yesterday during a presentation (0.5)  

she has subsequently posted a: >my story< ((said in English)) (.) 

where she writes i’ll be the next school shooter. 

Sequence 1 not only shows the uptake of the classmate’s mother, but also demonstrates how 

genres are embedded within each other through textual travels; the written e-mail is presented 

orally within the trial (see figure 1 for a general overview of the genre embedding in this case). 
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This uptake is a more or less immediate response to the utterance (the e-mail was 

sent the day after the utterance was posted). As such, it is more likely to reflect the immediate 

and impulsive affect of the people involved, as opposed to uptakes that happen later, which will 

often be more likely to include metacommentary or genre labels, since such later reactions often 

serve to evaluate an utterance from a temporal distance.7 

In her e-mail, the mother does not explicitly label the genre a threat in sequence 1, 

but instead implicitly uses the incident in class to identify the utterance as dangerous or at least 

immediately demanding action (‘please call A S A P’). In that way, she offers a possible 

explanation for the defendant having written the Instagram post, namely that she ‘went aMOK’ 

(Danish: gik aMOK) in class on the same say. She clearly links the posting of the utterance to the 

incident in class where the defendant flipped a table in anger, thereby treating it as indirect 

evidence of the utterance being a threat. The sense of urgency in her e-mail suggests that she is 

worried or scared, but the e-mail does not directly mention fear.  

Even though it is not necessary for a threat to have caused actual fear in order to be 

deemed illegal according to § 266 (see section 2.3 on ‘fitness to create fear’), the presence of 

actual fear in threat cases is nonetheless often considered by Danish prosecutors and judges (cf. 

Bojsen-Møller, forthc.). The defendant’s utterance had in fact created fear among the students in 

school, as evidenced in excerpt 2 (below) from the high court judgment’s summary of the 

testimony given by the school representative who received the e-mail from the classmate’s 

mother. The excerpt refers to a conversation between the school representative and the 

classmate’s mother: 

(2) From the high court judgment:

’The mother said to her that her daughter and other students did not dare go to school.’

According to the court judgment’s summary, both the daughter and other students in school were 

scared – in fact, they were so scared that they did not dare go to school the next day. There is no 

direct labelling of the genre of threats in either sequence 1 or in excerpt (2) above, but the 

mother’s uptake of the utterance is still clearly reflected as that of a threat. Instead of labelling 

7 However, there are examples of in-situ uptakes to threatening utterances where a recipient asks the sender 
of the utterance ‘is this a threat?’, i.e. they request that the sender labels their utterance themselves. 
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the genre a threat, the perceived (perlocutionary) effect of a threat is described, i.e. that threats 

often cause fear.  

Aside from the students at the school, the school representative also clearly took up 

the Instagram post as a threat. In excerpt (3) below, which is taken from the high court 

judgments’ summary of her testimony in court, she (‘the witness’) explains her reasons for 

reporting the defendant to the police: 

(3) From the high court judgment:

’The witness’ prior knowledge of the defendant and awareness of the incident on the day

before were part of her considerations before calling the police. She cannot answer whether

she would have called, if it had been a student without this background. Before contacting

the police, she looked up the abbreviation »lmao«, which she didn’t know in advance, but

which means something like »I am laughing my ass off«. However, one cannot know

whether the funny part was sending the message or carrying out the act. Since 2013, school

shootings have been part of the emergency plan.’

Similar to the classmate’s mother, the school representative here clearly links the incident in 

class and her prior knowledge of the defendant to her reporting the defendant’s Instagram post to 

the police. The incident again serves as indirect evidence or justification of the utterance being a 

threat. The fact that she reported the defendant to the police for threatening makes her uptake of 

the utterance as a threat particularly strong. In addition, she takes up on the possible act of school 

shooting (they are ‘part of the emergency plan’), meaning that she considered it a real possibility 

that the defendant would carry out the threat communicated in her post. School shootings are 

almost non-existent in Denmark, but they are of course well-known from media reports from 

other countries, especially the United States. One can assume that a history of school shootings 

would have made the threatened act appear much more probable. 

The school representative explains that she looked up ‘lmao’, but the meaning of 

the abbreviation did not change her uptake of the utterance from threat to joke, since she still 

called the police and reported her for threatening. Thus, she must have interpreted the laughter 

cue as an intensifying cue rather than a contextualization clue (see further in the section 4.1). 

Seeing it as an intensifying cue would mean that the defendant was serious about frightening 

people at school (and perhaps also serious about carrying out her threat), but that she 

simultaneously found it funny. In all the data available in the case, the school representative is 

the only one who addresses this double-sided nature of humor: the fact that humor is not always 
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non-serious and positive, but that you can also use humor to disguise a serious and aggressive 

intent (see section 2.4). 

4.3.2 Hesitant uptake as threat by the teacher 

The teacher’s uptake is more ambiguous than the remaining uptakes presented in this article. 

However ambivalent, her statements still correlate more with an uptake of the utterance as a 

threat than as a joke. In sequence 2 below, in a verbatim textual travel from the police report 

(turns 121 and 125), in which the summary of the teacher’s testimony to the police is found, the 

prosecutor asks the teacher of her impression of the defendant after the incident at school where 

she got angry and flipped a table. The teacher did not witness the incident in class, but she talked 

to the defendant immediately after, having been summoned by some of the defendant’s 

classmates. Similarly to the classmate’s mother, though more indirectly, the prosecutor attempts 

to link the intense incident in class to the writing of the utterance later that day, thereby making 

the defendant’s state of mind be evidence of her having threatened. 

Sequence 2: from prosecutor’s questioning of teacher 

118 T: and she she’s sitting like holding (.) herself right? 

and she says that she’s (0.8) very very SORRY 

119 P: did she say that she was- f-felt put down by someone? 

120 T: YES (0.4) 

121 P: ⁰okay⁰ (.) then I HAVE just one more thing  
the defendant SAID that she had had a lot of NASTY thoughts  

about that student that she (.) felt had put DOWN the defendant 

the defendant said that she didn’t want to FOLLOW these thoughts 

>but would rather take it out on< an object.

have you [said] that to the police

122 T:     [YES]  YES 

123 P: okay. (.) 

>when asked how the defendant is as a student

the subject describes her< as a LOVEly girl

uh who very much wants all the RIGHT and GOOD things

124 T: YES 

125 P: the defendant is a FRAGILE girl who can get angry 

if others don’t underSTAND what she MEANS (0.3) 

the defendant SAYS that she has angry and nost-nasty thoughts (.) 

she doesn’t want to be someone (.) who has such thoughts 

126 T: YES 

127 P: is that also what uh you’ve ex[plained] 

128 T:          [YES]  

129 P: (0.5) does that ONLY relate to that day? 

o[r: (.) how should i understand it?] 

130 T:  [hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ((loud sigh))] 

(0.9) 

well really I haven’t had any experiences with her (.) 

uh:: (0.3) that is bad experience ON THE CONTRARY (.)  

umm: i really haven’t (0.5) 

131 P: okay. 

(2.9) ((turning of pages)) 

The teacher is hesitant about making negative statements that can be made to link the incident in 

class plus the defendant’s general disposition to the writing of the utterance. The teacher agrees 
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to having described the defendant both in positive terms as ‘a LOVEly girl’ (Danish: en DEJlig 

pige) (turn 123) and in terms that highlight more negative aspects of the defendant, such as her 

having issues with anger and having ‘nasty thoughts’ (Danish: grimme tanker) that she does not 

want to follow or have (turns 121 and 125). However, when the prosecutor asks her if that is in 

fact a general pattern for the defendant, the teacher is at first very hesitant about answering the 

question, as indicated by a very lengthy sigh of 1.3 seconds followed by a 0.9 second pause (turn 

130). Afterwards, she vehemently denies having had any other negative experiences with the 

defendant. In effect, she thereby contradicts part of the statement that she agreed to having given 

to the police, namely the general statement that the defendant ‘can get angry if others don’t 

understand what she MEANS’ (Danish: som ka blive vred hvis andre ikke forstår hva hun 

MENER). Since textual travels from oral to written will always involve (more or less acceptable) 

transformations (Heffer et al., 2013; Jönsson & Linéll, 1991), it is not possible to know whether 

she did in fact speak of a general tendency during the police interview or whether she was only 

referring to the incident in class.  

Even though the teacher’s uptake is more ambivalent than the rest of the uptakes in 

the case, her descriptions of the defendant and the utterance correlate better with seeing the 

utterance as a threat than a joke, as seen in excerpt (4) below from the summary of her testimony 

to the police: 

(4) From the police report:

‘Confronted with the fact that the accused has put up a post on Instagram saying that the

accused could become the next school shooter, the subject explained that she knows that the

accused does not want to carry out these threats. The subject believes that the accused has

not been able to control her thoughts when she wrote it.’

Since excerpt (4) contains a summary of an interaction between the teacher (‘the subject’) and a 

police officer, it is not possible to know whether the label ‘these threats’ (Danish: disse trusler) 

was produced by the teacher herself during the police interview or whether the label was 

introduced by the police, either in their questioning or in the report itself. Nevertheless, the 

teacher evidently did not describe the utterance as humorous, funny or a joke. She instead 

proposes a reason for the defendant in fact having threatened, namely that she was not able to 
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‘control her thoughts when she wrote it’ (Danish: kontrollere sine tanker da hun skrev det), and 

she denies that the defendant would ever act on her threats.8 

The defense lawyer is actually the one who lets this part of the police report travel into 

the courtroom, as can be seen in sequence 3 below. He focuses on the fact that the teacher at 

least does not think the defendant capable of acting on her threats (even though that is not a 

requirement in order to be found guilty of threatening): 

Sequence 3: defense lawyer’s questioning of teacher 

132 L: you had said to the police that you were sure (0.3) 

that uh (0.8) the defendant wouldn’t carry out her threats 

133 T: YES i [am c-] ABSOLUTELY SURE that she would NEVER do that 

134 L:  [(  )]  

nope 

Notice how the defense lawyer curiously presupposes that the utterance in fact was a threat 

through the genre label ‘her threats’ (Danish: hendes trusler), the reason for this probably just 

being that he is directly quoting the police report. The teacher again does not label the utterance 

herself, but accepts the presupposition that they are threats, once more only focusing on the fact 

that the defendant would never ‘carry out her threats’ (Danish: gøre alvor af sine trusler). 

Despite her hesitation and evident warm feelings for the defendant, the teacher’s witness 

statements – especially her statements to the police that were taken closer to the event itself – 

clearly indicate that she did not take up the utterance as a potential joke but rather as a potential 

threat. 

4.3.3 Uptake as threat by the prosecution in the indictment 

One of the powerful and official uptakes a society can have to an utterance is when it is taken up 

as an example of a prosecutable, illegal act by a prosecutor (in Denmark by ‘the Prosecution 

Service’). The indictment is one of the required genres in the criminal trial genre set (see figure 

1), and it has the function of presenting the case to the court and the defense. It is part of the 

genre requirements of an indictment to be exact and precise when relaying the overall accusation 

of the prosecution. This includes naming the criminal act, the appropriate legislature as well as 

8 Actually, the defendant is not on trial for having intent to carry out a threat or even planning to carry out a 
threat (that would have required a much more serious charge than § 266); she is on trial for having 
threatened ‘to carry out an illegal act in a way that is fit to provoke serious fear’. 
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stating the specific details of the case (Kistrup et al., 2018, pp. 125-127), in this case including 

the exact verbatim wording of the Instagram utterance and labelling the utterance a threat.  

In sequence 4 below from the audio recording of the district court trial, the 

prosecutor orally presents the written indictment. Sequence 4 not only shows the Prosecution’s 

official uptake of the utterance as a threat but also again demonstrates the intricate genre 

embedding and the shifts in written to oral mode that happen continuously throughout court 

cases: 

Sequence 4: prosecutor’s reading aloud of indictment 

001 P: the indictment is dated {DATE} >and reads that< 

{NAME} is charged by the court of {NAME OF CITY}  

seeking punishment for (0.6)  

threats under the criminal code’s section twohundredsixtysix (0.7)  

by on the {DATE} around midnight (0.5)  

as a student at {NAME OF CITY} high school (.)  

having threatened to commit a punishable act (0.5)  

in that the defendant put a picture of herself  

on instagram with the TEXT (.)  

i’ll be the next school shooter (.) guys (0.3)  

L M A O (0.3) watch out↑ (.) 

In the indictment, the Prosecution’s uptake of the utterance as a threat is demonstrated clearly 

and explicitly through the genre label ‘threats under the criminal code’s section 

twohundredsixtysix’ (Danish: trusler efter straffelovens paragraf tohundredogseksogtres). It is 

also demonstrated through the more detailed genre description ‘having threatened to commit a 

punishable act’ (Danish: at ha truet med at foretage en strafbar handling), which is close to a 

verbatim textual travel from the Danish threat statute (§ 266). The indictment not only formalizes 

and categorizes the utterance and embeds it within the legal system; it also serves as an official 

accusation that is inherently present throughout the case. 

4.3.4 Uptake as threat in the prosecutor’s cross-examination of the defendant 

Since the indictment introduces the overall accusation to the court and to the defendant, the 

accusation is not mentioned explicitly during the prosecutor’s cross-examination of the 

defendant (at least not in any of the parts on the recording published by DR P1). This means that 

many of the defendant’s answers to the prosecutor’s questions include accounts wherein she 

attempts to deny the overall accusation that is made explicit by the prosecutor’s reading of the 

indictment in the beginning of the trial. 

In the examinations and cross-examinations of witnesses and defendants, Danish 

prosecutors have a duty to adhere to ‘the principle of objectivity’ (Danish: 

objektivitetsprincippet) (Toftegaard Nielsen, 2016, p. 44). They are therefore obligated to seek 
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out evidence that point away from as well as towards from the defendant’s guilt (the same 

applies to the Danish Police). Even though Danish courtrooms have “an adversarial participation 

structure similar to that of the Anglo-American courtroom” (Mortensen & Mortensen, 2017, p. 

404), Danish courtroom interaction is often described as less confrontational and more casual 

and informal than the classic adversarial courtroom interaction and even than the Continental 

inquisitorial system (Mortensen & Mortensen, 2017; cf. Anderson, 1992).  

The Danish courtroom interaction is instead more indirect and subtle, as can also 

be seen in sequence 5 below. In this sequence, the prosecutor asks the defendant about the 

intense incident in class where she flipped a table, still as an indirect attempt to link the incident 

to the writing of the utterance later that day: 

Sequence 5: prosecutor’s cross-examination of defendant 

004 P: and and did something happen then? (0.7) 

005 D: umm i got a bit ANGRY. (0.3) and flipped a table, (0.3) 

006 P: °yes°, what were you angry about? 

007 D: umm >I had got a bit< angry about >what’s it called< (0.3) 

umm {NAME} who (0.6) eh came with proVOking °like° 

(1.0) 

references to me 

(1.4) 

008 P: was it something about a presentatio[n o]r:? 

009 D:         [YES] 

010 P: °yes° try and tell me what it was= 

011 D: =well i was about to present and we had also rehearsed it also 

and then he took what i was supposed to say (0.8) 

and afterwards afterwards then he said  

>i’m just waiting for her to open her MOUTH< (0.6)

aloud in class ((voice trembling))

umm

(1.4)

which e- made >me a bit< irritated

012 P: were you practically humiliated on that occa[sion]? 

013 D:           [YES] 

014 P: yes yeah° where- was it in front of the WHOLE class and the teacher? 

015 D: uh-huh (0.8)  

016 P: and how did you react to it. (0.7) 

017 D: yeah that was- the:n then i flipped the table 

018 P: (0.3) °yes° were you also umm: (0.5) otherwise (0.5)  

reactive towards {NAME} or [>towards one of the others<] 

019 D:      [NO: not at all]  

I quickly exited afterwards 

The prosecutor does not explicitly label the utterance a threat, but he treats the incident in class 

as indirect evidence of her intent to threaten, since she acted negatively and violently on the day 

that she wrote the post. 

In her account, in sequence 5 above, the defendant downplays the seriousness 

surrounding that incident, as can be seen by the mitigating modifier ‘a bit’ (Danish: lidt) in front 
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of the adjectives ‘angry’ (Danish: sur9) and ‘irritated’ (Danish: irriteret) (turns 005, 007 and 

011). The word choice and choice of modifier in her account conveys that the situation in class 

was a minor and non-consequential dispute. In this way, she indirectly rejects that the incident in 

class was the reason for her posting the picture on Instagram later that day.  

In comparison, the prosecutor intensifies the sense of seriousness of the incident. 

For instance, he uses the adjective ‘angry’ without any mitigating modifier in response to her ‘a 

bit angry’ (turn 006 and 005). Additionally, when asking about the defendant’s state of mind 

during the incident, he uses the adjective phrase ‘practically humiliated’ (Danish: nærmest 

ydmyget) (turn 012) after she describes herself as feeling ‘a bit irritated’. He is thereby 

introducing a much stronger negative emotion than irritation, one that may feasibly correspond 

more easily with her having intended to threaten later that day. Furthermore, the prosecutor 

introduces the adjective phrase ‘otherwise reactive’ (Danish: i øvrigt reagerende) (turn 018) 

when he asks her if she did anything else to her classmates other than flip the table. He is 

actually referring to the specific situation in class, but the fact that he uses the adjectival 

predicative ‘reactive’ instead of the verb ‘react’ (e.g. as in ‘did you react in any other way 

towards them’) invites an additional inference. Instead of being a person who simply reacted in a 

specific way in a specific situation, the defendant may be a person who generally tends to react 

in this manner. The inference being that perhaps she even reacted to the situation by threatening 

the school later that day. The defendant fervently denies the idea of her having been ‘otherwise 

reactive’ towards her classmates, her answer even overlapping with his question, which does not 

happen often throughout the audio recording. 

In sequence 6 below, the prosecutor asks whether the defendant has experienced 

similar incidents to the one in class earlier. The link between the intense incident in class and her 

possibly having a general destructive disposition is made explicit in this sequence (as opposed to 

the more indirect insinuations in sequence 5 above): 

Sequence 6: prosecutor’s cross-examination of defendant 

060 P: this outburst uh that you had 

have you HAD more of those. 

(0.7) 

061 D: no::  

062 P: can you- uh: can you say that you sometimes get immensely angry (.) 

063 D: ye:s i can get a bit angry 

9 The Danish adjective sur has a very broad meaning potential, varying from ‘cross’ to ‘angry’. 
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064 P: yes (.) and of course {Danish: jo10} what I am interested in uh 

that is of course {Danish: jo} kinda how the others perceive you 

and ho-how YOU somehow maybe KNOW that the others perceive you  

(0.7) uh: and yes according to count ONE appendix seven  

it’s a police report (0.7)  

is it tru- can you remember that you’ve spoken with the police?   

065 D: YES   

066 P: yes umm it says on page four in the report 

the subject then explained that the subject has PROBLEMS WITH HER MOOD 

(1.0)  

the subject can get immensely ANGRY when she gets angry  

(1.0)  

can you uh: have you said anything like that to the police?  

067 D: yes (.) 

068 P: °yes° is that also how it was. (0.5)   

069 D: yes 

070 P: yes ((sharp voice))  

>has there been other incidents where you got angry in class<

and perhaps could have [<been a little>] (0.4) [enraged?]

071 D:       [NO::]          [>nonono<] 

i haven’t been angry in class at all or anything (.) 

072 P: NO (.) so this was the first time this 

073 D: yes it w- (0.5) 

074 P: >THANK YOU fn-for now i have no further questions for the defendant< 

In sequence 6 above, the prosecutor continues to focus on the defendant’s state of mind that day 

and on her overall disposition, in an indirect attempt to depict her as a person who is not able to 

control her emotions and therefore capable of threatening. 

By taking up the defendant’s “own” words from the police report, the prosecutor is 

attempting to render it probable that the situation surrounding the Instagram post was not 

consistent with making a joke but rather consistent with making a threat. In fact, the defendant 

was ‘angry’, ‘humiliated’ and ‘reactive’ that day, and in addition, she is by her own admission 

generally a person who has ‘PROBLEMS WITH HER MOOD’ (Danish: PROBLEMER MED 

SIT HUMØR) and who can get ‘immensely ANGRY’ (Danish: vældig SUR) (turn 066). Both of 

these phrases are verbatim textual travels from the defendant’s statement as reproduced in the 

police report.11 

10 The Danish dialogic particle jo, which signals (that there should be) consensus between speaker and 
audience, has no direct English equivalent, but can be translated into ‘of course’ or ‘as you know’. 

11 Notice how the prosecutor both uses the phrase ’immensely angry’ (Danish: vældig sur) as a direct quote 
in turn 066, and also as a hidden quote in 062. The Danish adverb of degree vældig is an unusual word 
to use for a contemporary Danish teenager, especially when produced orally, as it would have been in a 
police interview (’immensely’ has been chosen as an English correlation to that). In Denmark, oral 
police interviews consist of dialogues between police officers and suspects (or witnesses), but written 
police reports are recontextualized into monologues (Jönsson & Linéll, 1991; cf. Komter, 2019 for 
similar recontextualization techniques in the Netherlands). As such, it is not possible to know whether 
this specific word was used by the defendant herself at the oral police interview or whether it was 
produced by the police officer who wrote the police report. 
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In a rhetorical question, the prosecutor addresses the question of how much the 

defendant knows or understands about how others perceive her and her actions (turn 064) – in 

fact, her knowledge or understanding of the probable or possible generic uptakes of her 

utterance. He continues by reading aloud her own acknowledgement to the police of her having 

what may be seen as an unstable and aggressive disposition. He implies that if she sees herself in 

that light, then she must also have understood that others would perceive her as being capable of 

either threatening someone or of carrying out a violent threat. The prosecutor is actually, though 

rather indirectly, addressing the question of intent. If a defendant is believed to have either 

known, found it probable or found it possible that others would perceive their utterance as a 

threat ‘fit to cause fear’ then intent would be proven (see section 2.3 on the different levels of 

criminal intent). In other words, the indirectly stated argument is that she must have understood 

that her posting the utterance shortly after the incident in class would mean that some people 

would take it up as a threat. 

4.3.5 Uptake as threat in the prosecutor’s closing statement 

The prosecutor sums up the findings presented during the case and offers the Prosecution’s 

recommendations to the judges during the prosecutor’s ‘closing statement’ (Danish: procedure) 

(Toftegaard Nielsen, 2016, pp. 198-199). The prosecutor still has to adhere to the principle of 

objectivity here, but a prosecutor’s “closing statement is in practice shaped by his point of 

view”12 (Toftegaard Nielsen, 2016, p. 198). Seeing that this trial genre allows for the prosecutor 

to take a more direct and somewhat stronger stance, the prosecution’s uptake of the utterance as 

a threat culminate in the closing statement (see sequence 7 below): 

Sequence 7: from prosecutor’s closing statement 

135 P: in class was a violent incident. 

we also know (0.5) that she threw or flipped a table in ra:ge 

or in (.) frustration  

and that she (0.4) was in a very BAD state (0.6) 

and that was the LAST the w-uh persons in the CLASSroom saw of her  

(0.3) and some of these persons (0.5)  

she must of course {Danish: jo} to some degree have realized (.)  

would probably go and look 

when forty FIFty would normally look at her posts (0.6)  

and that she then on that same night (0.3) put up a post where she wrote 

i'll {said in English} (.) uh i’ll be the next <school shooter> guys  

(0.4) we also know that uh the teacher was  

familiar with her having NASTY thoughts  

12 Original quote (my translation): “I praksis er hans procedure dog naturligt præget af hans synsvinkel.” 
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she also had a FEAR that these NAsty thoughts would be REalized (0.5)  

and because of that she would AIM it against objects  

(1.3)  

it is ACTUALLY WELL-KNOWN that uh school shootings HAPPEN other places 

(0.3) we all know that (0.6) 

but tha:t the reason that i say that is NOT  

to uh accuse uh: the defendant OF wanting to DO this here (0.5)  

as such i don’t think she would do that EITHER  

that’s not deCIsive for the conviction either (.) 

in reality there is of course {Danish: jo} actually no NEED 

in order for uh the defendant to be convicted here 

for anyone a:ctualy to be scared  

it only needs to be FIT to creATE this serious fear 

for life health or welfare (0.7) 

but there was (0.6)  

also {THE SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE} took it quite seriously  

>and before we knew it< (0.3)

the police had arrived (0.9)

can one then (.) do away with all this by writing L M A O (0.8)

can one be TOTALLY sure that everyone is thinking

this is just for fun? (0.3)

yes there ARE some (0.6) uh: who have <another> (0.6)

insider uh: immediate understanding of THIS (.)

when they write something to each other

but she hadn’t limited it to them (0.9)

when all that’s (.) said

i’m really trying to sum this UP and recommend

that the pro- that the court (0.7) establishes

that she is to be convicted in accordance with the indictment (.)

and found guilty of violation of section twohundredandsixtysix

(1.3)

this is really something that AFFECTS a lot of people (.)

it is something that has had a BIG effect on the SCHOOL (0.5)

and it is also somethi:ng that has a SIGnaling effect (0.3)

uh that which (0.4) uh becomes the reACtion from the court toDAY

(1.4)

The prosecutor again addresses the defendant’s negative state of mind during the incident in 

class, now using stronger terms (‘violent incident’, ‘rage’), and concludes in unambiguous terms 

that she ‘was in a very BAD state’ (Danish: havde det rigtig DÅRligt). He links her bad state to 

the question of criminal intent to threaten by concluding that the defendant must ‘of course to 

some degree have realized’ (Danish: jo i et eller andet omfang have indset) that her classmate’s 

would get scared when she wrote the purported threatening communication shortly after having 

been in a self-admitted bad state. In other words, she must have had some degree of criminal 

intent to threaten (see section 2.3 on criminal intent). 

The prosecutor addresses the question of intent to carry out the threat through a 

textual travel from the teacher’s statement to the police (see sequence 2, turn 121). The teacher 

said that the defendant did not want to act on her negative thoughts, which the prosecutor here 

interprets as the defendant having ‘a FEAR that these NASty thoughts would be REalized’ 

(Danish: en FRYGT for at de GRImme tanker de blev OMsat). This particular textual travel is 

thus influenced by the stance of the prosecutor, since not wanting to act and fearing to act are not 

the same – the latter could potentially be much more dangerous. The prosecutor concedes that he 
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himself does not really think that the defendant had intent to carry out a school shooting (this is 

probably a result of his adherence to the principle of objectivity). However, he emphasizes that 

such intent to carry out the threat is not ‘decisive’ (Danish: afgørende) in order to be found 

guilty of threatening according to § 266, only intent to threaten to carry it out.13  

Even actual fear is not required according to § 266, but the prosecutor emphasizes 

that people at the school were in fact scared and ‘took it quite seriously’ (Danish: tog det ganske 

alvorligt). He uses the fact that many people were very affected and that it had a ‘BIG effect on 

the SCHOOL’ (Danish: STOR effekt på SKOlen) as evidence of the utterance having been a 

threat that was ‘fit to provoke serious fear’. He never actually labels the utterance ‘a threat’ but 

simply refers to § 266 and explains the legal requirements that this statute imposes.  

Similarly to the school representative’s uptake (see section 4.3.1), the prosecutor 

does not take up ‘lmao’ as an instantly recognizable contextualization cue that shifts the meaning 

of the utterance from threat to joke. He argues that the defendant could not be sure that other 

witnesses to the communication would not see it as a threat simply because she wrote ‘lmao’, 

even though there were people on Instagram who had an ‘insider’ (Danish: intern) understanding 

of the utterance as a joke. The uptakes of these people with ‘insider’ understandings and the 

uptake of the defendant herself will be the focus of the following sections. 

4.4 Uptake as joke 

4.4.1 Uptakes as joke by the defendant and her friends 

The defendant’s uptake of her own utterance is reflected in the accounts she gives to the police, 

the prosecutor and the defense lawyer (see section 2.2 on accounts). The defendant’s uptake is of 

course different from the uptakes of all other people involved in the case, seeing that she herself 

produced and posted the utterance. Her uptake therefore becomes a self-evaluative action, but 

not one that necessarily requires frankness or truthfulness.14 However, it is not relevant to this 

article to attempt to determine whether the defendant’s uptake in her accounts reflects her actual 

13 DR P1 who published the audio recording apparently found it distressing that the prosecutor did not think 
the defendant would have carried out her threat but still wanted her to be found guilty. At least, they 
play sad music throughout the remainder of the prosecutor’s closing statement from the moment he 
says ‘as such i don’t think she would do that either’ (Danish: det tror jeg sådn set heller ik hun ville 
gøre). 

14 Defendants are not obliged to speak the truth, according to Danish law. Only witnesses are instructed to 
speak the truth under penalty of law (Kistrup et al., 2018, p. 657). 
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intent in writing the utterance or not. If she indeed intended to threaten the school, admitting that 

would earn her a prison sentence, and as such, the stakes are much higher for the defendant than 

for any of the witnesses or legal representatives. 

In sequence 8 below, in an attempt to disassociate the incident in class from the 

writing of the Instagram post, the defendant explains to the prosecutor how her state of mind 

changed after exiting the school: 

Sequence 8: defendant’s account to prosecutor of her state of mind after school 

025 D: yes she then drove me home and said THAT i could (0.3) 

start (0.4) over again tomorrow  

i felt much better after having talked to {TEACHER}↑ (.)  

and then >i then chose to be with< a couple of friends (.) 

after it happened (0.4)  

026 P: mm 

027 D: >where we then just made lasagna and enjoyed ourselves 

and i thought that it was over< (0.6)  

028 P: yeah did you talk about anything specific? (0.5) 

029 D: we had talked about many things and we had also talked a bit about 

li:ke school shootings and things like that (.) 

in the other countries (0.4) 

The defendant distances herself from the negativity of the intense incident in school and focuses 

on positivity and camaraderie with her two friends, instead using that context as indirect 

evidence of her having meant the utterance as a joke. This focus on the shift to positivity can be 

seen through phrases like ‘start over again’ (Danish: starte forfra igen) and ‘i felt much better’ 

(Danish: jeg fik det meget bedre) (turn 025) and ‘[we] enjoyed ourselves and i thought that it was 

over’ (Danish: [vi] hyggede os og jeg tænkte at det var ovre) (turn 027). She also distances 

herself from the act of school shooting by referring to it as something that happens ‘in the other 

countries’ (Danish: i de andre lande) (turn 029) and thus not in Denmark. 

The prosecutor has placed great emphasis on the defendant’s negative disposition 

and negative state of mind (see sequences 5 and 6) in order to argue that she had intent to 

threaten or at least would have realized that others would perceive her utterance as a threat. 

Instead, she attempts to render it probable that the utterance was meant as a joke and could not 

plausibly be taken up as a threat to commit something as foreign as a school shooting. 

In sequence 9 below, the defendant gives an account of why she posted the 

picture containing the purported threatening communication: 

Sequence 9: defendant’s account to prosecutor of posting picture 

043 D: just like for FUN ((forceful voice))

044 P: [mm] 

045 D: [and] >we had taken pictures together and things like that< (0.4) 

umm and then i went home and thought that i would post a picture (0.3) 

046 P: [mm] 

047 D: [then] i took that picture where i sat on the toilet 
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048 P: mm 

049 D: and so then i wrote and then-th >i had to find something to write< 

and that became it then. 

(1.2) 

050 P: what did you mean by it? 

(1.0) 

051 D: i meant like, it was something li:ke (0.7) 

especially for THOSE two basically (.) ⁰that⁰ (0.3) 
>they would be able to understand it because we just talked about it<

(.) so it was like <a joke> (0.5)

052 P: so when you <write> >i’ll be the< next <school shooter guys> 

lmaO↓ watch out. 

053 D: yes (0.3) 

054 P: just so we all understand it 

[what] does lmao stand for 

055 D: [yes] uh laughing my ass off ((said in English)) 

056 P: yes umm >laughing my ass off< ((said in Danish)) 

057 D: [YES EXACTLY] 

058 P: [yes yes] (0.3) 

059 D: which makes it a joke. 

The indictment (see sequence 4 further above) still serves as an implicit accusation of illegal and 

untoward behavior for which the defendant gives her account, for instance in sequence 9 above. 

The defendant’s uptake of her own utterance as a joke involves references to intent to be 

humorous and lack of intent to threaten, in other words she mainly uses the subtype of excuse 

‘appeals to intent’ in her account (see section 2.2 on accounts). The defendant describes her 

intention behind posting the picture in phrases that highlight the non-seriousness and 

lightheartedness of her action. This can for instance be seen in phrases like ‘just like for FUN’ 

(Danish: bare sån for SJOVT) (turn 043), ‘[i] thought that i would post a picture’ (Danish: jeg 

tænkt at jeg ville lægge et billed op) (turn 045) and ‘i had to find something to write and that 

became it then’ (Danish: så sku jeg find på noget at skrive og det blev så det) (turn 049). The 

implication seems to be that this was just something she wrote in the spur of the moment, 

nothing of any consequence – i.e. it was only a joke. She directly labels the utterance ‘a joke’ 

(Danish: en joke) (turns 051 and 059), which is in contrast to the absence of such direct labelling 

of the utterance as a ‘threat’ by the prosecutor (except in the indictment).  

In turn 051, the defendant identifies her desired audience, namely the two friends 

that she was having fun with after school on the day that she wrote the utterance, making lasagna 

and talking about school shootings. According to the defendant, her two friends would also take 

up the utterance as a joke, which was in agreement with her intention behind writing it: ‘they 

would be able to understand it because we just talked about it’ (Danish: de ville ku forstå det 

fordi vi lige havde snakket om det) – ‘it’ referring to school shootings. She uses their (purported) 

uptake as indirect evidence of her own account being true. In that light, ‘lmao’ would then have 

been written in order for the defendant to align herself with her target audience (see section 2.4), 

in an attempt to procure an uptake of the utterance as a joke. 
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In sequence 10 below (turn 076), the defendant agrees with the defense lawyer that 

she and her friends have a particular sense of humor, namely a ‘DARK sense of humor’ (Danish: 

SORT humor): 

Sequence 10: Defense lawyer’s questioning of defendant 

075 L: you ha- you:- >i think you’ve explained< 

that they could have a DARK sense of humor? (.) 

076 D: yes (0.5) 

077 L: uh try and explain who- what could that wha-what can THAT BE 

078 D: uh we can write things like that uh  

we will kill ourselves the next day (.)  

and then we write lol or l m a o (.) aft-afterwards (.)  

as if like >of course we won’t do that< it’s a joke, (0.3) 

079 L: yeah 

(1.6) 

SO when you wri- when you express L M A O (0.7) 

uh you then mean what (0.6) 

080 D: that it’s a JOKE↑ 

081 L: that it’s a joke. 

082 D: yes 

083 L: i-is that something everyone underSTANDS? (.) 

i [me:an] 

084 D:   [ all ] teenagers and (0.6) 

<people> who are online un- should understand it, 

085 L: basically all those (.) who who see (0.3) [your] posts (0.4) 

086 D:          [yes] yes 

087 L: they know what it me[ans] 

088 D:    [yes] 

The defendant goes from explaining this dark sense of humor in an abstract way to referring to 

the specific utterance that she wrote. She does this by first using a fictitious example ‘we can 

write things like that uh we will kill ourselves the next day’ (Danish: vi kan skrive ting som om at 

øh vi vil dræbe os selv næste dag) to then including the particular abbreviation ‘lmao’ in 

combination with the similar netcronym ‘lol’ (i.e. laughing out loud) (turn 078). In that way, the 

purported threatening communication is framed as an acceptable and ordinary genre, at least 

within the small discourse community (Swales, 2016) of her and her two friends. The 

abbreviation ‘lmao’ would thus have been used as a contextualization cue (see section 4.1), 

which was to signal to the audience that the utterance is not to be taken seriously. In her own 

words, ‘lmao’ means: ‘of course we won’t do that it’s a joke’ (Danish: det gør vi selvfølgelig 

ikke det en joke) (turn 078).  

 The defense lawyer moves away from her opinion on the more localized uptakes 

of her friends to asking whether everyone in general would understand ‘lmao’ as an indication of 

a joke (turn 083). In her answer, the defendant expands the small ‘insider’ discourse community 

of three friends to instead being a large ‘insider’ discourse community of ‘all teenagers’ (Danish: 

alle teenagere) and ‘people who are online’ (Danish: folk som er på nettet) (turn 084). They 

should all understand it – and therefore the entire utterance – as a joke. Through this line of 
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questioning, the defense lawyer attempts to render it probable that the defendant was certain that 

people would only take this up as a joke, which would mean that she did not have intent to 

threaten (see section 2.3). The genre label ‘joke’ is repeated several times (turns 078, 080 and 

081), making this uptake particularly strong and explicit. 

In sequence 11 below, the defense lawyer and the defendant discuss the actual and 

immediate uptakes of people online. One of the immediate responses to the Instagram post is 

read aloud by the defense lawyer in court (again displaying the abundance of textual travels and 

genre embedding that happen in court cases):  

Sequence 11: Defense lawyer’s questioning of defendant 

100 L: you GET some reACtions on this post isn’t that true, 

101 D: yeah (0.4) 

102 L: uh try and just try and explain what it- what it says THERE 

103 D: yes he has written can you school shoot at my school then? x d (0.5) 

and xd that is like writing (0.5)  

uh it’s like a smiley (.) that’s laughing (0.7) 

so tha:t p- is part o:f forexample lol and these things (.) 

104 L: a-and when HE says that 

can you school shoot at MY school [also] X D SMIley 

105 D:       [YES]        YES 

106 L: >what THEN does he MEAN by THAT. he doesn’t mean it seri[ously]< 

107 D:            [no]  

then it’s just like for fun 

108 L: >for fun he says it< (0.6) 

you said before that (.) there were also OTHers who 

<wrote like you< on THESE >medias< 

109 D: yes (0.5) yes <lots of other> you know on FACEbook 

where in groups- where they write that they will DO: the sa:me 

and ⁰things like that⁰  
110 L: for fun. 

111 D: for fun. 

112 L: you have explained to the poLIce (0.4) 

you are uh CIted saying  

that it was supposed to be understood as <a> JOKE 

or a s- or sarcastically (0.4) 

>and then you write< (0.3) >or then you say< (0.3)

all who know the subject (.) knows that the subject

>would never THINK of< <HARming ANYone>

113 D: yes 

(1.2) 

The defense lawyer and the defendant co-construct the argument that people on Instagram took 

up her utterance as a joke and that it is a normal way of making a joke online (e.g. ‘there were 

also others who wrote like you on these medias’, turn 108). In other words, they argue that this is 

an existing genre online that is generally accepted within particular communities – and therefore 

not seen as an illicit genre among them. One of the responses to her utterance ‘can you school 

shoot at MY school then? x d’ (Danish: ka du skoleskyde på MIN skole så? x d) (turn 103) was 

exactly like her own utterance ‘just like for fun’ (Danish: bar sådant for sjovt) (turn 107). The 

defendant links the use of the symbol of a laughing smiley face ‘XD’ in the response to her own 

use of the abbreviation ‘lmao’ – they both mean this as a joke. The defense lawyer and the 
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defendant use the immediate uptakes of others online (as well as references to similar conduct by 

others online) as indirect evidence that her utterance was in fact a joke. Thus, they portray her 

utterance in combination with the online responses as an example of positive humor that seeks to 

build affinity and camaraderie in a community and that leads to “further joking” (Norrick, 2010, 

p. 233).

The defense lawyer attempts to strengthen the defendant’s claims of innocence by 

referencing her “own” words to the police that everyone knows she would never think of 

‘HARming ANYone’ (Danish: GØRE NOgen forTRÆD) (turn 112), again focusing on the fact 

that she would never carry out a threat. He does this through a textual travel from the written 

police report, which causes him some trouble to reference as an originally oral testimony, again 

underlining the complexity of the textual travels in this genre chain.  

In sequence 12 below, as her final words to the judges, the defendant vehemently 

negates that she meant the utterance as a threat: 

Sequence 12: Defendant’s final word before deliberation 

140 D: umm uh i would just say that i never meant it as a THREAT 

(0.5) and that i’m of course SORRY about ⁰what has happened⁰ 

In that way, her final words become a final and clear repudiation of the genre label stated in the 
indictment.

4.4.2 Uptake as joke in the defense lawyer’s closing statement 

Unlike the prosecutor, the defense lawyer should not adhere to the principle of objectivity, but is 

instead obligated to plead the defendant’s case to the court (Toftegaard Nielsen, 2016, p. 198). 

The defense lawyer’s uptake will therefore naturally emulate the defendant’s uptake closely 

(unless this would harm the defendant rather than help them). In an even more direct sense than 

what we see in the prosecutor’s closing statement (see section 4.3.5), the defense lawyer’s 

closing statement in sequence 13 below shows the stance of the defense and the uptake of the 

utterance as a joke most clearly and strongly: 

Sequence 13: From defense lawyer’s closing statement 

136 L: >the a- the defendant still pleads< not guilty (0 .6)

and i umm am of course {Danish: jo} in a NUMBER of (0.3)

esSENtial points in DISAGREEMENT with the prosecutor 

uh- one has to interpret <the formuLAtion itself> (.)  

AND (.) >one has to< take into consideRAtion (.) in what CONtext (.) 

it is stated. (0.4)  

it is STAted in- on social media (.) on instagram (0.4)  

it ISn’t STAted (0.9) towards the school↑ (0.3)  

it is stated (.) uh in a forum (0.3)  

where they SPEAK to each other and use a:n- a (0.3)  
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>yeah well almost< for: those who DON’T know it (0.7)

which apparently is {THE SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE} (0.5)

they then almost SPEAK in a CODED LANGUAGE↑ (0.7)

and if you’re NOT <CAPABLE> (0.3)

of uh- of reading and underSTANDing that <conversational form↓> (0.6)

then of course {Danish: jo} you’re not really capable of ASSESSING

whether we’re talking↓ about a THREAT↑ or a joke. (0.3)

>and then you can say< it can be a: STUpid joke

(1.3)

it can be a <RECKLESS> joke (0.6)

>you can’t convict that after twosixtysix< (0.6)

BUT but you have to (0.3) underSTAND (0.4)

what L M A O MEans in this <CONtext> (0.4) it is s- uh stated↑ within

to the (0.4) uh young people to the (.) TEENAGERS

who ALL↓ communicate in the same way (0.3)

and when they use that EXPRESSION (.)

and it’s of course {Danish: jo} important the court UNDERSTANDS this

(0.6) then it MEANS (0.6)

i’ll be the next <SCHOOL shooter> (0.8) just for fun (0.8)

and it’s clear (.) >that if you don’t< UNDERSTAND this. (0.7)

then of course {Danish: jo} it can be a PROblem↑ (0.5)

but that is of course {Danish: jo} not (0.5) your honors↓ (.)

in (.) the criminal code’s section tohundredsixtySIX’ san-sense (.)

it’s not supposed to be <held against> the DEFENDANT

(1.0)

because the SECOND article (0.4) in TWOsixtySIX is (0.7)

that the DEFENDANT has had inTENT (0.6) to proDUCE a threat

(1.1)

a-and that’s not an article that can be inflected (0.6)

one can’t REALIZE AFTERwards that this was too STUPID (.)

or (0.3) <this could have been> something or other

or SOMEONE could PERHAPS understand it-

(1.1)

The defense lawyer shifts the attention from the context of the intense incident in school (which 

the prosecutor focused on in his closing statement) to the immediate context of ‘the formulation 

itself’ (Danish: selve den formulering), namely that it was stated on social media and not sent 

directly to the school. 

He creates a sharp divide between insider people who understand ‘that 

conversational form’ (Danish: den samtaleform) and outsider people who do not understand it 

and for whom it becomes a ‘CODED LANGUAGE’ (Danish: kodesprog). In what may be seen 

as an ad hominem argument (Walton, 2000, p. 10), he singles out the school representative as 

one of the people who do not understand the ‘coded language’. According to the defense lawyer, 

she is therefore ‘of course not really capable of assessing whether we’re talking about a 

THREAT or a joke’ (Danish: jo reelt ikke i stand til at vurdere om der er tale om en TRUSSEL 

eller en spøg). Young people and teenagers in fact ‘ALL communicate in the same way’ 

(Danish: kommunikerer [ALLEsammen] på samme måde), and it is not the defendant’s fault if 

other people take it up in a different manner. As a result of this argument, the judges would then 

have to become one of the outsiders who do not understand, if they are to find the defendant 

guilty. 
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The defense lawyer emphasizes that the defendant meant that she would be the next 

school shooter ‘just for fun’ (Danish: bare for sjov), i.e. as a joke. According to him, that would 

completely negate an intent to threaten, since she cannot be found guilty of producing a ‘STUpid 

joke’ (Danish: ÅNDssvag spøg) or a ‘RECKLESS joke’ (Danish: uagtsom spøg). If he had 

changed the genre label into ‘reckless threat’, then that would possibly have been precarious for 

the defendant, since the seldom used degree of intent Dolus Eventualis is sometimes interpreted 

as a form of ‘conscious recklessness’ (see section 2.3).15 However, besides saying that the school 

representative would not be capable of assessing whether the utterance was a threat or a joke, the 

defense lawyer seems very careful not to utter the label ‘threat’ in his closing statement. This 

strategy is especially clear at the end of the closing statement, where he says that it is not enough 

to find someone guilty if they first realized afterwards that ‘this could have been something or 

other or SOMEONE could PERHAPS understand it-‘ (Danish: det ku godt være etellerandet 

eller NOGEN ku MÅSKE forstå det-). Instead of saying ‘threat’, he uses the indefinite 

pronominal phrase ‘something or other’ (Danish: et eller andet). He also cuts himself off before 

specifying what precisely someone might understand the utterance as, namely a threat. On the 

other hand, he repeats the genre label ‘joke’ three times, conceivably to emphasize the strength 

of that particular uptake in an attempt to persuade the judges. 

4.5 And the verdict is 

The verdict offers the most important uptake of the case, as it proclaims the outcome of the case. 

In their verdict, the district court judges emphasize lack of intent as the deciding factor in their 

decision to acquit the defendant (see sequence 14 below): 

15 The defense lawyer refers to the ‘SECOND article’ (Danish: ANDET led) of § 266 and claims that it 
explicitly references ‘intent’. He is referring to § 266b (known as the ‘racism section’), which (unlike § 
266) does mention intent explicitly. However, § 266 and not § 266b is the statute that the defendant is
indicted under (see section 4.3.3). Nevertheless, as mentioned in section 2.3, the three degrees of intent
still apply to § 266 (as well as to § 266b). So even though the defense lawyer says that intent cannot be
‘inflected’ (Danish: bøjes), the three degrees of intent might be seen as exactly that – three inflections
of intent.
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Sequence 14: from reading of verdict 

141 J: and i can say to you that uh we agree that you are to be acquitted 

(0.9) no:t because (0.3) we are not talking about an (0.8) 

objectively seen illegal threat but because we believe  

that uh you didn’t have the required intent. uh: (0.5) 

In effect, the judges’ verdict combines the two different uptakes presented in the case. On the 

one hand, they label the utterance an ‘objectively seen illegal threat’ (Danish: objektivt set 

strafbar trussel), using the double negation ‘not because we’re not talking about’ (Danish: ikke 

fordi der ikke er tale om). On the other hand, they do not believe the defendant had ‘the required 

intent’ (Danish: det fornødne forsæt) to threaten. The summary of the district court verdict in 

excerpt (5) below from the high court judgment includes more details from the judges’ verdict 

that further underline the duality of the judges’ uptake: 

(5) From summary of district court verdict in high court judgment:

‘The City Court stated that the post was fit to provoke fear for life or health, cf. the Criminal

Code’s § 266, even if it was not meant literally or seriously and included the slang phrase

»lmao«. The court did however find that D [the defendant] meant the post as a joke that

would be read by her friends, and that these would also perceive the post as a joke. The 

court therefore found that the defendant had not understood that the post would be perceived 

as a threat, and that consequently she had not had intent to violate the Criminal Code’s § 

266.’ 

The utterance is deemed ‘fit to provoke fear’ (Danish: egnet til at fremkalde frygt) as stated in § 

266, and the laughter cue ‘lmao’ does not in itself change this fact. Aside from that, the summary 

does not offer any additional information about the judges’ stance on how ‘lmao’ should be 

understood – either as an indicator of a joke or as an intensifier in a threat. Nevertheless, they 

believe that the defendant intended the utterance to be a ‘joke’ (Danish: vittighed) that would 

also be perceived as a joke by her friends. The fact that her friends take it up as a joke serve as 

evidence for the judges that the she did not have intent to threaten. They find that she had not 

understood (and in that, perhaps they mean that she had not even seen it as a possibility) that it 

would be taken up as a threat, thus excluding any intent. Their primary uptake of the utterance is 

therefore that of a joke, but the duality of the verdict is perhaps what causes the case to be 

appealed and taken up by the high court. 

The summary from the verdict by the high court judges in excerpt (6) below from 

the high court judgment instead shows an even split between the two uptakes. Three judges vote 
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for a conviction because they believe the defendant had intent to threaten, and three judges vote 

for an acquittal because they did not believe the defendant had intent to threaten: 

(6) From summary of high court verdict in high court judgment:

’In the high court, three judges voted for acquittal for the reasons that the district court had 

stated, while three judges voted for conviction, because they found that the defendant had 

had the necessary intent to make the threat, including that it was fit to provoke the 

mentioned fear in the Criminal Code’s § 266. Because of the distribution of votes, the 

defendant was then acquitted.’ 

Interestingly, the opposing uptakes of the utterance that we see throughout the case (via the 

prosecution and the defense) are morphed together in the district trial verdict (see sequence 14 

and excerpt (5) further above), but in the high court verdict, they are instead split into two 

distinct and opposite uptakes (see excerpt (6) above). Because of the legal principle in dubio pro 

reo (from Latin: ‘[when] in doubt, in favor of the accused’),16 the defendant is acquitted when 

there is a parity of votes (Kistrup et al., 2018, pp. 31 and 781). The case never went to the 

Supreme Court, and as such, the defendant was exonerated. 

5 Discussion and conclusion 
One of the contributions of a genre perspective to Forensic Linguistics is that it offers a 

systematic examination of the context of an utterance, including how an utterance and its context 

is interpreted by various parties through their uptakes. Gales (2019) has specifically identified 

the need for greater attention to the social context of disputed threatening communications. This 

study has delved into the interrelation between a genre’s uptake and the function thereby 

attributed to it. The disputed utterance is taken up – and therefore effectively also functions – as 

two different genres, as a threat and as a joke. These uptakes first happen within the immediate 

situation, and later – through various textual travels – the uptakes are recontextualized as part of 

the opposing sides in a courtroom.  

The specific uptakes of an utterance can reveal important facets of genre 

conventions and genre understandings, since genres are not fixed or immovable but rather (to a 

16 In dubio pro reo is often explained as an equivalent to the standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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greater or lesser extent) flexible and negotiable. The two uptakes reflect the participants’ 

understanding of the genres in question. As evident from the data, threats are associated with a 

negative and destructive state of mind in the threatener, with seriousness (whether about 

intending to carry out a threatened act or about uttering a threat), and with the consequent effect 

of fear in victims. As a stark contrast, jokes are associated with a positive state of mind, non-

seriousness, camaraderie and fun. The two genres are thus treated as each other’s direct 

opposites in this case. 

The view that a joke can only be funny and positive is, however, not grounded in 

facts, as witnessed by negative humor. This case raises the question of what determines whether 

something is a joke – is it when the sender of an utterance claims to be joking or when both the 

sender and the audience see it as being funny. Moreover, humor can be part of destructive and 

extremely serious acts such as bullying or hate speech (e.g. Billig, 2001; Holmes & Marra, 

2002). The tacit knowledge of genres that allows the defendant to write her utterance includes a 

tacit knowledge of threats, and even of the usual or recurrent form of a classic, direct threat. On 

top of this, it may also be a special kind of uptake on the genre of threats; one that includes that it 

is not meant to be taken seriously. As Tsakona (2017) describes it, “humor may result from 

incongruities in terms of genre expectations, that is from the fact that the boundaries between 

genres are often blurred as speakers deliberately and more or less playfully combine discoursal 

features coming from different genres” (p. 494). If in fact two such different genres were 

intended to be hybridized in this case, the effect of it did not just create a “humorous effect”, but 

prompted two entirely different uptakes, one of them extremely negative and serious. If the 

defendant intended the utterance only to be funny, then the negative uptake is a confirmation of 

Freadman’s (2012) assertion that no one can secure a specific uptake and therefore cannot even 

decide what genre their utterance represents. This is at issue particularly with social media, since 

it is difficult to know who one’s entire audience or uptake community is. If, on the other hand, 

the defendant also intended to threaten or intimidate (while not necessarily intending to carry out 

the threat), then the negative uptake of the law is a response in kind (i.e. in accordance with the 

intent behind it), unwelcome as it may be for her. In a legal context, when a sentence is to be 

passed, the judges have to consider whether the utterance is an illegal threat or not – there is no 

in-between. As seen in this case, the dualistic potential of the utterance and its uptakes are 

reflected in the paradox within the district court verdict and also in the division of the high court 

judges’ opinions. 

In the two diverging uptakes, non-linguistic behavior is used as indirect evidence of 

or justification for the preferred interpretation of the linguistic behavior. As such, the context of 
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the utterance becomes a means to justify the uptake of the utterance itself, but different parts of 

the generally undisputed context is used to serve each interpretation. The prosecution side 

focuses on the defendant’s disruptive actions in class on the day that she wrote the Instagram 

post, on the fact that the utterance actually induced fear (and therefore was demonstrably ‘fit to 

provoke fear’) and to a minor degree on the fact that school shootings do happen. The defense 

side instead focuses on the positive situation later that same day where the defendant had a nice 

afternoon with two friends and on the fact that the utterance was posted on Instagram to friends 

who write in a similar manner. When referring to the act of school shooting, the emphasis is 

instead placed on the fact that such acts are almost non-existent in Denmark. To explain the 

meaning of the utterance (its function, its genre), both sides refer to her ancillary actions and to 

whether school shootings are realistic or not, which means that non-linguistic acts and behavior 

are an important part of their interpretations of the utterance.  

In contrast, the linguistic interpretation is limited to the abbreviation ‘lmao’. To my 

knowledge, the prosecutor does not explain anything about the linguistic content of the utterance 

itself, except in his closing statement, when he mentions that ‘lmao’ cannot function as a 

disclaimer of all other content in the utterance. In that way, he treats the language and genre 

knowledge as shared knowledge, i.e. everyone must know how a threat looks like (see also 

Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020; Bojsen-Møller, forthc.). The only feature that needs explaining is the 

presumed apparent genre anomaly ‘lmao’,17 which the school representative in particular does 

not consider to be an unambiguous signpost of a joke. Aside from that, the prosecution takes the 

linguistic elements for granted. Considering the crucial role that different kinds of textual travels 

have in court cases, it is curious how the travel of the disputed utterance itself happens without 

any greater assessment of the content of the utterance. This substantiates one of the common 

claims about genres, namely that genre knowledge is tacit. Often, there is no inclination – and for 

non-linguists typically no acquired terminology – to explain explicitly what the linguistic or 

generic features of a specific genre are, because it is treated as shared and unproblematic, 

common knowledge that is intuitively understood. The district judges seem to agree with 

prosecution that no further explanation is needed, since they conclude that the utterance is an 

‘objectively seen illegal threat’, which seems to be an indirect comment on the linguistic content 

17 People may not expect humor in threatening communications, but laughter cues do in fact occur in threats, 
both as a way of intensifying the scary aspects of the threat and as a way of making other people laugh 
while the victim gets scared. 
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of the utterance. They are not swayed by the defense’s explanation of ‘lmao’ as a sufficient cue 

to change the genre from a threat to a joke (and we do not know what the high court judges’ 

stance on the laughter cue is). 

Despite the categorization and labelling of the utterance as an ‘objectively seen 

illegal threat’, the defense claim that the defendant lacked an intent to threaten becomes the 

deciding factor for the district court judges. In this way, the case clashes rather surprisingly with 

the established legal norm of cases tried under § 266, which focuses more on the perceived 

“character” of the utterance itself and less on the criminal intent of the defendant (Bojsen-Møller, 

forthc.). This reflects the difficulty in objectively verifying what a person’s actual intent is (see 

section 2.3). It is not uncommon for people accused of committing a language crime to disagree 

with the genre label that alleged victims, police or prosecution use and instead use a non-

criminal or non-illicit genre label (Bojsen-Møller et al., 2020). The alternative label can either be 

a deceptive, or even self-deceptive, re-labelling technique to avoid legal repercussions, or a true 

reflection of their original intent behind the words. As this case study illustrates, determining 

intent will not only include an assessment of the credibility of the defendant, but also an 

assessment of contextual factors, such as the uptakes of others. This demonstrates that the 

uptakes of a disputed criminal utterance can have a deciding impact on the outcome of a criminal 

trial. In this case, the two diverging uptakes from two different groups of people make the 

situation more complicated and less straight-forward than if there had been one unanimous 

uptake of the utterance as either a threat or a joke. If everyone had taken up the utterance as a 

joke, then of course there would not have been a trial, but if everyone had taken up the utterance 

as a threat, the outcome of the case would probably have been less divided. Instead, the dual (and 

dueling) uptakes are reflected in the ambivalence expressed in the verdicts. In other words, the 

differing uptakes of the utterance contribute to the conclusion of sufficient (reasonable) doubt for 

the defendant to be found not-guilty.  

Sometimes genre interpretations have very real consequences. Sometimes they are 

the difference between guilty and not guilty, prison and freedom. 
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Appendix A: Danish data 

(1) Fra Instagram-opslag, citeret i anklageskriftet og lagt op som billede på dr.dk:

jeg bliver den næste school shooter guys, lmao, watch out

(2) Fra resumeet i Landsrettens dombog af skolerepræsentantens vidneforklaring:

Moren sagde til hende, at hendes datter og andre elever ikke turde møde i skolen.

(3) Fra resumeet i Landsrettens dombog af skolerepræsentantens vidneforklaring:

Vidnets forudgående kendskab til tiltalte og kendskabet til episoden dagen i forvejen indgik i

hendes overvejelser, inden hun ringede til politiet. Hun kan ikke svare på, om hun ville have

ringet, hvis der havde været tale om en elev uden denne forhistorie. Inden hun kontaktede

politiet, slog hun forkortelsen »lmao« op, som hun ikke på forhånd kendte, men som betyder

noget i retning af, at »jeg griner min røv i laser«. Man kan dog ikke vide, om det sjove var

at sende beskeden ud eller at udføre handlingen. Siden 2013 har skoleskyderier været med i

beredskabsplanerne.

(4) Fra resumeet i politirapporten af lærerens forklaring:

Foreholdt at sigtede har lagt et opslag ud på Instagram omkring at sigtede kunne blive den

næste skoleskyder, forklarede afhørte, at hun ved at sigtede ikke ønsker at gøre alvor af

disse trusler. Afhørte mener, at sigtede ikke har haft kunne kontrollere sine tanker da hun

skrev det.

(5) Fra resumeet af byretsdommen i Landsrettens dombog:

Byretten anførte, at opslaget var egnet til at fremkalde frygt for liv og helbred, jf. 

straffelovens § 266, selv om det ikke var ment bogstaveligt eller alvorligt og indeholdt 

slangudtrykket »lmao«. Retten lagde dog til grund, at T [tiltalte] mente opslaget som en 

vittighed, der ville blive læst af hendes venner, og at disse også ville opfatte opslaget som en 

vittighed. Retten fandt derfor, at T ikke havde forstået, at opslaget ville blive opfattet som en 

trussel, og at hun derfor ikke havde haft forsæt til overtrædelse af straffelovens § 266. 

(6) Fra resumeet af landsretsdommen i Landsrettens dombog:

I landsretten stemte tre voterende for frifindelse af de grunde, byretten havde anført, mens 

tre voterende stemte for domfældelse, da de fandt, at T havde haft det fornødne forsæt til at 
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fremsætte truslen, herunder at den var egnet til at fremkalde den i straffelovens § 266 

nævnte frygt. Efter stemmefordelingen blev T herefter frifundet. 

Transskription af den originale danske lydoptagelse fra byretten 

P=prosecutor (anklager) 

D=defendant (tiltalte) 

L= defense lawyer (forsvarer) 

T=teacher (lærer) 

J=judge (dommer) 

Tidsinterval: 2,042-2,357 minutter 

001 P: anklageskriftet er dateret ((DATO)) >og lyder at< 

((NAVN)) tiltales ved retten i ((BYNAVN)) med påstand om straf for (0.6) 

trusler efter straffelovens paragraf tohundredogseksogtres (0.7) 

ved den ellevte september totusindatten omkring midnat (0.5) 

som elev på ((BYNAVN)) gymnasium (.)  

at ha truet med at foretage en strafbar handling (0.5) 

idet tiltalte lagde et billede af <sig> selv  

på instagram med TEKSten (.) 

jeg blir den næste school shooter (.) guys (0.3)  

L M A O (0.3) watch out↑ (.) 

((imellem 001 og 002 forklarer anklageren og journalisten skiftevis om sagen)) 

Tidsinterval: 5,351-6,347 minutter 

002 P: dagen før det her skete  

var du så i: gymnasiet dagen før 

003 D: JA 

004 P: og og skete der noget der? (0.7) 

005 D: øhm jeg blev lidt SUR. (0.3) og væltede et bord, (0.3) 

006 P: °ja°, hvad var du blevet sur over? 

007 D: øhm >jeg var blevet lidt< sur over at >hva hedder det< (0.3) 

øhm ((NAVN)) som (0.6) æh kom med provoKERne °altså° 

(1.0)  

hentydninger til mig 

(1.4) 

008 P: var det noget med en fremlæggels[e el]ler:? 

009 D:            [ JA ] 

010 P: °ja° prøv at fortæl hva det var= 

011 D: =jamen jeg sku fremlægge og vi havde øvet det osse 

og så tog han så hva jeg sku sige (0.8) 

og derefter sagde han så  

>jeg venter bare på hun klapper MUNDEN op< (0.6)

højt i klassen ((sagt med skælvende stemme))

øhm

(1.4)

hvilket e- fik >mig til at være lidt< irriteret

012 P: blev du nærmest ydmyget ved den lejlig[hed]? 

013 D:            [JA] 

014 P: °ja jaeh° hvor- var det over for hele klassen og læreren? 

015 D: mm (0.8) 

016 P: og hvordan reagerede du på det. (0.7) 

017 D: ja det var så: så vælted jeg bordet (0.3) 

018 P: °ja° var du os øh: (0.5) i øvrigt (0.5)  

reagerende over for ((NAVN)) eller [>over for en af de andre<] 

019 D:         [NE:J slet ik]  

jeg gik hurtigt ud bagefter 
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((imellem 019 og 020 forklarer journalist at to veninder gik efter hende og en lærer 

kom også og snakkede med hende)) 

Tidsinterval: 6,442-8,266 minutter 

020 P: og den (0.3) øh: LÆRER du så snakked med EFter 

hvem var det. 

021 D: øhm ((NAVN)) 

022 P: var det ((FORNAVN EFTERNAVN))? (0.7) 

som kommer og afgiver forklaring i dag oss. 

023 D: [jae] 

024 P: [ja] okay.  

tog du så hjem efter at ha snakket med ((NAVN)) 

025 D: ja så kørt hun mig hjem og sagde at jeg ku (0.3) 

starte (0.4) forfra igen i morgen  

jeg fik det meget bedre efter jeg havde snakket med ((NAVN))↑ (.) 

og så >valgt jeg så at vær sammen med< nogen venner (.)  

efter det sket (0.4) 

026 P: mm 

027 D: hvor vi så bare laved lasagne og hyggede os 

og jeg tænkt at det var ovre (0.6) 

028 P: jah snakked i om noget bestemt? (0.5) 

029 D: vi havde snakket om mange ting og vi havde også snakket lidt om 

så:n skoleskyderier og sånoget (.) i de andre lande (0.4) 

030 P: mm (0.7) hvorfor faldt snakken på det.  

ka du husk det? 

031 D: ja altså vi var sån på nettet (0.4) 

032 P: [°ja°] 

033 D: [ og ] så SÅ vi sådn nogen ARTI-ARTIKLER 

(1.1) 

034 P: ja (0.8) hvorhenne på nettet så i det? 

035 D: facebook 

036 P: ja (0.5) og så ved titiden tog du hjem. (0.4) 

037 D: ja 

038 P: ja. og hva sket der så? 

(1.0) 

039 D: så spilled jeg computer indtil klokken blev tolv 

(1.0)  

og så sku jeg gå i SENG↑ (0.5)  

og jeg havde taget det billede da jeg var sammen med dem 

040 P: mm 

041 D: hvor jeg sad på TOILETTET↑ (0.3) ((kraftfuld stemme)) 

042 P: mm 

043 D: bare sån for SJOVT ((kraftfuld stemme)) 

044 P: [mm] 

045 D: [og] >vi havde taget billeder sammen og sådn noget< (0.4) 

øhm og så tog jeg hjem og tænkt at jeg ville lægge et billed op (0.3) 

046 P: [mm] 

047 D: [så] jeg tog det billed hvor jeg sad på toilettet 

048 P: mm 

049 D: og så skrev jeg så og så-d >sku jeg find på noget at skrive<  

og det blev så det. 

(1.2) 

050 P: hva ment du MED det? 

(1.0) 

051 D: jeg ment altså:, det var lissom sådn:(0.7) 

specielt til DE to altså (.) °at° (0.3) 

>de ville ku forstå det fordi vi lige havde snakket om det< (.)

så det var lissom <en joke> (0.5)

052 P: der hvor du <skriver> >jeg blir den< næste <school shooter guys> 

lmaO↓ watch out. 

053 D: ja (0.3) 

054 P: bar så vi allesammen forstår det 

[hva] står lmao for 

055 D: [ja] øh laughing my ass off 

056 P: ja øh >griner min røv i laser< 

057 D: [JA PRÆCIS] 

058 P: [ja ja] (0.3) 
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059 D: hvilket er med til det en joke. 

((imellem 059 og 060 forklarer journalist at tiltalte her uploader billedet hvor alle 

hendes følgere kan se det)) 

Tidsinterval: 8,316-9,246 minutter 

060 P: det her udbrud øh som du havde 

(0.7) 

har du haft flere af dem. 

061 D: na:rj 

062 P: ka du-øh: kan du sige du nogen gange blir vældig sur (.) 

063 D: ja: jeg ka godt blive lidt sur 

064 P: ja (.) og det jeg jo interesserer mig for øh 

det er jo lidt hvordan de andre opfatter dig  

og hvorda-hvordan DU etelandetsted måske VED at de andre opfatter dig 

(0.7) øh: og ja i forhold ET bilag syv  

det en afhøringsrapport (0.7)  

er det ri-kan du huske du har snakket med politiet? 

065 D: JA 

066 P: ja øhm der står på side fire i rapporten 

afhørte forklarede videre at afhørte har PROBLEMER MED SIT HUMØR 

(1.0)  

afhørte kan blive vældig SUR når hun bliver sur  

(1.0)  

ka du øh: har du sagt sådn til politiet? 

067 D: ja (.) 

068 P: °ja° er det osse sådn det var. (0.5) 

069 D: ja 

070 P: ja ((skarp stemme)) 

har der været andre episoder hvor du blev sur i klassen 

og måske ku ha [<været lidt>] (0.4) [vred?]  

071 D:     [ne:j]      [>nejnejnej<] 

jeg har overhovedet ikke været sur i klassen eller noget (.) 

072 P: nej (.) så det var første gang det her 

073 D: ja det v- (0.5) 

074 P: TAK jeg har fl-foreløbigt ikke flere spørgsmål til tiltalte 

((imellem 074-075 forklarer journalist at det nu er forsvarerens tur til at udspørge 

tiltalte og at hun siger opslaget var en joke så forsvarer vil høre mere om humor og 

sproget på nettet)) 

Tidsinterval: 11,531-12,355 minutter 

075 L: du ha- du:- >jeg sys du har forklaret< 

at de godt ku ha en SORT humor? (.) 

076 D: ja (0.5) 

077 L: øh prøv at forklare hve-hva ku den hva-hva ka DET VÆRE 

078 D: øh vi ka skrive ting som om at  
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øh vi vil dræbe os selv næste dag (.)  

og så skriver vi lol eller l m a o (.) bagv-bagefter (.) 

som om at >det gør vi seføli ikke< det en joke (0.3) 

079 L: jaeh 

(1.6) 

SÅ når du skr-når du udtrykker L M A O (0.7) 

øh så mener du hvad? (0.6) 

080 D: at DET en JOKE↑ 

081 L: at det en joke. 

082 D: ja 

083 L: e-er det noget alle forSTÅR? (.) 

alts[å:] 

084 D:     [al]le teenagere og (0.6) 

<folk> som er på nettet burde fu- ku forstå det, 

085 L: altså alle dem (.) som som ser (0.3) [dine] opslag (0.4) 

086 D:          [ ja ] ja 

087 L: de ved hvad det bety[der] 

088 D:       [ja] 

((imellem 088-089 forklarer journalist at en elev fra klassen blev utryg ved 

opslaget)) 

Tidsinterval: 12,396-13,075 minutter 

089 L: den pige hvis mor (0.4) vi kan se (0.3) 

kontakter ((SKOLEREPRÆSENTANT)) om morgenen angiveligt 

var det en af dem her? 

090 D: nej det var ikke nogen af mine venner: det var en fra klassen (0.7) 

som ik (0.5) KENDT mig °så godt° 

091 L: men men øh kontakter HUN dig om natten [eller om morgenen]? 

092 D:            [nej slet ik] 

093 L: nej 

094 D: der ikke nogen (0.8) altså ik [ik hende]  

095 L:          [>der ik nogen kontakt<]  

096 D: [nej] 

097 L: [imel]lem dig og hende på nogen måder 

(0.9) 

ved du om hun har SET↑ dit opslag 

098 D: ja vi var VENner på instagram jeg så hendes og hun så osse mine 

099 L: jaeh 

((imellem 099-100 forklarer journalist at tiltalte fik andre typer reaktioner på 

opslaget i form af venner der bryggede videre på hendes spøg)) 

Tidsinterval: 13,126-14,214 minutter 

100 L: du FÅR nogen reakTIOner på det her opslag er det ikke korrekt, 

101 D: jo (0.4) 
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102 L: øh prøv og prøv lige og forklar hva det-hva der står DER 

103 D: ja han har skrevet ka du skoleskyde på min skole så? x d (0.5) 

og xd det er lissom at skriv (0.5)  

øh det lissom en smiley (.) som griner (0.7)  

så det: m-er med til: foreksempel lol og de der ting (.) 

104 L: o-og når HAN sir det ka du skoleskyde på MIN skole [osse] X D SMIley 

105 D:             [JA]  

JA 

106 L: hva MENer han SÅ med DET. det mener han ik alv[orligt] 

107 D:             [nej]  

så det bar sådant for sjovt 

108 L: >for sjovt han sir det< (0.6) 

du sagde før at (.) der osse var ANdre der 

<skrev som dig> på DE >medier< 

109 D: ja (0.5) ja <mange andre> altså på FACEbook 

hvor i grupper hvor de skriver at de vil GØ:re det sam: 

°og sån noget° 

110 L: for sjov. 

111 D: for sjov. 

112 L: du har til poliTIet forklaret (0.4) 

du er øh ciTEret for at sige  

at det skulle forstås som <en> SPØG 

eller en s- eller sarkastisk (0.4)  

>og så skriver du< (0.3) >eller så siger du< (0.3)

alle som kender afhørte (.) ved at afhørte 

>ikke kunne finde PÅ< <at GØRE NOgen forTRÆD>

113 D: ja 

(1.2) 

114 L: o-og hvorfor sir du hvorfor mener du det? (0.4) 

altså hva BYGger du det PÅ? 

115 D: øh jeg bygger det PÅ at folk ved at jeg (.) 

ik ku find på at lave sådn noget 

og at jeg bare en følsom lille pige ((stemme skælver)) 

116 L: jae:rh 

((imellem 116 og 117 forklarer journalist at det er skolerepræsentanten der afgiver 

forklaring om at have modtaget en mail fra en bekymret forælder)) 

Tidsinterval: 16,043-16,260 minutter 

117 P: emne ved-VIGtigt ring meget gerne A S A P altså så snart som muligt 

på teleFONnummer↓ vedrørende en elev fra ((NAVN PÅ KLASSE)) 

som gik aMOK i KLAssen i GÅR i forbindelse med en fremlæggelse (0.5) 

hun har efterfølgende lagt en: >my story< OP (.)  

hvor hun skriver jeg blir den næste school shooter.  
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((imellem 117 og 188 gengiver journalist dele af skolerepræsentantens vidneforklaring 

og dernæst forklarer journalist at tiltaltes lærer er næste vidne)) 

Tidsinterval: 18,435-19,417 minutter 

118 T: og hun hun sidder sådn og holder (.) på sig selv ik? 

og hun siger at hun er (0.8) meget meget KED af det 

119 P: fortalt hun om hun var f-følt sig nedgjort af nogen? 

120 T: JA (0.4) 

121 P: °okay° (.) så HAR jeg lige en enkelt ting mere  

sigtede forTALTE at hun havde haft en masse GRIMME tanker 

om den eLEV som hun (.) havde følt havde NEDgjort sigtede 

sigtede fortalte at hun ik ville FØLGE de tanker  

>men hellere la det gå ud over< et objekt.

har du [sagt] sådan til politiet 

122 T:   [JA] JA 

123 P:  Okay. (.)  

>adspurgt om hvordan sigtede er som elev

beskriver afhørte hende< som en DEJlig pige 

øh som meget gerne vil alle de RIGtige og GODE ting 

124 T: JA 

125 P: sigtede er en SKRØbelig pige som ka blive VRED  

hvis andre ikke forSTÅR hva hun MEner (0.3)  

sigtede SIger at hun har vrede og gramme-grimme tanker (.) 

hun ønsker ikke at være en (.) som har sådanne tanker 

126 T: JA 

127 P: er det osse sådn øh du har for[klaret] 

128 T:         [JA]  

129 P: (0.5) relaterer det sig så KUN til den her dag? 

el[ler (.) hvordan ska jeg forstå det?] 

130 T: [hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ((langt suk))] 

(0.9) 

ahm altså jeg har ik nogen oplevelser med hende (.) 

øh:: (0.3) altså dårlig oplevelse TVÆRTIMOD (.)  

øhm: det har jeg altså ik (0.5) 

131 P: Okay. 

2.9 ((bladren af papirer)) 

Tidsinterval: 19,417-19,512 minutter 

132 L: du havde sagt til politiet at du var sikker på (0.3) 

at æh (0.8) tiltalte ik ville gøre alvor af sine trusler, 

133 T: JA jeg [er f-]STENSIKKER på det ville hun ALDRIG gøre 

134 L:   [(  )]  

arj 

((imellem 134 og 135 forklarer journalist at det er tid til procedurerne)) 
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Tidsinterval: 20,039-22,191 minutter 

135 P: vi VED fra vidnerne og osse fra hende selv 

at der jo altså har været nogle episoder og  

øh: det ka være mere eller mindre alvorligt sådn som man opfatter det 

men vi ved i HVERT fald at der dagen FØR (0.7)  

i klassen var en voldsom episode.  

vi ved osse (0.5) at hun kastede eller væltede et bord i vre:de  

eller i (.) frustration  

og at hun (0.4) havde det rigtig DÅRligt (0.6) 

og det var det SIDste de v-øh personer i KLAsseværelset så til hende  

(0.3) og nogen af de personer (0.5)  

må hun jo i et eller andet omfang have indset (.)  

formentlig ville gå ind og kigge  

da fyrre halvTREDS normalt kigged på hendes opslag (0.6)  

og hun så samme aften (0.3) slog et opslag op hvor hun skrev  

i'll (.) øh jeg blir den næste <school shooter> guys (0.4)  

vi ved osse at øh læreren blev gjort bekendt med  

at hun havde GRIMME tanker 

hun havde også en FRYGT for at de GRImme tanker de blev OMsat (0.5)  

og derfor så ville hun RETte det mod objekter  

(1.3)  

det er FAKTISK VELKENDT at øh skoleskyderier FINDER sted andre steder 

(0.3) det ved vi allesammen godt (0.6)  

men det: grunden til jeg siger det er IKKE  

at øh beskylde øh: tiltalte FOR at ville GØRE det her (0.5)  

det tror jeg sådn set HELLER ik hun ville gøre 

det heller ik AFgørende for domfældelsen (.)  

i virkeligheden beHØVer jo det faktisk ikke  

for at øh tiltalte ka blive dømt her være sådn  

at der er nogen der for: alvor blir bange  

det ska bare være EGNET til at SKAbe denne her alvorlige frygt  

for liv helbred eller velfærd (0.7)  

men det blev der (0.6)  

også ((SKOLEREPRÆSENTANTEN)) tog det ganske alvorligt  

>og inden vi vidst af det var< (0.3)

politiet kommet til stede (0.9)  

ka man så (.) AFlive det hele ved at skrive L M A O (0.8) 

ka man være HELT sikker på at alle tænker  

det bare for sjov? (0.3) 

ja der ER nogen (0.6) øh: som har <en anden> (0.6)  

intern øh: umiddelbar forståelse af det HER (.)  

når de skriver noget til hinanden  

men hun havde ikke begrænset det til dem (0.9)  

når det så er sagt (.) altsammen  

så er det altså at jeg prøver at summere det OP til og anbefale 

at an-at domsmandsretten (0.7) lægger til grund  

at hun skal dømmes i overensstemmelse med anklageskriftet (.)  
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og findes skyldig i overtrædelse af paragraf tohundredogseksogtres  

(1.3)  

det er altså noget der BERØRER mange mennesker (.)  

det er noget der har haft en STOR effekt på SKOlen (0.5)  

og det er noget: som også har en sigNALværdi (0.3)  

øh hva det er (0.4) øh der blir reakTIOnen fra domsmandsretten i DAG 

(1.4)  

på DEN baggrund (.) så er det min ANbefaling til domsmandsretten  

>at det her ska< AFgøres m:ed en

kortere fængselsstraf på tyve til tredive dages fængsel↑ 

((imellem 135 og 136 opsummerer journalisten anklagerens procedure og forklarer at det 

nu er forsvarerens tur)) 

Tidsinterval: 22,378-24,448 minutter 

136 L: >s-tiltalte nægter sig< FORTsat skyldig (0.6) 

og jeg øhm er jo på en RÆKKE (0.3)  

VÆSentlige områder UENIG med anklageren  

øh- man er nødt til og fortolke på <selve den formulering> (.)  

OG (.) >man er nødt til< at ta HENsyn TIL (.) i hvilken SAMmenhæng (.) 

at den er fremsat. (0.4)  

den er FREMsat i de-på de sociale medier (.) på instagram (0.4)  

den er IKke FREMsat (0.9) til skolen↑ (0.3)  

den er fremsat (.) øh i et forum (0.3)  

hvor man TALER til hinanden og bruger e:n-et (0.3)  

>ja vel næsten< for: dem der IKKE ved det (0.7)

som åbenbart er ((SKOLEREPRÆSENTANTEN)) (0.5)  

så TALER man jo nærmest i et KODESPROG↑ (0.7)  

og hvis IK man er i <STAND TIL> (0.3)  

og øh- og læse og forSTÅ den <samtaleform↓> (0.6)  

så man jo reelt ikke i stand til at VURDERE  

om der er tale↓ om en TRUSSEL↑ eller en spøg. (0.3) 

>og så kan man sige< det kan være e:n ÅNDssvag spøg

(1.3)  

det kan være en <UAGTSOM> spøg (0.6) 

>det kan man ik dømme for efter toseksogtres< (0.6)

MEN men man er nødt til (0.3) og forSTÅ (0.4)  

hvad L M A O beTYder i den <SAMMENhæng> (0.4) den er f- øh fremsat↑ i 

til de (0.4) øh unge mennesker til de (.) TEENAGERE  

som ALLEsammen↓ kommunikerer på samme måde (0.3)  

og når man bruger det UDTRYK (.)  

og det jo VIGtigt at domsmandsretten FORSTÅR det (0.6)  

så BETYDER det (0.6)  

jeg blir den næste <SKOLEskyder> (0.8) bare for sjov (0.8)  

og det klart (.) >at hvis ik man< FORSTÅR det. (0.7)  

så ka det jo være et proBLEM↑ (0.5)  
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men det jo ikke (0.5) høje domsmandsret↓ (.)  

i (.) straffelovens paragraf tohundredeSEKSogtres forstæn-forstand (.) 

ska det jo ikke <gå udover> TILTALTE  

(1.0) 

fordi ANDET led (0.4) i toSEKSogTRES er (0.7)  

at TILtalte har haft FORsæt (0.6) til at FREMkomme med en trussel 

(1.1) 

o-og det ik et led der ka bøjes (0.6)

man ka ikke BAGefter blive KLAR over at det var for DUMT (.)  

eller (0.3) <det ku godt være> etellerandet  

eller NOGEN ku MÅSKE forstå det-  

(1.1) 

med hensyn til (0.4) hvis det høje domsmandsret må nå frem til 

der skal ske en (.) DOMFÆLDELSE↓ i nærværende sag (0.3)  

så-så må det være rettens ABSOLUT mildeste DOM 

((imellem 136 og 137 forklarer journalist at tiltalte får sidste ord over for 

dommeren)) 

Tidsinterval: 24,509-25,058 minutter 

137 J: er der noget du vil sige før vi går ud (.) 

og drøfter sagen? 

og kommer tilbage og træffer en afgørelse? 

138 D: øh (0.7) lidt (0.7) 

139 J: værsgo 

140 D: øhm øh jeg ville bare sige at jeg aldrig havde ment det som en TRUSSEL 

(0.5) og jeg seføli er KED af ⁰hva der er sket⁰ 

((imellem 140-141 forklarer journalist at dommer og domsmænd voterer og kommer ind 

igen)) 

Tidsinterval: 25,236-25,474 minutter 

141 J: thi kendes for ret (.) tiltalte ((NAVN)) skal frifindes. (0.6) 

statskassen ska betale sagens omkostninger (0.5)  

ta plads  

(3.1)  

og jeg ka sige til dig at øh vi enige om at du skal frifindes 

(0.9) ikke: fordi (0.3) der ikke er tale om en (0.8)  

objektivt set strafbar trussel men fordi vi mener  

at øh du ik havde det fornødne forsæt. øh: (0.5) 
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Appendix B: Transcription of Danish audio recording from district 
court 
P=prosecutor  
D=defendant  
L= defense lawyer 
T=teacher  
J=judge 

Time interval: 2.042-2.357 minutes 

001 P: the indictment is dated ((DATE)) >and reads that< 

((NAME)) is charged by the court of ((NAME OF CITY))  

seeking punishment for (0.6)  

threats under the criminal code’s section twosixtysix (0.7)  

by on the eleventh of september twothousandeighteen around midnight (0.5)  

as a student at ((NAME OF CITY)) high school (.)  

having threatened to commit a punishable act (0.5)  

in that the defendant put a picture of herself  

on instagram with the TEXT (.)  

i’ll be the next school shooter (.) guys (0.3)  

L M A O (0.3) watch out↑ (.) 

((the prosecutor and the journalist take turns in explaining about the case)) 

Time interval: 5.351-6.347 minutes 

002 P: the day before this happened 

where you then a:t high school the day before 

003 D: YES 

004 P: and and did something happen then? (0.7) 

005 D: umm i got a bit ANGRY. (0.3) and flipped a table, (0.3) 

006 P: °yes°, what were you angry about? 

007 D: umm >I had got a bit< angry about >what’s it called< (0.3) 

umm ((NAME)) who (0.6) eh came with proVOking °like° 

(1.0) 

references to me 

(1.4) 

008 P: was it something about a presentatio[n o]r:? 

009 D:         [YES] 

010 P: °yes° try and tell me what it was= 

011 D: =well i was about to present and we had also rehearsed it 

and then he took what i was supposed to say (0.8) 

and afterwards then he said  

>i’m just waiting for her to open her MOUTH< (0.6)

aloud in class ((voice trembling))

umm

(1.4)

which e- made >me a bit< irritated

012 P: were you practically humiliated on that occa[sion]? 

013 D:             [YES] 

014 P: °yes yeah° where- was it in front of the WHOLE class and the teacher? 

015 D: uh-huh (0.8) 

016 P: and how did you react to it. (0.7) 

017 D: yeah that was- the:n then i flipped the table 

018 P: (0.3) °yes° were you also umm: (0.5) otherwise (0.5)  

reactive towards ((NAME)) or [>towards one of the others<] 

019 D:             [NO: not at all]  

I quickly exited afterwards 

((the speaker from The Danish Broadcasting Corporation explains that two of the 

defendant’s girlfriends went after her and that a teacher came out to talk to her as 

well))  
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Time interval: 6.442-8.266 minutes 

020 P: and the (0.3) uh: TEACHER you then talked to AFterwards 

who was that. 

021 D: umm ((NAME)) ((voice trembling)) 

022 P: was it ((NAME SURNAME))? (0.7)  

who is coming to give testimony today also. 

023 D: [yeah] 

024 P: [yes] okay. 

did you then go home after having talked to ((NAME))  

025 D: yes she then drove me home and said THAT i could (0.3) 

start (0.4) over again tomorrow  

i felt much better after having talked to ((NAME))↑ (.)  

and then >i then chose to be with< a couple of friends (.) 

after it happened (0.4)  

026 P: mm 

027 D: >where we then just made lasagna and enjoyed ourselves 

and i thought that it was over< (0.6)  

028 P: yeah did you talk about anything specific? (0.5) 

029 D: we had talked about many things and we had also talked a bit about 

li:ke school shootings and things like that (.) 

in the other countries (0.4) 

030 P: mm (0.7) why did you get to talk about that. 

do you remember that? 

031 D: yes so we were like online (0.4) 

032 P: [⁰yes⁰] 
033 D: [and] then we saw like some ARTI-ARTICLES 

(1.1) 

034 P: yes (0.8) where online did you see that? 

035 D: facebook 

036 P: yes (0.5) and then around ten ((PM)) you went home. (0.4) 

037 D: yes 

038 P: yes. and then what happened? 

(1.0) 

039 D: then i played computer until it was twelve o’clock 

(1.0) 

and then i had to go to BED↑ (0.5) 

and i had taken that picture when i was with them 

040 P: mm 

041 D: where i sat on the TOILET↑ (0.3)((forceful voice)) 

042 P: mm 

043 D: just like for FUN ((forceful voice)) 

044 P: [mm] 

045 D: [and] >we had taken pictures together and things like that< (0.4) 

umm and then i went home and thought that i would post a picture (0.3) 

046 P: [mm] 

047 D: [then] i took that picture where i sat on the toilet 

048 P: mm 

049 D: and so then i wrote and then-th >i had to find something to write< 

and that became it then. 

(1.2) 

050 P: what did you mean by it? 

(1.0) 

051 D: i meant like, it was something li:ke (0.7) 

especially for THOSE two basically (.) ⁰that⁰ (0.3) 
>they would be able to understand it because we just talked about it<

(.) so it was like <a joke> (0.5)

052 P: so when you <write> >i’ll be the< next <school shooter guys> 

lmaO↓ watch out. 

053 D: yes (0.3) 

054 P: just so we all understand it 

[what] does lmao stand for 

055 D: [yes] uh laughing my ass off ((said in English)) 

056 P: yes umm >laughing my ass off< ((said in Danish)) 

057 D: [YES EXACTLY] 

058 P: [yes yes] (0.3) 

059 D: which makes it a joke. 
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((the speaker explains that the defendant uploads the picture so that all her 

followers can see it)) 

Time interval: 8.316-9.246 minutes 

060 P: this outburst uh that you had 

have you HAD more of those. 

(0.7) 

061 D: no::  

062 P: would you- uh: would you say that you sometimes get immensely angry (.) 

063 D: ye:s i can get a bit angry 

064 P: yes (.) and of course ((Danish: jo)) what I am interested in uh 

that is of course ((Danish: jo)) kinda how the others perceive you 

and ho-how YOU somehow maybe KNOW that the others perceive you  

(0.7) uh: and yes according to count ONE appendix seven  

it’s a police report (0.7)  

is it tru- can you remember that you’ve spoken with the police?   

065 D: YES   

066 P: yes umm it says on page four in the report 

the subject then explained that the subject has PROBLEMS WITH HER MOOD 

(1.0)  

the subject can get immensely ANGRY when she gets angry  

(1.0)  

can you uh: have you said anything like that to the police?  

067 D: yes (.) 

068 P: °yes° is that also how it was. (0.5)   

069 D: yes 

070 P: yes ((sharp voice))  

>has there been other incidents where you got angry in class<

and perhaps could have [<been a little>] (0.4) [angry?]

071 D:       [NO::]          [>nonono<] 

i haven’t been angry in class at all or anything (.) 

072 P: NO (.) so this was the first time this 

073 D: yes it w- (0.5) 

074 P: >THANK YOU fn-for now i have no further questions for the defendant< 

((the journalist explains that it is now the defense lawyer’s turn to question the 

defendant and that she says the post was a joke so the defense lawyer wants to hear 

more about the humor and language online)) 

Time interval: 11.531-12.355 minutes 

075 L: you ha- you:- >i think you’ve explained< 

that they could have a DARK sense of humor? (.) 

076 D: yes (0.5) 

077 L: uh try and explain who- what could that wha-what can THAT BE 

078 D: uh we can write things like that uh  

we will kill ourselves the next day (.)  

and then we write lol or l m a o (.) aft-afterwards (.)  

as if like >of course we won’t do that< it’s a joke, (0.3) 

079 L: yeah 

(1.6) 

SO when you wri- when you express L M A O (0.7) 

uh you then mean what (0.6) 

080 D: that it’s a JOKE↑ 

081 L: that it’s a joke. 

082 D: yes 

083 L: i-is that something everyone underSTANDS? (.) 

i [me:an] 

084 D:   [ all ] teenagers and (0.6) 

<people> who are online un- should understand it, 

085 L: basically all those (.) who who see (0.3) [your] posts (0.4) 

086 D:          [yes]  yes 

087 L: they know what it me[ans] 

088 D:    [yes] 

((the speaker explains that one of the defendant’s classmates felt unsafe seeing the 

instagram post)) 
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Time interval: 12.396-13.075 minutes 

089 L: the girl whose mother (0.4) we can see (0.3) 

contacts ((THE SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE)) in the morning allegedly 

was it one of these here? 

090 D: no it wasn’t any of my frie:nds it was someone from the class (0.7) 

who didn’t (0.5) KNOW me ⁰so well⁰ 
091 L: but but uh does SHE contact you at night [or in the morning]? 

092 D:              [no not at all] 

093 L: no 

094 D: there’s no (0.8) like no [not her]

095 L:         [>there’s no contact<]  

096 D: [no] 

097 L: [be]tween you and her in any way 

(0.9) 

do you know if she has SEEN↑ your post 

098 D: yes we were FRIends on instagram i saw hers and she also saw mine 

099 L: yeah 

((the speaker explains that the defendant got other kinds of reactions to the 

instagram post namely friends who continued her joke)) 

Time interval: 13.126-14.214 minutes 

100 L: you GET some reACtions on this post isn’t that true, 

101 D: yeah (0.4) 

102 L: uh try and just try and explain what it- what it says THERE 

103 D: yes he has written can you school shoot at my school then? x d (0.5) 

and xd that is like writing (0.5)  

uh it’s like a smiley (.) that’s laughing (0.7) 

so tha:t p- is part o:f forexample lol and these things (.) 

104 L: a-and when HE says that 

can you school shoot at MY school [also] X D SMIley 

105 D:       [YES]        YES 

106 L: >what THEN does he MEAN by THAT. he doesn’t mean it seri[ously]< 

107 D:            [no]  

then it’s just like for fun 

108 L: >for fun he says it< (0.6)  

you said before that (.) there were also OTHers who 

<wrote like you> on THESE >medias< 

109 D: yes (0.5) yes <lots of other> you know on FACEbook 

where in groups- where they write that they will DO: the sa:me 

and ⁰things like that⁰  
110 L: for fun. 

111 D: for fun. 

112 L: you have explained to the poLIce (0.4) 

you are uh CIted saying  

that it was supposed to be understood as <a> JOKE 

or a s- or sarcastically (0.4) 

>and then you write< (0.3) >or then you say< (0.3)

all who know the subject (.) knows that the subject

>would never THINK of< <HARming ANYone>

113 D: yes 

(1.2) 

114 L: a-and why do you say- why do you mean that? (0.4) 

i mean what do you BAse this uPON? 

115 D: uh i’m basing it uPON that people know that i (.) 

would never think of doing such a thing 

and that i’m just a sensitive little girl ((voice trembling)) 

116 L: yea:h 

((the journalist explains that the school representative gives her statement in court 

about having received an e-mail from a worried parent but she does not want to be 

recorded)) 

Time interval: 16.043-16.260 minutes 

117 P: subject reg- imPORtant please call A S A P that is as soon as possible 

at telephone number↓ regarding a student from ((NAME OF CLASS)) 

who went aMOK in CLASS yesterday during a presentation (0.5)  

she has subsequently posted a: >my story< ((said in English)) (.) 
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where she writes i’ll be the next school shooter. 

((the journalist reports parts of the witness statement of the school representative 

og then explains that the defendant’s teacher is the next witness)) 

Time interval: 18.435-19.417 minutes 

118 T: and she she’s sitting like holding (.) herself right? 

and she says that she’s (0.8) very very SORRY 

119 P: did she say that she was- f-felt put down by someone? 

120 T: YES (0.4) 

121 P: ⁰okay⁰ (.) then I HAVE just one more thing  
the defendant SAID that she had had a lot of NASTY thoughts  

about that student that she (.) felt had put DOWN the defendant 

the defendant said that she wasn’t going to FOLLOW these thoughts 

>but would rather take it out on< an object.

have you [said] that to the police

122 T:     [YES]   YES 

123 P: okay. (.) 

>when asked how the defendant is as a student

the subject describes her< as a LOVEly girl

uh who very much wants all the RIGHT and GOOD things

124 T: YES 

125 P: the defendant is a FRAGILE girl who can get angry 

if others don’t underSTAND what she MEANS (0.3) 

the defendant SAYS that she has angry and nosty-nasty thoughts (.) 

she doesn’t want to be someone (.) who has such thoughts 

126 T: YES 

127 P: is that also what uh you’ve ex[plained] 

128 T:         [YES]  

129 P: (0.5) does that ONLY relate to that day? 

o[r: (.) how should i understand it?] 

130 T:  [hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ((loud sigh))] 

(0.9) 

well really I havn’t had any experiences with her (.) 

uh:: (0.3) that is bad experience ON THE CONTRARY (.) 

umm: i really haven’t (0.5) 

131 P: okay. 

(2.9) ((turning of pages)) 

Time interval: 19.417-19.512 minutes 

132 L: you had said to the police that you were sure (0.3) 

that uh (0.8) the defendant wouldn’t carry out her threats 

133 T: YES i [am c-] ABSOLUTELY SURE that she would NEVER do that 

134 L:  [(  )]  

nope 

((the journalist says that it is time for the closing statements)) 

Time interval: 20.039-22.191 minutes 

135 P: we KNOW from the witnesses and also from herself 

that there actually have been some incidents and  

uh: that can be more or less serious depending on how you look at it  

but we do IN FACT know that the day BEFORE (0.7)  

in class was an violent incident. 

we also know (0.5) that she threw or flipped a table in ra:ge 

or in (.) frustration  

and that she (0.4) was in a very BAD state (0.6) 

and that was the LAST the w-uh persons in the CLASSroom saw of her  

(0.3) and some of these persons (0.5)  

she must of course ((Danish: jo)) to some degree have realized (.)  

probably would go and look  

when forty FIFty would normally look at her posts (0.6)  

and that she then on that same night (0.3) put up a post where she wrote 

i'll ((said in English)) (.) uh i’ll be the next <school shooter> guys 

(0.4) we also know that uh the teacher was  

familiar with her having NASTY thoughts  

she also had a FEAR that these NAsty thoughts would be REalized (0.5)  

and because of that she would AIM it against objects  
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(1.3)  

it is ACTUALLY WELL-KNOWN that uh school shootings HAPPEN other places 

(0.3) we all know that (0.6) 

but tha:t the reason that i say that is NOT  

to uh accuse uh: the defendant OF wanting to DO this here (0.5)  

as such i don’t think she would do that EITHER  

that’s not deCIsive for the conviction either (.)  

in reality there is of course ((Danish jo)) actually no NEED 

in order for uh the defendant to be convicted here 

for anyone a:ctualy to be scared  

it only needs to be FIT to creATE this serious fear 

for life health or welfare (0.7) 

but there was (0.6)  

also ((THE SCHOOL REPRESENATIVE)) took it quite seriously  

>and before we knew it< (0.3)

the police had arrived (0.9)

can one then (.) do away with all this by writing L M A O (0.8)

can one be TOTALLY sure that everyone is thinking

this is just for fun? (0.3)

yes there ARE some (0.6) uh: who have <another> (0.6)

insider uh: immediate understanding of THIS (.)

when they write something to each other

but she hadn’t limited it to them (0.9)

when all that’s (.) said

i’m really trying to sum this UP and recommend

that the pro- that the court (0.7) establishes

that she is to be convicted in accordance with the indictment (.)

and found guilty of violation of section twohundredandsixtysix

(1.3)

this is really something that AFFECTS a lot of people (.)

it is something that has had a BIG effect on the SCHOOL (0.5)

and it is also somethi:ng that has a SIGnaling effect (0.3)

uh that which (0.4) uh becomes the reACtion from the court toDAY

(1.4)

in light of THESE facts (.) then it is my recommenDAtion to the court

>that this must be< settled wi:th a

shorter term of imprisonment↑ of twenty to thirty days

((the journalist sums up the prosecutor’s closing statement and explains that the time 

has come for the defense lawyer’s closing statement)) 

Time interval: 22.378-24.448 minutes 

136 L: >the a- the defendant still pleads< not guilty (0 .6) 

and i umm am ((Danish: jo)) in a NUMBER of (0.3) 

esSENtial points in DISAGREEMENT with the prosecutor 

uh- one has to interpret <the formulation itself> (.)  

AND (.) >one has to< take into consideRAtion (.) in what CONtext (.) 

it is stated. (0.4)  

it is STAted in- on social media (.) on instagram (0.4)  

it ISn’t STAted (0.9) towards the school↑ (0.3)  

it is stated (.) uh in a forum (0.3)  

where they SPEAK to each other and use a:n- a (0.3)  

>yeah well almost< for: those who DON’T know it (0.7)

which apparently is ((THE SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE)) (0.5)

they then almost SPEAK in a CODED LANGUAGE↑ (0.7)

and if you’re NOT <CAPABLE> (0.3)

of uh- of reading and underSTANDing that <conversational form↓> (0.6)

then of course ((Danish: jo)) you’re not really capable of ASSESSING

whether we’re talking↓ about a THREAT↑ or a joke. (0.3)

>and then you can say< it can be a: STUpid joke

(1.3)

it can be a <RECKLESS> joke (0.6)

>you can’t convict that after twosixtysix< (0.6)

BUT but you have to (0.3) underSTAND (0.4)

what L M A O MEans in this <CONtext> (0.4) it is s- uh stated↑ within

to the (0.4) uh young people to the (.) TEENAGERS

who ALL↓ communicate in the same way (0.3)

and when they use that EXPRESSION (.)
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and it’s ((Danish: jo)) important that the court UNDERSTANDS this (0.6) 

then it MEANS (0.6)  

i’ll be the next <SCHOOL shooter> (0.8) just for fun (0.8)  

and it’s clear (.) >that if you don’t< UNDERSTAND this. (0.7)  

then of course ((Danish: jo)) it can be a PROblem↑ (0.5)  

but that is of course ((Danish: jo)) not (0.5) your honors↓ (.) 

in (.) the criminal code’s section tohundredsixtySIX’ san-sense (.) 

it’s not supposed to be <held against> the DEFENDANT 

(1.0) 

because the SECOND article (0.4) in TWOsixtySIX is (0.7) 

that the DEFENDANT has had inTENT (0.6) to proDUCE a threat 

(1.1) 

a-and that’s not an article that can be inflected (0.6)

one can’t REALIZE AFTERwards that this was too STUPID (.)

or (0.3) <this could have been> something or other

or SOMEONE could PERHAPS understand it-

(1.1)

with regards to (0.4) if your honors it must come to

there being a CONVICTION↓ in the present case (0.3)

then-then it must ABSOLUTELY be the court’s most lenient SENTENCE

((the journalist explains that the defendant gets the final word in front of the 

judges)) 

Time interval: 24.509-25.058 minutes 

137 J: is there anything you wish to say before we go outside (.) 

and discuss the case? 

and come back and make a decision? 

138 D: uh (0.7) a little (0.7) 

139 J: here you go 

140 D: umm uh i would just say that i never meant it as a THREAT 

(0.5) and that i’m of course SORRY about ⁰what has happened⁰ 

((the journalist explains that the judge and lay judges deliberate and return to the 

courtroom)) 

Time interval: 25.236-25.474 minutes 

141 J: it is adjudged that (.) the defendant ((NAME)) is to be acquitted. (0.6) 

the state treasury must pay the costs of the case (0.5)  

take your seats  

(3.1)  

and i can say to you that uh we agree that you are to be acquitted 

(0.9) no:t because (0.3) we’re not talking about an (0.8) 

objectively seen illegal threat but because we believe  

that uh you didn’t have the required intent. uh: (0.5) 
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Closing remarks 

Conclusion 
This dissertation offers an interdisciplinary examination of threatening communications from the 

joint perspectives of RGS and FL. The combination proves particularly useful, since RGS 

analyzes the communicative social actions (Miller, 1984) achieved through utterances, while FL 

research focusses on the linguistic features and textual processes related to issues concerning the 

law. The fusion is mutually beneficial for both fields, as RGS can benefit from linguistic 

knowledge on formal aspects of genres, and as FL can benefit from an increased focus on 

typified situational and contextual features of genres (cf. Gales, 2019), such as their uptakes. 

Since genre studies will often require a multimethodological (Miller et al., 2018) – 

as well as an interdisciplinary (Auken, 2020) – approach in order to achieve ample understanding 

of the genre analyzed, I propose a combination of methods that take into account both the 

theoretical and the empirical, the recurrent, the variation and the unique. Therefore, the three 

articles included in the dissertation offer different methodologies and perspectives that in 

different ways contribute to the research and understanding of the genre of threatening 

communications.  

Article 1, “Illicit genres: The case of threatening communications” examines the 

communicative social action of threatening communications, including their typical form, 

function and uptake (Freadman, 1994). In existing research on threats and in our own analyses of 

threatening communications, we found recurrent formal features indicating futurity, harm and 

sender responsibility (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017), and we found intimidation to 

be the main recurrent function (Fraser, 1998; Gales, 2010; Walton, 2000) and fear and 

compliance to be the main recurrent uptakes (Christensen & Bojsen-Møller, 2018; Gales, 2010; 

Milburn & Watman, 1981) of the genre. However, the genre holds great variation, due to varying 

degrees of (in)directness in form and noticeable differences between threats that have a 

retaliative and threats that have a manipulative function (Muschalik, 2018). Retaliative threats 

tend to be more direct and use more extreme language, since they often constitute immediate and 

explosive reactions. Manipulative or calculated threats tend to be more indirect, and they tend to 

include more conditional language than retaliative threats, since they often aim to change or 
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achieve a certain behavior in their addressees. Since forms of threats vary significantly and since 

threats will often be phrased indirectly to evade instant recognizability and thereby detection, my 

co-authors and I conducted a survey that tests the recognizability of threats for average Danish 

language users. Our results indicate high recognition of threats despite differences in form, as 

evidenced by remarkable homogeneity in both labelling and descriptions by the respondents. 

Furthermore, we argue that threatening communications are what we term an illicit genre, and 

we propose a theoretical framework for illicit genres. Illicit genres are introduced as an addition 

to Miller’s (2017) four types of genres commonly studied within Rhetorical Genre Studies, 

namely marketed, administered, institutional and vernacular genres. Illicit genres are genres that 

have no institutional background and that are considered to be detrimental to society and to their 

targets. Because of their harmful nature, illicit genres are socially proscribed and sometimes also 

legally prohibited. As a consequence of possible social or legal sanctions, senders of illicit 

genres often avoid naming them, actively deny having used them, re-label them or phrase them 

indirectly. This means that the uptake communities of illicit genres – including victims, law 

enforcement and legal systems – form central roles in labelling and describing the genres. The 

notion of illicit genres as a theoretical framework for genres such as threatening communications 

contributes to research on language crimes by emphasizing the fact that social or societal 

proscription is predominately the cause of criminal proscription. Strong societal conventions and 

antipathies will often be the inception of criminalization – and therefore, non-illegal illicit genres 

could very well be next in line to become illegal. 

Article 2, “Fit to provoke fear? Uptakes and textual travels of threatening 

communications in legal genres” delves into the uptake of threatening communications by the 

Danish legal system, through an examination of the different types of textual travels (Heffer et 

al., 2013) of threats into different legal genres. I thus examine the collision of the heterogeneous, 

illicit genre of threatening communications and the stabilized, legal genres of legislation, 

indictments and verdicts. These different legal genres play distinct roles in managing the volatile 

or varied genre of threatening communications. Legislation has to encompass the variation of the 

genre while still being directly applicable to the type of social action sanctioned. The legal 

definition of an illegal threat is therefore both broad and precise, centering on whether the threats 

are ‘fit to provoke fear’. In turn, indictments are meant to present the linguistic evidence of the 

threats in question to the courts in an exact and transparent manner, despite differences in e.g. 

oral and written mode, in platform of communication and in degrees of (in)directness. This task 

sometimes proves difficult when it comes to the non-recorded oral threatening communications, 

which have more variation in their uptake patterns than the written ones. Finally, verdicts reflect 
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whether a specific utterance actually counts as an illegal threatening communication, and their 

task is therefore to demonstrate whether the legislative definition applies to the unique utterance 

on trial or not. My analyses show that the verdicts typically achieve this by describing the 

utterances in general terms, while not directly referencing their wording, thereby countering the 

heterogeneity that the genre of threatening communications encompasses. In their distinct ways, 

the different legal genres thereby carve out and specify what constitutes an illegal threat in a 

given society. 

Article 3, “Joke or threat? Competing genre uptakes in a Danish court case” 

focuses on a unique criminal case concerning an alleged threatening communication. Throughout 

the court case, uptakes of the utterance in question are split between two genres, namely threat 

and joke. Linguistic interpretation or discussion of linguistic content is extremely limited within 

the case, mainly focusing on the netcronym ‘lmao’. Instead, different sets of undisputed 

contextual features of the case are used as justification for the diverging genre interpretations. 

The conflicting uptakes of the utterance are also reflected within the high court verdict, which 

shows an equal division between guilty and not guilty votes by the six judges. Not only 

contextual features such as the uptakes of witnesses, but also assessment of the defendant’s 

intent has a great bearing on the final outcome of the case. In comparison, other verdicts of threat 

cases rarely reference intent as a deciding factor (cf. article 2). This case illustrates the difficult 

and often blurred boundary between joking and serious intent. Assessment of (criminal) intent is 

a particularly complex task (Hurt, 2020; Hurt & Grant, 2019) that will always rely on indirect 

clues to a person’s state of mind, including their own statements on the subject. The case also 

displays the fact that genre recognition or genre understanding is not a linear or rigid process that 

only depends on recurrence in form. It is also hugely influenced by unique, yet generically 

recognizable, contextual features. Moreover, in the most complex cases such as the present case 

study, different uptake communities may be influenced by entirely different sets of contextual 

features and interactional norms in their genre interpretations. This can especially be an issue on 

social media, since it is difficult to know who one’s entire audience or uptake community is and 

how individual readers will interpret a given utterance. 

In conclusion, the interdisciplinary, multifaceted approach to threatening 

communications that characterizes this dissertation offers a prism through which to inspect the 

genre from several angles. Each angle expands and enriches our understanding of an extremely 

varied and often interpersonally convoluted genre; its recurrent – as well as its varying and 

unique – formal, functional and contextual traits and its deep, involuntary embeddedness within 

legal systems and legal genres. 
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Perspectives and future directions 
In this dissertation, I aimed to examine whether threatening communications function as a genre 

in Danish society – whether they are recognized and labelled as if belonging to a relatively 

unified group of utterances as opposed to different groups. This question could partly be 

answered through examinations of the judicial genres that criminalize and penalize threatening 

communications, partly through a survey that set out to test whether regular Danish people 

across demographic categories would recognize, label and describe instantiations of threats 

relatively homogenously without any prompting. The results of both studies supported my initial 

assumption that threats do in fact function as a recognizable communicative act, despite 

pronounced formal and situational variation. Since the survey results of the study are limited by 

the number of respondents, I hope to be able to repeat the survey at a larger scale in the future.  

Results from my studies did, however, also point to certain subcategorizations or 

(sub)genres within the genre of threatening communications, even though the overall consensus 

of the results show that threats are generally treated as one genre and not as several distinct 

genres. Future research could benefit from diving further into such subcategorizations. In terms 

of the Danish judicial genres, such subcategorizations would constitute different statutes within 

the Danish Criminal Code (see the section “Threatening communications and the law” further 

above for examples). In terms of my survey results, the subcategorizations by respondents 

mostly consist of situational specifications added to the threat label, such as mordtrussel ‘death 

threat’ or røveritrussel ‘robbery threat’. Other possible subcategorizations to examine could be 

purported threats that are not deemed chargeable by the police or prosecutable by the 

Prosecution Service. It has not been possible within this project to obtain data material of 

reported threats that the police did not bring charges against or that the Prosecution Service did 

not prosecute, but doubtlessly such data could offer valuable information about the boundaries 

and differences between “merely” illicit and illegal threats.  

Furthermore, prospective research on threatening communications should continue 

to examine how physical acts of violence associated with or resulting from threatening 

communications are connected to our understanding of threats. Threatening communications are 

closely linked, ideologically and in some cases physically, to the violent or harmful act that they 

either explicitly mention or to which they implicitly allude (cf. Gales, 2015; Hurt, 2020; Smith, 

2006, and also see figure 7 in section “Demographic and situational factors of Danish threatening 

communications” further above).  
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Finally and crucially, further research is needed on different illicit genres (see, for 

instance Kupper & Meloy, 2021 who examine targeted violent manifestos within the framework 

of illicit genres), on the inherent connection of illicit genres to the negative consequences that 

they in themselves instill and to additional harmful consequences that may follow their use. 

Similarly to arguments made by Gales (2010; 2019), such illicit genre research should be 

interdisciplinary, focusing on both form (locution), function and indications of intent (illocution), 

recipient effect and uptake (perlocution) and sociocultural context, ideally combining methods 

and theoretical perspectives from disciplines such as linguistics, rhetoric, sociology, psychology 

and law. 
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